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IT is with deepest regret that the 
Commission record the death of their 
colleague, Malik Ahmad Bakhsh, 
fll.L.A., on the 11th of January, 
1938, at the moment when this. 
report was heing suhmitted to the 
Press. It was in his constituency 
that the Commission commenced 
its lahours and devised the method 
0/ villilge-to-village touring which 
hecame the standardsystem through
out. Though this report cannot he 
signed hy Malik Ahmad Bakhsh, 
it owes a very great deal to his 
initiative, his energy qnd his clear
cut criticism. The Commission 

" 
tender to his relatives their heart-fo/t 
sympathy in his early passing. 
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To 

SIR, 

No. 2861-C. 

C. C. GARBETT, ESQ., C.S.I., C.M.G., C.I.E., F.R.G.S., I.C.S., 

Chairman, Punjab Government Forest CommissUm, 

THB SECR:ETARY TO GOVERNMENT, PUNJAB, 

IN THE DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT. 

Dated Camp Murree, the 26th April, 1938_ 

I HA VB the honour to transmit the report of the Punjab Government 
Forest Com.mis~ion constituted by virtue of Punjab Government Notification 
No. 4058-E., dated the 4th October, 1937. 

2. The COl'DI;llission commenced its labours on the 28th September~ 
1937, completed its sittings on J)ecember the 20th and the report was sent t() 
the Press on January the 20th. 

In the interval which has elapsed since that date there has been ~ery 
heavy pressure of work in the Government Printing Press consequent on the
preparations 'for and the holding of the budget session of the Punjab Legis
lative Assembly. A great effort was made to produce the volume before the 
Assembly dispersed, but unfortunately other more urgent business made 
this impossible. 

3. The report was approved by our collf'ague the late Malik Ahmed 
Bakhsh to whose untiniely death reference is made in it. Though his signa
ture is lacking, there is no forest matter in the report of which he had not ex
pressed his approva1. The report, therefore, may b~ accepted by Government 
as presented unanimously by all the members of the Commission. 



4. The Commission desire to bring to the notice of Government theu 
high appreciation of the excellent service rendered to them by Mr. A. P. F. 
Hamilton, M.e., whom Government were good enough to appoint as Secre
tary. Not only was his control of the office all that could be desired, but also 
his balanced judgment and breadtli of understanding of the difficulties both 
o~ the administration on the one hand and of the villager on the other, 
eombined with his expert knowledge of forestry and of everything. connected 
'with anti-erosion measures, made his advice on the many difficult problems 
with which the Commission were faced of the greatest value to them. 

I have the honour to be, 
SIR, 

Your most obedient servant, 
C. C. ,GARBETT, 

Chairman, Fore.5t Commission. 



FrUT.Itispiece. No.1. 

KANGRA TO·DAY. 
"THE PRESENT GRAZING GROUNDS HAVE BEEN GRAZED BARE." See page 65. 
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Proceedings of the Forest Conference held at Ellerslie, Simla 
East. on Tuesday and W.,dnesday, the 14th and 15th June. 
1938, to consider the recommendations contained in the 
Report of the Punjab Government Forest COlDmission, 
1937.3& 

PRESENT: 

The Hon'ble Sardar' Bahadur Sardar Sir SUNP1ilR SINGH 
MAJITHIA, C.I.E., M.L.A., Minister for Reyenue,-..:. 
Chairman . 

. C. C. GARBETT, Esquire, C.S.I., C.M.G., C.I.E., F.R.G.S., 
I.C.S., Secretary to Government, Punjab, Develop
ment Department. 

R. N. PARKER, Esquire, F.C.H., I.F.S., Chief Conservator 
of Forests, Punjab and N orth-West Fronti~r Province. 

H. M. GLOVER, Esquire, I.F.S., Conservator ·of Forests, 
Eastern Circle, Punjab. 

R. T. JENKIN, Esquire, I.F.S., Conservator of Forests, 
Western Circle, Punjab. 

A. P. F. HAMILTON, Esquire, M.C., O.B.E., I.F.S., Divisional 
Forest Officer, Simla. 

H. D. BHANOT, EsqUire, I.C.S., Secretary to Government, 
Punjab, Finance Department. 

W. F. G. LE BAILLY, Esquire, I:C.S., Deputy Secretary to 
Government, punjab. Development Department,
Secretary. 

1. The Conference considered the recommendations contained 
in the Report of the Punjab Government Forest Commission, 
1937-38, serially and agreed to, called for a report or ordered further 
examination of the recommendations. The three courses of action 
decided upon in respect of each recommendation· are classified 
4' A, Band C .. below :_ 

.. A .. mel;tning accepted by Government . 

.. B" meaning requiring inter-departmental discussion . 

.. C .. meaning referred to Chief Conservator of Forests for 
his considered opinion. 

·A8IlD1mary~i the de;nsioDB ~iIl be found at Chap~ xn, ~e,j 105-113. 

(iv) 



S'5 (v). 
6·1-A. 
6·2-A. 
S·l. 
S;5 (t). 
S'5 (ii). 
S'5 (iii) 

(better furnishing of 
bungalows)., 

'S' 5 (iv) 
(a minimum of S and 
maximum of 5 years). 

5'6. 
6·1-B. 
.6·2-B. 
6·S-B. 
6·4-B. 
6·5-B. -' 
6·6-B. 
6·7-B. 
6·S-B. 
S·2-A. 
S·4-A. 

2'2. 
S'5 (iii) 

(touring with tentage). 
7·1-A. 
7·2-A. 
7·S-A. 
7·4-A. 
7·S-A. 

A. 
S·l-B. 
S'2-B 

(experimentally) • 
S·S-B. 
S·4-B. 
S·l-C. 
S'2-C (2). 
S·S-C. 
S·l·D. 
9·1-A. 
9·2-A. 
9·S-A. 
9·4-A. 
9·1-B. 
9·S-B. 
9·4-B. 
9'5-B 

(Chief Conservator of 
Forests to note). 

9·7-B. 
9·1-C. 

10·S-A. 
10'9-A (a) and (b). 

B. 
2·S. 
6·1-C. 
S'2-C (S). 

10·U-A • 

• , C. 
\ ; 

7·6-A. 
7·1-B. 
7·2-B. 
9·6-A. 
9·6-B. 

10·S-A. 
to 

10·7-A. 

2. The Conference decided also--

. 10·1-B.· 
10·S-B. 
10·4-B. 
10·5-B. 
10·2-C. 
10·4-C. 
10·5-C. 
U·l-A. 
U·2-A. 
U'S-A. 
U·2-B. 
U'S-B. 
U·5-B. 
U'7-B 

(" lopped " to be sub· 
stituted for" felled "). 

U'S-B 
(Government to fell) •. 

U·lO-B._ 
ll·l-C. 
U·2-C. 
ll·S-C. 

10·10-A. 
1l·4-A. 
U·9-B. 
ll'll-B 

, (to be left to the discre
tion of Conservator). 

(.1.) that 500 (including 150 interleaved) extra copies of the 
Report in English only should be printed. These 
copies should include the decisions arrived at by the 
Conference on the recommenda.tions of the Commis
sion in the form of a supplement, copies of which 

(v) 



should also be supplied to those to whom copies of 
the first edition of the Report have been supplied. 

(b) that copies should be supplied to such of the other Ad· 
ministrations and States as were interested in the 
recommendations of the Commission, such as, North· 
West Frontier Province, Mandi~ Suket and Chamba. 
States. 

(vi) 
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APPENDIX L 

Proceedings in Attock District. 

MINUTES OF A MEETING HELD AT CAMfBELLPUR ON 7TH OCTOBER .. 

1937. 

PRESENT: 

The Chairman. 

S. Ahmad Bakhsh, M.L.A., Member. 

The Secretary. 

ASSISTED BY-

The Deputy Commissioner, Campbellpur. 

The Divisional F~rest Officer, Rawalpindi (West). 

Corruption amongst lorest offimalB.-On being asked to explain how he arrived at
his estimate that annually about two lakhs of rupees were paid to local forest officials. 
in the form of bribes, Sardar Ahmad Bakhsh stated that his calculations were as
follows :-

Average of thirty houses in each of 100 villages concemed, each paying Rs. 5 per
month in bribes for all the different forest requirements = Rs. 1,80,000. 

This meant so much loss to Government. The Commission should discover means· 
to divert at least a part of this sum into the treasury; what the people objected to
was having to pay this to Government officers, they would not mind paying it to Govem
ment. 

Dlicit grazing and browsing formed the chief source of bribery. The villagel'S' 
connived with the guards because grazing and browsing was necessary to an extent 
greater than their rights permitted. -

The Divisional Forest Officer remarked that the numbers of animals for which. 
permits were taken out were well below the maximum permitted by the Forest Settle
ment, and that although this would appear to indicate that grazing was ample, it was 
not really BO. He knew that illicit grazing went on in the closed areas, and probably
villagers paid guards to allow them to graze in the closed areas where better grass
would be found. 

He explained the grazing and closure system in some detail, pointing out that. 
the whole forest was divided into A and B blocks. No grazing rights had been allowed 
in the A blocks; in the B blocks oortain villages had right to graze and browse sheep. 
and goats, but in these blocks temporary rotational closures were made for regenera
tion purposes. The scheme of closures· had been carefully prepared so as to cause' as 
little hardship to the people as possible. Grazing permits were issued on payment of
fees half-yearly; he did not think the permit systeln resulted in any difficulty for the
people. 



Sard~ Ahmad Bakhsh was of opinion that a satisfactory grazing scheme was most 
important. He did not believe that many people cut wood for sale illicitly, chiefly 
the very poor people did this. 

The Chairman inquired wheth~r grazing, as opposed to grass-cutting, was liable to ' 
·-endanger the permanency of the forests ; he was informed that, as a general rule, 
·(jlosure with grass-cutting was far more IiItely to preserve vegetation, while at the same 
'time more grass became available . 

.;.CameZ-browsing.-Sardar Ahmad Bakhsh said that the villagers would probably 
(bring up the question of camel-browsing. There are no rights of oameI.browsing but 
-vill~gerS undoubtedly browsed these animals with the connivance of the guards. The 
vill~gers' complaint was that Army " silladar " oamels were allowed to browse while 
they were not. He believed that many camels were grazed illicitly along with the 

-"silladar" camels. 

The Divisional Forest Officer said that the Forest Department disliked oamel 
"browsing as it was most injurious to the forests, but they were compelled to allow the 
'army camels to' llrowse. A browsing scheme had been prepared for the army camels. 
He admitted that camels were probably grazed illicitly along with the army camels 
'but many of the local villagers' camels were on the books of the Camel Corpse and could 
get browsing in this way. 

Recently: the number of army camels browsed had fallen, but last year the number 
increased, and he thought this might be due to the faot that stricter control of the 
browsing in other parts of the forest had forced villagers to send their animals along 
with the army camels whose numbers, when checked up, naturally showed a sudden 
increase. 

Sardar Ahmad Bakhsh said that although some, camels were kept for domestio 
'use, others were undoubtedly kept for trade. The same applied to goats. He thought 
-that fewer camels were kept now-a-days ; he hoped it might be possible to reduce the 
number of camels and goats. 

The Divisional Forest Officer said that local camels were used by contractors for 
'the export of fuel. Although fuel contractors were only permitted to browse a definite 
number of camels, they almost oertainly brought in more. The Grass Farms also 
used camels sometimes for transport of grass, and camels came into the forest in 
order to reach the interior guzaras. They were the greatest curse in the forest. 

The chairman inquired if it were not a fact that each village possessed a "guzara" 
'and that in some oases, where the Forest Settlement was made, parts of the reserve 
bad been cut off and added to the then existing "guzara ". 

The Divisional Forest Officer said this was true, but that by now, in most cases, 
the "guzaras" had been destroyed ~d were worthless. Cultivation had been extended 
in the "guzarllS" where possible. This was one reason why the pressure on the forest 
had increased. The chairman suggested that it might be possible, in oonjunotion with 
·a pasturing scheme which would pro~de greater facilities for fodder from the forest, 
-to persuade villagers to hand OVer parts of their "guzaras" temporarily for olosure and 
:improvement by the Forest Department. 

2 



, Fwe-woo4 fl,Ztractioll.-Sardar Ahmad Bakhsh believed tnat contraotors working' 
in Government forests extracted for more fuel than the terms of their agreements 
,allowed. This excess might be taken either from the reserved forest, in the form of 
illicit failings as a result of connivance with the forest staff, or it might be taken from 
the "guzaras". In either case it meant an excessive drain on the forest 'resources and 
aooelerated the disappearances of the vegetation. The villagers, who 'were not entitled 

,to fire.wood as a right in the reserves, were naturally incensed by this malpraotioe. 
He thought that contraotors dep6ts inside the forest were so many illicit trading 
centres and instanced the case of Jhalar railway station dep6t from whioh, so it was 
believed, the contract~r had booked by rail three times the amount of fuel he was allowed 
in his contract. He sugges~d that the Forest Department should extract fuel and staok 
it outside the forest boundary and there hand it over to the contractors. 

The Divisional Forest Officer explained in detail the whole system of fuel extraction. 
He admitted that contractors did probably steal fire-wood; it had been largely checked 
now in Government forest, but undoubtedly went on in the "guzaras" over which ,they 
had no control. He said that there were difficulties in the way of department8.l extrac
tion and that, as oompa.red with the contractor system; it was ge~erally less remunera
:tive to Government. 

Lopping . ..:....Sardar Ahmad Bakhsh said that another point likely to be raised by 
-the people was-that of lopping. This practice was prohibited, but it formed another 
source of illicit gratification for the guards and loppings were oertainly taken from the 
lorest. The people looked up,on olive leaves as, a necessary and valuable fodder, as it 
improved the quality of milk when mixed with dry fodder. 

It was pointed out that lopping was one of the greatest evils when trees were lopped 
:l'uthiessly, and was an expression of the absenoe of suffioient grass and field fodders. 
The Forest Department had everywhere found it impossible to oontrollopping by rules 
or quotas. As a result of pressure on the land there was, in faot, insuffioient fodder 
for the oattle. Proper pasture management would have some effeot on relieving this 
pressure. 

It was agreed that the Deputy Commissioner should be asked to furnish statistios, 
,village by village, whioh would help to assess the extent to which the loca.l inhabitants, 
.had to rely upon the resources of the reserves for th~ir livelihood~ 

Fricti.on between vUlagM" antl guarai.-Sardar Ahmad Bakhsh pointed out that it 
was the oustom of forest guards to employ unoffioial assistants, looally kriown Il.I\ 

"dangmar" to help them in their beat work. H~ oonsidered this objectionable as these 
men had no official standing and were liable to oause trouble. 

The Divisional Forest Officer said this was a common practioe and not peouliar 
to Kalachitta. A guard's work was diffioult, sometimes dangerous ,; beats were large- . 
the largest beat in the protection circle was 17,000 acres, the average beat was 5,000 acres. 
these assistants were useful in supplying evidence of fore~t offenoes : it was often very 
difficult to obtain evidence. 

3 



:mNUTES OF A MEETING HELD AT AKHORI ON OCTOBER 
7TH, 1937. 

PRESENT: 

The Chairman. 

Malik Ahmad Bakhsh, M.Ir.A., Member. 

The Seoretary . 

• The Deputy Commissioner, AttookDistrict. 

The Divisional Forest Offioer, Rawalpindi (West). 

About 250 zamindars from the following villages were present:-
Akhori, Buta, Baliawal, Pind Tager, Bhadri, Nawa, Bariar, Jabbi, Humak, Pind: 

Niazi, Bathu. 

The ohairman opened the meeting with a brief reoital of the settlement history of" 
the Kalachitta Reserved' Forest. He reminded the meeting that for the use of each 
village" guzaras" had been marked off from the reserve. He pointed out that at the' 
present time the "guzaras" were almost entirely useless as they had been destroyed" 
by. the Villagers, who now wanted further oonoessions in the reserves. He knew' 
that Government were making little or no profit from the forest and that if he were to' 
reoommend disforestation and it were sanctioned by Government, in a few years the 
reserves would suffer the same fate as the" guzaras". He asked the zamindars whether' 
they preferred proteotion or destruotion of the forest. Certain spokesmen replied that 
they did not want the forest to be destroyed, they should be protected by Government 
but the zamindars' hardships .should be relieved. The ohairman remarked that the' 
villagers' difficulties would be disoussed under the following heads :-(i) Grazing, (ii)' 
Browsing, (ii'~) Lopping, (iv) Wood, and that the Commission were prepared to listen 
to all complaints that any zamindar might wish to bring forward. 

1. Grazing.-The villagers stated that they did not keep more oattle than they 
required for their own use, if they were reduoed they would not have enough. manure
for their fields. They could not stall-feed oattle beoaU:!e that meant they would have 
to keep less oattle as too muoh labour would be involved in outting grass. They pre
ferred to graze their oat,tle at all times of the year. They out grass from the olosed areas
in the forest, but they did not like th~ present system of coppice area closures. The
area available for grazing was insufficient. Later some zamindars agreed that some 
Boheme by whioh definite areas would be allotted for grass outting and grazing might 

be acoeptable. 

2. Call~eZ brolOs~nJ.-It was admitted that in village Buta there were about 150-
oamels. Camels were browsed in the reserved forest by paying the forest guard Rs. 2' 
pe~' month pe~ camel. They kept oa.mels for trade and for earning money. Camels, 
were necessary for their livelihood as weIl and they would like to graze oamels in the' 
forest on permit. It was suggested that the number of oamels would inorease if they 
were allowed to grl\Ze in the forest; they admitted this might happen and said that the

number should be fixed. 



3. Lopping.-It was admitted that illioit lopping went on but was justified OD 

-the grounds that there W88 insuffioient grBSS for fodder in the forests. When pressed 
a few men agreed that a olosure soheme to increase the quantity of fodder would hell? 
-to Bolve the problem. 

4. Cutting of wood.-The villagers asked that they might be allowed to take 
fire-wood on payment and wood for ploughs tree. They stated that forest contractors 
-were dishonest and took more wood than they were allowed. They wanted all permits 
for sales of wood from Government forests to be stopped as the contractors browsed 
more oamels in the forest than they were entitlea to. As long as contractors were 
allowed to remove wood there was no check on illicit felling. Theyasked also that they 
-might be allowed to take the "lop and top" from the cleared felling areas free. 

Guzara improIJel1l6nt.-It was suggested that villagers might hand over their ruined' 
,g,"aras to the Forest Department for closure and improvement for a _period in ex
.change for suitable areas in adjoining reserve forest. Akhori villagers were inclined 
_to agree, but it was pointed out that there were 2 kinds of guzara. 

(i) scattered plots intermixed with cultivation. 
(ii) large compact areas adjoining Government forests. 

It would not be possible to close the former. Akhori villagers were inclined to 
.agree to the scheme; the others were disinclined. Jabbi village had no guzara. 

Bribery.-There were many complaints against forest guards who were alleged to 
.accept bribery ; the villagers did not mind paying Government for what they took 
lrom the forest but objected to paying the guards. 

MINUTES OF A MEETING HELD AT CHH9I ON 8TH OCTOBER, 
1937. 

PRESENT: 

'fhe Chairman. 
Sardar Ahmad Bakhsh, M.L.A., Member. 
The Secretary. 

AsSISTED BY-:

The Deputy Commissioner, Attock District. 
The Divisional Forest OffiCer, Rawalpindi (West). 

About 400 villagers were present representing the following villages :

Chhoi, Bagh Nilab, Surgsala, Barotha, Dher, Dherikot, Sajaunda Bathu, Dakhner. 

Proceedings were opened by -the Chairman who explained to the meeting the 
.objects, which Government had in view in appointing the Commission. 

The la.mbardar of Chhoi stated that there were 50-70 camels in the 'village. They 
grazed in the guzara. Camels were kept partly for their own use, partly for "mazduri" • 
.oarrying oontractors fire-wood, etc. When working with the contraotors, a fee of 
"8 annas used to De charged for browsing, now it has baen raised to Re. 1 by the Forest 
Department. Their guzara was in~uffioient, therefore they were obliged to graze camels 
in'the forest with the connivance of the forest guards. He stated that the number of 
trees in the forest had decreased; he blamed Government sales ~nd a.sserted that (lon
-tractors removed more tha.n they were entitled to. -- There were fewer camels in the 
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villages now, also fewer goats. The villagers did not like the coppice closure system. 
nor the system of auctioning grass to a contractor.· He sU.1.7ested that a sche~e of 
'Payment for grazing by "tirni" would be preferred by the villagers, a lump sum assessment 
on the village cattle ; permits would_ be unnecessary and bribery avoided; camels and goa~ 
would be included in the scheme. He alleged that the Army and contractors cam~ls 
were allowed to graze. in large numbers so the 50 camels of the village could do little
extra damage. To avoid an inc'rease which might happen as a result of allowin<7 brows-o . 

~g, the numher of camels should he fixed and a definite browsing scheme prepared •. 
He complained that there was .difficulty in satisfying their fuel requirements and asked. 
tha~ the villagers be allowed to oollect dry wood for fuel. To the suggestion that they 
mi~ht be allo!"ed "lop and top" from feIling areas, he stated that there was the objection. 
that in some years the felling areas might be too far off. 

To the suggestion that permission to take fuel would increase the opportunity· 
for dishone~t men to take wood for sale, he proposed that village committees should 
be set up to oheck this practice. 

The villagers objeoted to the import of Pathan labour by the Grass Farms for grass
outting, 

The villagers agreed that the forests ought to be proteoted and should not be allowed 
to disappear. 

Bagh Nilab village.-The villagers oomplained that although their village was near 
the forest they had been granted no grazing or browsing rights in it and requested that. 
some area in the reserve might be· allotted to them. . 

MINUTES OF A MEETING HELD AT BASAL O~ OCTOBER 
. 9TH, 1937. 

PRESENT: 

The Chairman. 
Malik Ahmad Bakhsh, M.L.A., Member. 

ASSISTED BY

The Deputy Commissioner, Attook. 

The Divisional Forest Officer. Rawalpindi (West). 

The Sub-Divisional Offioer, Pindigheb. 

About 500 people were present, representing the following villages :-

Mithial, Find Sultani. Thatta. Ganda Khas. Ka.li. Dilti, Basel, Bhebit. Basal. 

The·villagers believed there had been little ohange in the numbers of oamels during
the last 10 years. Generally ~peaking the "guzaras" were insufficient for. the.numbers 
of animals po~sessed by them. They asked that some areas in the Government forest 
might be given t~ them for grazing purposes, and that camels might be all/?wed in on ~. 
browsing scheme. Some of .t~e villages had no grazing at all.in the forest. It appeared. 
that the number of 'lattle for whioh villagers had applied for permits:wasJar below th~t 
permissible under settlement r~es. The viIlagers explai~ed that the open areas ~r'!t 
80 poor ~ grass tll,a.t it is no~ v.;orth while taking ou~ permits for ,them, but they bribe· 
the guards to let them graze i~ the olosed areas. . .. -t ,-
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PalhanB.-The villagers complained'that the Pathan grass-cutters were allowed to.
bring in an excessive number of cattle without being fined, and the same applied to the· 
fuel contractor. They were willing to supply labour for grass-cutting for the Military 
Grass Fanns themselves. When informed that the reasons why the Grass Farms autho
rities would not employ them were that they demanded higher wages than the Pathans
and were unreliable, they promised that they would form a Committee to work out a 
satisfactory scheme for the supply of labour and would forward the results to the Commis-· 
,ion in a week's time. 

They promised to co-operate with Government in preserving areas closed to grazing. 
if a satisfactory solution to their grievances cOuld be found. 

Theft 01 wood.-A complaint was made that Mohammad Khan, fuel contractor,. 
had a large stack of fire-wood in Mithial guzara and that he had mixed much Govern
ment wood, cut illicitly, in the stack and was despatching by rail. 

DomaJ villagers stated they had no guzara and demanded grazing in the reserve. 
They used to graze in the forest before the Settlement. 

Bribery.-It was alleged that a regular system of bribery existed whereby their
animals were grazed and loppings taken by connivance with the guards and that &. 

tarif was-customary for the different kinds of animals. 

MINU1'ES OF A MEETING HELD AT NARAR O~ OCTOBER 
9TH. 1937 • 

• PRESENT: 

The Chairman. 

Malik Ahmad Bakhsh, M.L.A., Member. 

The Secretary. 

ASSISTED BY-

The Deputy Commissioner, Attock. 

The Divisional F~rest Officer, Rawalpindi (West)_ 

The Sub-Divisional Officer, Pindigheb. 

About sao zamindars representing villages Margala, Sagri, Puri and Narar were
present. 

The villagers agreed that the forests ought to be protected in the interests of posterity .. 
They admitted that they had destroyed their" guzara ". There were complaints that 
some .. guzaras .. were inside the reserved forests and that when bringing wood from 
them they were caught and challaned by the Forest Guard where the road paB~ed through. 
Government forest. They said they would welcome a scheme which would give them 
extended grazing, and at the same time involve the olosure of oertain areas to grazing •. 

Tirni.-They would prefer to pay for their grazing through a system of "tirni,H
in preference to the permit system. 

There were oomplaints that the forest boundary had been altered to their disadvan
tage, but no definite facts were forthcoming. 
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lIUNUTES OF A MEETING HELD AT JHANG ON OCTOBER 11TH, 1937. 

PRESENT : 

The Chairman. 

Malik Ahmad Bakhsh, M.L.A., Member. 

"The Secretary. 

ASSISTED BY-

The Deputy Commissioner, Attock. 

The Divisional Forest Officer, Rawalpindi (West). 

About 250 zamindars representing 12 surrounding villages were present. 

The chief complaint was the taking of bribes by forest guards, and false cases of 
-forest offences. One witness considered that the rates fixed for compensation were too 

1iig~. 

All admitted that they grazed and browsed illicitly with the connivance of the 
-forest guards. 

Increased facilities for grazing were demanded and a system of payment by "tirni" 
"W88 welcomed. 



APPENDIX IL 
Proceedings in Rawalpindi District. 

MINUTES OF A MEETING HELD AT TRET ON i6TH OCTOBER, 1937. 

PRESENT: 

The Chairman. 

B. Fateh Khan, M.L.A., Member. 

S. Uttam Singh, Duggal, M.L.A., Member. 

The Seoretary. 

ASSlSTED BY-

Divisional Forest Offioer, Rawalpindi (West). 

About 400 people were present representing 23 villages. 

A written statement was read out by Raja Sikandar Khan, who aoted as spokesman. 
This is printed at the end of these prooesdings. Most of the viI1agers present were in 
agreement with the o1aims put forward by him. The Chairman then explained the 
object which Government had in view in appointing the Commission and a long dis· 
cUS8ion ensued. The main points touched upon were :-

(1) That the working of the Forest Advisory Committee was unsatisfactory. 
Proceedings should be more public and members elected and not nomi
nated • 

. (2) Efforts should be made to improve the relations between the people and the
Forest Department. 

(3) Forest offences should be dealt with by village Panchayats in co-operation 
with the Forest Department and offenders sheuld be given a proper 
hearing. It was suggested that this experimen~ be tried for a period 
of two or three years in a few eelected villages. 

(4) Fines for forest offences were excessively heavy. Guards, it was stated, 
were in the habit of instituting false cases' to cover themeelves in the
event of inspection of the forest by a superior officer in cases where they 
had themselves allowed illicit acts in the forest. The villagers agreed 
that protection of the forests was necessary, but they wanted it to be 
done in a fair way; 

(5) Applications for trees are submitted by rightholders. The complaint 
was that the procedure was cumbrous. Applications had to pass, 
through the hands of numerous officials before the trees were marked and 
this meant inordinate delay. In some cases money had to be passed. 
it was alleged, before a subordinate offioer would accept the applications. 
In disCUBBion it was suggested that one solution to the problem would 
be to place responsibility for verification of the applications on the village
panchayats. 
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(6) Grazing and jadder.-It was admitted by some villagers that some zamindars 
kept cattle for trade purposes. Allowing for this there was not enough 
fodder even for animals kept for domestio and agrioultural purpoaes. 
They complained that grass was always of very poor quality in cMl 

forests and suggested that where it was very necessary, the Forest Depart
ment should, make heavy thinnings in chil forests in order to stimulate 
the growth of grass. Some agreed that suoh areas should be olosed to 
grazing. 

-Another complaint was that the villages surrounding the Cantonment and Munioi
pal forests were given very short grazing and must be given more. It 
was pointed out that the guzaras of these villages had all passed into 
private ownership leaving no common land. 

-(7) Tenders for Bales af Government trees.-The system of tender was oonsidered 
unfair as it often happened that the highest bidder did not get the contract. 
The system of sale by fixed rates was demanded. 

-(8) Foreign Zabaur.-Unemployment was said to be rife in Murree Sub-Division 
-where foreigners chiefly Kashmiri were being employed on forest work. 
It was pointed out that the local inhabitants did not take readily to 
sowing work, as they considered it beneath their dignity. Attempts 
had been made by the Divisional Forest Offioer to train local labour in 
forest work. • 

·(9) Sheep grazing.-A plea was put forward that sheep were grass-eating animals 
and therefore could do little harm in the forest. Sheep grazing was 
prohibited under the rules and the villagers asked that they might be 
allowed to graze sheep in Government forest at a concession. Most of 
them possessed sheep and they admitted that they grazed them in Gov
ernment forest with the connivance of the forest guards. 

-(10) CZosures.-The complaint was that some of the closures imposed under 
closures Bcheme pressed hardly on the villagers as the boundaries had 
been oarried down too close to habitations. 

-(11) Stacking af fire-woad. cut for Bale in private lands.-This was a comparatively 
new rule and the oomplaint was that it inoreased the ooat of extraoting 
the fire-wood and lengthened- the process of extraction. It was explained 
that the rule was necessary as a measure to check illioit extraction and 

sale of guzara and Govetnmenttimber. 

TRANSLATI9N OF A MEMORANDUM READ BEFORE THE COMMISSION 
AT TRET ON OCTOBER 16TH, 1937. 

RESPECTED SIR, 

We offer our thanks to the Great All Mighty Father that to-day we find amongst 
~urselves an officer of your temperament,.nd sympathy and one fully oonversant with 
--the troubles of our people with the honourable members of the Commission to hear the 
--woeful tales of the helpless zamindars of Murree tahsil. 
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· 2. It is • fact well known -to you Sir that this part of the oountry is inhabited 
by Dhunds. Dhanial. Kethwal and Saties who have no equal of theirs in sacrifice, 
bravery and unswerving fidelity to the Government but at the same time have no equal 
80 far as poverty is concerned. 

During the Great War our people have achieved a very distinguished plaoe through
out India on aooount of the meritorious military services rendered to the crown. We 
-assure you. Sir. that we all collectively as well as individually are always prepared to 
make every sort of sacrifice and oo-operate with the Government in our individual 
.nd collective capacity. .. Like a moth we have nothing but our life which we are 
prepared to sacrifice at your altar." 

s. The New Constitution is a great blessing and invaluable gift and the blessing 
for which our thanks are due to the King Emperor. the Viceroy and other members of 
the Empire. The promise of the new Government held out that it 'Pill be their first 
.nd foremost duty to lighten the hurden of the zsmindar echoes in our ears. We 
once more thank you for the trouble you have taken to hear complaints and grievances 
80 far as the administration of the forest is concerned and we hereby beg to submit 
a few troubles which we have to face. 

4. Sir we fully and implicitly believe that the preservllotion of the forest is not 
only beneficial to the Government but is equally necessary for the good of the country 
where they grow as has been well put by a very comprehensive poet" That if it does not 
.. ain on the hills it is possible that some times the Diafrities may become dry." Rain 
.depends upon the preservation of the forest and unlucky is the man who ever desires 
the destruction of the forest. Our most honoured prophet has a word of reproach 
for the professional 'woodcutter in his sacred and honourable enterprize. We heartily 
oo-operate with the GoverIlolIlent. TJle only thing which we wish to lay before yourself 
are the troubles which have been imposed upon us by the officials of the department 
who are -responsible for the preservation and protection of forest and which we are 
unable to bear any longer. 

(1) We are closely connected with the forest department in our daily life and this 
department was established as the supporter and protector and our guide but we regret 
to say that unfortunately this department like the canal department. takes us as an 
opposing factor and considers us as their opponent instead of their being sympathetic 
10 us. This is how the confidence is being lost daily and we have to represent our 
grievances and for the solution of it you have taken trouble to come. The forest 
department and the zamindar &l"!' like two respectable neighbours and they ought 
to have sympathies of the neighbours towards each other and if only officialism is 
allowed to prevail it will affect the sympathies individually as· well as collectively. 
It is necessary that a new spirit should be infused in the officers and the subordinates 
of the department to bring about the necessary change in the administration. 

The greatest trouble is that from the highest officials to the lowest subordinates 
of the department everybody turns deaf ear to our complaints. And sometimes the 
high officials do not understand our tongue which is not excusable and thus our griev
ances go unheard. unheeded and unredressed. H they have free and open talk it will 
lIatisfy the zamindar and at the same time oreates a healthy influence over the subordi
nates. As they keep at a distance so they are unable to know and understand the 
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actual faots and subordinates beoome indifferent to the disch"Ige of their duties. The
best cure would be to bring about the establishment of the Advisory Committees 01) 

an extensive scale. The oommittee that already exists is only a pominal one and we
hardly know what are its aims and objects and who are its members. Instead of suoh. 
secluded and unlmown members the committee of l'espectable and honourable zamindars
of the ilaqa be constituted which should hold its sitting weekly and monthly to hear
the small complaints of the- zamindar. Thus the complaints of the zamindar can 
easily reaoh the officers of the department through the member of the committee and 
the desires and orders of th~ officers could be easily propagated among the zamindars •. 
And ever Divisional Forest Officer should be the president of the committee, the range· 
officers and the tahsildars should also be included as the members and the number of' 
Ilamindar members should be increased. Every Division should have an advisory 

committee and it is necessary that two zamindars should be selected from each zenl 
and they should be selected according to the good work they have done in thll Panchayat. 
where the Panchayat exists otherwise the enlightened persons should be selected. 

MINUTES 01<' TWO MEETINGS HELD AT BHURBAN ON THE 18TH ANT) 
19TH OCTOBER, 1937. 

PRESENT: 

The Chairman. 

Sardar Fateh Khan, M.L.A., Member. 

The Secretary. 
ASSISTED BY

The Divisional Forest Officer, Rawalpindi (West) 

The Sub-Divisional Officer, Murree. 

About 800 people were present representing 18 villages. The chief subject of dis
-cussion was that of shamilat partition. The most important points raised were-

(a) That some shamilats were too small for partition. 

(b) That in villages with widely scattered hamlets it is impossible to make
satisfactory arrangements for chiragah under the partition scheme as at 
present contemplated. 

(e) That it was not necessary to provide chiragah for tenants. The landlords
themselves would be responsible that their tenants were given sufficient 
qrazing. 

(el) That if partition were made no chiragah whatsoever should be set aside_ 
What grass was required would be grown on private holdings. 

(8) That the system of partition was unwelcome and necessitated the paying 

of bribes to the special staff. 

(/) That payment of half the cost of partition from Guzara fund was objec
t.ionable. 

(g) There was a measure of agreement to the giving back of land illegally enclosed 
in the sharnilat. 
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PaflChAyatB.r-Villagers were unanimous in aocepting in principle the suggestioll 
that panchayats should be vested with powers to try forest offenoes as a means of 
stopping improper arrests by forest subordinates and avoiding the expenses whioh 
-offenders were obliged to undergo in making frequent journeys to and from the oourts. 
It was pointed out however that it would be unfair to throw the whole burden of res
l'onsibility for running an offender to ground on the panchayat. If the trial of forest 
oCIffenoos by panchayats was to succeed, it was essential that there should be oo-operation 
.between the panchayat and the Forest Department. 

(g) Bhurban Rakh.-The following oomplaints were made :-

(i) That different rates of oompensation were charged for different parts of 
the forest. It .was pointed out that higher rates were oharged in areas 
in which damage was more frequent or which were olosed for regeneration 
purposes. 

(n) Objection was taken to the sale of green oaks by the Forest Department 
as the zamindars had a right to the leaves for fodder. 

(m) A claim was made that as the villagers had a right to dry timber, they also 
had a right to the dry standing trees. 

(ill) That the rights which they enjoyed in the Government forests were insuffi
oient for their needs and that further ooncessions might be given to 
them. 

(II) Permission to graze. sheep in Government forests was demanded. If 
allowed to do so, they would reduce the number of cattle they now kept. 

The zamindars agreed that the forests were essential for their livelihood and wished 
.that they should be adequately protected. 

IIUcit Bales of wood from Guzaras.-CompJaints were made, and strongly voiced, 
"that it was a oommon praotice for oontraotors working in Government forest to mix 
:timber from the guzaraB with or without the oonnivance of the forest subordinates 
"With the outtum obtained legally. There was general agreement of the meeting that 
~his practice was widespread in the l\1l1rree tahsil. 

MINUTES-OF A MEETING HELD AT CHARIHAN ON OCTOBER 
20TH, 1937. 

The Chairman. 

Sardar Fateh Khan, M.L.A. 

The Seoretary. 

PRESENT: 

ASSISTED BY

The Divisional Forest Officer, Rawalpindi (West). 

About 300 people from Charihan were present. 

The Chairman opened proceedings by explaining the objeots of Government in 
.appointing the Commission. He pointed out that looally economic pressure on the 
"forests was very great and that their maintenance in perpetuity was of vital impor
tance f~r the welfare of the villagers themselves. 
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The Chairman. stated that, as in all other me~tings, the Commission were willing. 
to listen to the complaints of anyone, however humble a person he might be and that 
no one whC? had a legitimate complaint would. be refused a hearing. The subject 
matter dealt wi~h is given below. A prolonged discussion take place, and the fact~' 
elicited and . recommendations made by the Commission are recorded' in the minutell' 
of a full meeting of theCommjssion at Rawalpindi on October 27th, 1937,-vide page 21,. 
Appendix II. 

Points dealt with-

(1) That extended grazing facilities be granted. 

(2) That portions of Government ekil forest be thinned to stimulate and increasedl. 
growth of grass. 

(3) 'That auctions of dry trees to contractors be stopped, as they were required:. 

as fire-wood by the villagers themselves. 

(4) That applications for grants of trees for building purposes whether from 
Government for or from the Guzarns were liable to be dealt with after ex

cessive delay. 

(5) That permission should be given to make nautor in protected forest in accord
ance with rule 15 et se'I, of section 33, Rules for the protected forests in 
the Murree and Kahuta Tahsils, Punjab.Forest Manual, Volume 1. 

(6) That all guards posts should not _be filled by appointment of ex-soldiers. 
It was pointed out that the orders provided that not more than 75 per cent~ 

of the posts be filled by 6..1:-s01diers ancl that if suitable ex-soldiers were 
not forthcoming non-military men could be appointed. 

(7) Regarding partition of shamilat the inclination of those present at the meet
ing was agaiIist partition. That if partition were to be made, then no. 

eharagah should be left. 

(8) Dissatisfaction was expressed at the present management of the guzaras. 
It was thought that the panchayats should have some share in the
management. They could verify applications, help in controlling guzara 
fellings, in checking and detecting illicit feIlings and in trying forest 

offence cases. The Guzara Fund should be mauzawar. 

(9) That the Forest Advisory Board should be reconstituted on an elective prin
ciple and should include members of panchayats. The activities of the
Board should be made more publio so that it would command the interest. 

of the paople. 

(10) That the right-holders be permitted to graze sheep in the proteoted forests as
they already grazed them illicitly with the connivance of forest guards. 

(11) That the Forest Department should be stopped from seIling green oaks fOl" 

fuel. 
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MINUTES OF A MEETING HELD AT BANNI, ON OCTOBER 21sT, 1937. 

The Chairman. 
The Secretary. 

PRESENT: 

ASSISTED BY

The Divisional Forest Officer, Rawalpindi East. 

(NoIe.-The members of the Commission were absent in Labore attending the Darbar
Gf Hia Excellency the Viceroy.) 

About 200 villagers were present representing the following villages :-

Karina Kalan, Baduian, Charihan, Bhan, Danoian, Barhad, Kaulthian, Sandsala,. 
Kutli, BaIaura, Sinnandal. 

SUBJEOTS BROUGHT UP BEFORE THE COMMISSION. 

1. Applications lor building timber from Government lorest.-Complained that the
present system of dealing with applioations for building timber n:om Government. 
resulted in great delay and the obligation to give small bribes to the lower offioials. 
Suggested that verifioation should be effected through Panchayats. The chain would. 
be as follows :-

Applicant-Panchayat-Divisional Forest Officer-Range Officer-Marking: 
Officer. 

2. Right to dry trees.-Claimed that whole fallen trees came under the classification. 
of" dry fallen wood". 

S. Sheep graring.-Stated that wool was anecessity. They already grazed shee~ 
illicitly: requested that sheep grazing in the Government forests may be conceded. 
Agreed that the number to be grazed would not exceed that already possessed by them •. 

Guzara Fund.-They protested that the Guzara Fund was used for aU sorts of pur-· 
poses all over the district: so far they hali not benefited from it. They wanted a· 
village guzara fund. Communications required improvement and the fund could be. 
utilised for this purpose. 

Resin.-They raised the question of a share in the profits of the resin extracted in. 
Government forests: to which some thought they were entitled. They would not. 
dispute the entries ill the 1oajib-ul-arz (N. B.-Verified that there is no such right re
oorded). 

Marking 01 tr_ m guzaras and ~at.-There was.a general feeling against the
present system of marking and the lacl,t of control. Several instances were cited. 
where it had taken 2-S years before applicants could get trees marked.· Panchayat. 
management was put forward as the best solution to the problem. The Divisional 
Forest Officer said he was in general agreement. 

Shamilat.-They preferred to postpone partition at least until the next Settlement •. 
They admitted present encroachments were uneven. 

Goat graring.-The demand was that since goats were permitted to browse illicitly 
by forest guards, browsing should be legalised and tim';' charged. The brush-wood. 
forests were bringing in no revenue to Government who were paying for their so-called. 
protection. 
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MINUTES OF A MEETING HELD AT KAROR,-ON OCTOBER 22ND, 1937. 

PRB8BNT: 

The Chairman. 

The Secretary. 

AsSISTED BY-

The Divisional Forest Officer, RaWalpindi East. 

:Nofe.-The member of the Commission was absent in Labore at the lJarbar of His 
• Excellency the Viceroy.) 

About 250 people from the following villages were present :_ 

Karor, Dakhan, Kalabasand, Ariari, Fambli. 

1. Permits for building trees from Government forest.-In order to shorten existing 
procedure, whioh was oumbrous, panohayat verification of applioations should be 
instituted. This would also avoid the objeotion to pay naarana to patwaris, foresters, 
etc. 

2. Right to .. dry fallen trees .. as opposed to .. drY taRim wood ".-The Chairman 
promised to have this legal point examined. 

3. A oomplaint was made that Zamindars cutting trees of Of inferior" list in 
reserved forest were sometime arrested by forest guards, and that guards were exces
sively striot in enforcement of the lopping rules. They agreed that the preservation 
of the forest was necessary, and would abide by the rules, but they emphasised that the 
guards should not be allowed to exceed their orders. The Divisional Forest Offioer 
.admitted that some guards might not be absolutely olear on the rules. They must be 
made ~lear. -

4. Lopping.-They wanted that the minimum girth limit of 16 inohes for olive 
-should be reduced. They were iriformed that theSe matters would be sympathetioally 
~nsidered. 

5. Sheep.-They wanted to keep sheep for wool; they admitted that they were 
.already short of fodder; they said they would reduoe their oattle, if sheep were allowed 
into Government forest. They also requested that goats might be allowed in Govern
ment forest. They said that already goats were grazed illioitly and oompensation 
was taken, also that there were large brush-wood areas from whioh Government were 
getting no profit except from fines for illioit grazing. For poor ,men goats were a 
necessity. They were informed tha.t the matter would be oonsidered. 

6. Guzara Fund.-They wanted money obtained from guaaras to be paid into a 
village fund and not a general fund from whioh they obtained no advantage. 

7. Gruara marking arrangement.-They said that everything was satisfaotory 
:and they had no oomplaints. They did not want managements to be placed in the. 
hands of Panchayutl. It was better in the hands of the Honorary Naib·Tahsildar. 
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8. G1uar1J rJtJrliwm.-They had no objeotion to partition, but they did not like 
the leaving out of any chiraga1&. They said they were short of land even for building 
~n. and wanted partition on any condition. They were satisfied with the present 
partition staff. They admitted that they would use up the partitioned lan<f as seemed 
best for their livelihood. A repreeentative of Ariarl ea.id they did not want partition 
1JDtiI the next settlement. The oooupanoy tenants of Dakhan protested that parti. 
tion infringed their rights aooording to the wajib-ul-arz. They were informed that the 
Revenue Assistant would be instruoted to report the matter to Government when 
forwarding the partiijon papers • 

• 
9. Shisham.-'l'hey requested that they may be a.llowed to grow shisha,n trees 

on their land and that such trees might not be classified o.s reserved trees, and that suoh 
trees might be felled without hammer mark. They were told that Governme~t would 
help them to grow trees if they showed real interest. 

10. Panchayats.-They wished that forest offence oases might be tried by 
ptillChayats. Informed that recommendations would be' made to .Government to try 

this propostd in a few selected panchayats. 

11. Dry trees from re8fl1W forests.-Requested tha~ 2 trees for each man might 
'he given for fire-wood from the reserve forests. 

FineR.-They considered that fines were too high. 

12. Private complaint regarding delay in marking thwmings; .. milT'&yat" ohil 

.foresl.-Mubarik HUBBain of Bamrot had tried twice to obtain Deputy Commissioner's 
sanotion to sale of thinnings of 110 trees on his milkiyat, to whioh Divisional Forest 
.officer had agreed. but up to the present sanotion had not been received. 

MINUTES OF A ?lIEETING HELD AT KAROR, ON OCTOBER 23RD. 1937. 

The Chairman. 

The Secretary. 

PRESENT: 

ASSISTED BY-

The Divisional Forest Officer. Rawalpindi East. 

(NoIe.-The member "fthe Commission was absent in Lahore at the Darbar of His 
:Excellency the Viceroy.) 

About 250 people were present from the following villages :

Mangal, Kuther, Anguri, Chaba Begwal. 

Sheep and goats.-The villagers stated that sheep and goats were necessary for their 
'livelihood» they also provided the best manure for their fields. They wanted per
mission to graze them in Government forest» they adMitted they grazed flocksjllicitly 
lDOW in Government forest. They said they would not increase on the existing numbers. 
Were told that this matter wo.s under consideration. 
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Grass Farm8 closure.-They complained that they were only allowed to graze for S. 
months, April'-June, in the Grass Farms areas, and requested to be allowed to graze: 
after all grass is cut, i.e., for January, February, and March as well. They were inform
ed that if Qattle grazed for 6 months instead of 3 the grass crop available for military
use would be less. However the matter would be referred to the authorities. 

Panchayats.-Desired that panchayats should be availed of to try minor forest 
offences. They were informed that proposals would be made for well-organised and 
responsible panchayat.' to take over the duties both of helping the forest staff trac& 
offenders and of trying such cases. 

• Shamilat partition-Kuthar.-Ownership in one family of 7 members, so partition 
upneoeesary. 

Chaba Begwal.-Villagers said there was only stony grol!lld bushes and Khad which· 
were not worth partitioning.' The remaining villages said that if partition were to be· 
made they preferred 100 per cent. partition; they would certaiinZy ask for more rights' 
in Government forest when nothing was left of their guzara.-They were poor and had to

get their livelihood. OtherWise they preferred partition to be delayed at least until 
next settlement. 

1(aror.-A few Karor ma1iks stated that the more powerful landlords had taken 
the best land on partition and that grazing arrangements would be upset. The· 
tenants also stated that they were already having diffioulty in getting wood and this· 
would be inorea.qed if partition took place. 

CZosures.-Chaba Begwal people complained that compartment 77 (i) was closed; 
the forest was olose against the village, and they had difficulty in getting water. They' 
asked that another compartment might be olosed and 77 (i) opened. Assured that en
quiry would be made. They also asked that they might be allowed to lop in reserves,. 
as they possessed little gueara, and that dry wood might be tal[en from the reserves. 

MINUTES OF A MEETING HELD AT LEHTRAR, ON OCTOBER 24TH, 1937. 

PRESENT : 

'fhe Chairman. 

Sardo.r Fateh Khan, ML.A., Member. 

The Secretary. 

ASSISTED BY-

The Divisional Forest Officer, Rawalpindi East. 

About 300 people were present representing 16 villages. 

ReseTtled Forests.-That they had rights in reserves whioh are now not allowed to
them. That in 1916 full grass ooncessions were given in reserves, but that a year or 
two ago Divisional Forest Officer closed all these forests. The Divisional Forest Officer 
stated that no rights were ever given in reserves A, but that some were granted in 
reserves B. The conoessions refel'tlld to were made in a famine year. 

Rights in trees.-That compartments 37 (1) and (2) were olosed to rights in trees as-
exploitation has cleared out all trees that could be felled silvioultumlly. . 
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Ge1l6ral cIoBure.-9 (i) Protected forest.--8eventy-seven acres were closed right. 
in front of Kamra village. Assurance was given that these oomplaints would be looked 
into. '-

GraBB FarmB areas.r-Areas given up by Grass J!'anns are still closed by Forest 
Department on the same system, i.e., gr~ only-allowed for 3 months. It was 
pointed out that grazing in these reserves is a matter of conoessions but it was promised 
that the concessions aslted for would be given to them if praoticable. 

Cultivation.-There were some areas in the forest, flat and capable of irrigation, 
they asked that these areas might be leased to villagers for oultivation by the Forest 
Department. Informed that this matter is 70 years 014 and was settled at the original 
settlement and cannot now be opened, but it was a matter that might be considered 
by the Forest Department. 

Dry .tanding and fallen ,,"ees.-Asked !or 'iloncession: were informed that the 
Divisional Forest Officer could grant them dry trees, and that the matter would also be 
considered by the Commission. The danger was that some villagers ringed green. 
trees so that they died and then took the dry trees. 

GoatB.-Said they could not keep sheep because the spear-grass caught in their wool 
and eventually worked its way into the skin. Most of those present agreed that a tax. 
should be applied. and a limit fixed to the number of animals allowell in. Promised 
whole matter would be considered. 

Challam.r-Ages of alleged offenders not entered in the challan papers by the report· 
ing guards and often small children were challaqed. 

Pa1lChayatB.-Suggested that panchayat8 should try petty forest eases. One 
party refused, wanting cases to be tried by the Tahsildar. 

PROCEEDINGS OF A MEETING HELD AT KAHUTA, ON THE 25TH 

OCTOBER, 1937. 

PRESENT: 

The Chairman. 

Sardar Fateh Khan. ML.A., Member. 

The Secretary. 

ASSISTED BY-

The Divisional Forest Officer, Rawalpindi East. 

About 500 people. representing 15 villages were present. 

After the Chairman had explained the terms of reference to the Commission, 
Subedar Khushal Khan of Panjar raised the following points about the partition of the 
Guzara:-

(1) He stated that general opinion was in favour of partition provided that th& 

partition extended to the whole area. No one wi~hed a nursery (zakhira) to be
reserved. 
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The Chairman gave an assurance that there was no intention on the part of Govern
ment of using the reserve otherwise than for the benefit of the village. 

It was admitted that if the whole area were partitioned all the trees would rapidly 
disappear. 

It was finally stated that some villages would btl glad to have partition while othell!, 
e.g., Silitha, preferred to retain their guzara as an investment. 

It was agreed that villages desiring partition should send their recommendations 
to the Special Officer who would consider first whether there was sufficient guzara 
to make partition ad."isable : and secondly what area should be so reserved. 

(2) That goats and sheep be allowed to graze in the scrub jungle. 

It was admitted that safeguards must be laid down against over-grazing, also that 
to some extent grazing animals do graze illicitly. 

The Chairman stated that the problem was not new and that the Commission were 
giving it careful attention. 

(8) It was also stated that in rill (J) Jeem rights were prescribed in the 
wajib-ul-arz which were denied to them in fact. 

It was admitted that the claim was based on he8.l!!ay. 

The Chairman promised to have a copy of the entries of the wajib-ul-arz published 
in a local paper. There waS no intention of reducing their legal rights: and if there had 
been infringements, they would be restored. 

(4) It was requested that as a reward for fire protection local villagers should be 
;granted right to purchase jungle produce as against outsiders who out-bid them . 

. It was pointed out that they were co-sharers in the produce of the jungle and that 
Government revenues must be maintained. 

(5) From reserved jungle B·2 it was alleged that Forest Guards arrested people 

~ollecting fallen dry wood. 

It was admitted that such arrests were illegal. The Chairman promised that 

<!teps would be taken to put a stop to this. 

(6) A plea was made for a more generous grant of wood for building purposes. 

When the present -wajib-ul-arz was drafted, smaller houses were in fashion and 
larger trees available. The ration of 3 trees was no longer sufficient. 

It was pointed out that Deputy Commissioner for gtt~ara and Divisional Forest 
Officer for protected ralths already have power to increase the grant to which right

holders are entitled. 
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(7 J It was claimed that controlled firing dtlstruys grass and rendel'll the ground liable 
to be washed away in the rain. 

It was admitted that oontrolled firing was as it were a surgical remedy. The 
Forest Dep~rtment will be consulted on the suggestion of finding the altem~tive. 

(8) Complaint was made that Guarw occt\~ionally harassed and that the burde" 
of litigation was heavy. 

It was agreed that the Forest offences should be het\rd by touring magistrates. 
In this way most, if not all the complainte would be met. 

(9) It was requested that zamindars be permitted to have free from Govemment 
f.,reat dry wood-

(a) for ploughe, 

(b) for funerals. 

The Chairman promised that the Commission would con~ider thi., point. 

A CONFERENCE WAS HELD AT THE CIRCUIT HOUSE ON THE 27TH OCTOBER, 
1987, WHICH LASTED FROM 10-S0 A. M. ']'0 6-30 P. M. 

PRESENT: 

1. - Chairman. 

2. Swar Uttam Singh Duggal, M.L.A. 

S. Sardar Fateh Khan, M.L.A. 

4. Mr. Hamilton, Secretary. 

AsSISTED BY-

Mr. J. Read, I.C.S., Deputy Commissioner, Rawalpindi. 

Mr. W. H. G. SamIer, I.F.S., Divisional Forest Officer, Rawalpindi West Foreet. 
Division. 

Khan Fazal Muhammad Khan, I.F.S., Divisional 1<'orest Officer, Rawalpindi East 
Foreet 1)ivision. 

Mr. Nehru, I.C.8., Sub-Divisional Officer, Murree. 

M. Sher Muhammad, E. A. C. 

For the recommendations the members of the Commission only are responsible~ 
The advice of those who assisted was asked as seemed to be required: but it is not to be . 
thought that the views of all we~ taken or their advice followed iiecess~rily on each 
point. 
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DISCUSSED. 

I.-Difficulties arising from the relations of the people with 
Government. 

(a) AppZication of the policy of Government with particuZar reference to parC/{/Tapka 
~ and 7 of circular No. *22·F., dated the 19th October 1894, issued by the Government of 
.1ndia.-In t~ resolution is'defined the policy of Government. In brief, forests are to 
give way to arable land provided the following conditions are secured, viz., that :-

(i) The supply of timber to the" country" is safeguarded. 

(U) The looal demands for timber oan be met. 

(iii) . Erosion will not ensue. 

In the Murree hills there was originally followed a system of guzara forests for 
the immediate needs of the people: proteoted forests from whioh their furtbE'r needs 
10r timber and grazing oould be supplemented: reserved forests in some of whlch there 
were some small rights other than of way and water, but which, for the most part, were 
intended to be closed except in these t·wo respects. 

The inllreased pressure of the population on the soil, coupled with the rising standard 
-of living has oreated on the one hand a desire for rapid disforestation and on the other 
an increased local demand for building timber. The Finance Department expeot the 
forests not only to pay for establishment: but also to show a profit over and above work
ing expenses. Profits come partly from working the reserved forests-to these Gov
~rnment are definitely entitled-partly from working proteoted forests. Here the people 
-claimed that their rights of user were superior to Government's olaim to profit. 
Theoretically when the right of user exceeded the original demands beoause of excessive 
use, indeed abuse, of the guzara produce, Government could fairly re~ist this demand. 
The Forest Department have indeed, never questioned the general prinoiple that 
where the capacity of the proteoted forest is equal or is likely shortly tt) equal the 
village demand, there should be no working for profit. But the concessions asked 
for in the meetings of zamindars were often extravagant and if granted in full, would 
involve rapid disforestation. Nevertheless the possibility of some concessions demanded 

-consideration. 

The Divisional Forest Officers pointed out that it would be impossible to give an 
-opinion whether any of the reserved or proteoted forests could be completely dis
forested for agriculture without ~ enquiry that would extend beyond the 'life of the 
Commission. ChiZ was important from the point of supplying the wider ma.rkets, while 
BrUsh Wood had an important local value as fire-wood. Any further disforestation 
-either of timber producing forest or fuel producing forest would almost certainly affeot 
100al requirements adversely. The extension of oultivation would in itself indirectly 
inorease the local demand for forest produce. 

The Commission could not estimate the extent to whioh the Murree timber wa~ 
required for the province. This was a matter whioh only Government could decide 
after estimating the needs of the provinoe as a whole and oalculating the timber avail
able. The Commission would therefore assume that their reoommendations must hI! 

*Appl\Ddix 5 of Forest Department Code, 7th Edition. 
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hased on the theory that the reserved forests must not be destroyed. H the reserved 
forests were to remain, obviously the protected could not be allowed to be destroyed 
entirely. 

(b) Misunderstanding oj the rights oj the plIOpl~ in weBB and the 116CBBBity Jar elarifiea
",Mm.-The Commission found that there was considerable misunderstanding of the 
~ights to forest produce defined in the Forest Settle~ent. In the numerous meetings 
it became evident that in some places forest guards and in· many the people them
Relves did not know exactly what were the rights which belonged to them, and wha.t the
-flOncessions which the Forest Officer or the Deputy Commissioner could in their disore
tion grant. 

It was agreed that correct information must be disseminated. This could be done 
41ither in vernacular journals or in notices which would be widely distributed through
-out all the villages concerned. A statement of the villagers' rights should be given to 
-each lambarda.r regarding his village, and to each forest guard regarding his beat_ 
A copy should go to the nearest school master: and the contents taught as a matter of 
.general knowledge. -

(c) Merits oJ .4ll-India ForBBt Service coon1.arel,cith Provincial FurBBt Serl'ice.-Irl 
the Western Circle the tenures of Conservators during the past six years have been as 
-foUows:-

·(1) Mr. W. A. Bailey •• 

(2) Mr. L. B. Holland •• 

·(3) Mr. J. H. Lyall 

·(4) Mr. R. G. Marlott •• 

_ (5) Mr. W. E. Flewett 

·(6) Mr. R. T. Jenkin •• 

From 30th March 1931 to 22nd ~ovember 
1931 (leave arrangement). 

From 23rd November 1931 to 15th 
March 1934 (transferred). 

From 16th March 1934 to 28th October 
1935 (reverted). 

From 29th October 1935 to 20th August 
1936. 

From 21st Au.,aust 1936 to 20th Novl!m~ 
ber 1936 (leave arrangement). 

From 24th July 1937. 

A Divisional Forest Officer, when posted to a new division, does not expect to retain his 
post for more than 3 or 3l years. 

It was agreed that these tenures both of Conservators and of Divisional Forest 
()fficers are too short. A satisfactory Divisional Forest Officer should be not less than 
five years in the SaIne division: and transfers of Conservators inter 8e were generally 
to be deprecated. Th!\ extent to which the frequency of changes was the consequence 
-of the All-India oadre required investigation. 

(d) Clam o/the poople that the ,"ecarded rlghts be inor8Q.8ed i.J not in number at least 
-in eztent.-:A demand had be~ advanced that the number of trees for building purposes 
stated in the reoord of rights should be inoreased beoaus&-

(i) the standard of living had increased: and more spacious houses requiring 
more wood were now required • 

• Transferred from other provinces. 
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(ii) The forests were becoming impoverished and smaller trees only were available. 
for diatribution. 

It was found that the chief source of the trouble was abuse of the existing privileges. 
Trees had been cut for sale: and not for building: and illicit depredation rather than. 
legitimate use had ruined the forest. No further concessions on these lines were really 
necessary or could be afforded}f the forests were to be QOnserved. 

11.-The Difficulties arisiDg from the relations of the people with 
the local Forest Department. 

A.-MAJOR DIFFICULTIES. 

(i) The Commission found that there is insufficient interohange of views between. 
forest officers and the people: and between forest officers and other departmental 
offioers. 

They rec~mmend two remedies. The relations between tho forest officers and the 
people could be improved by insisting on the officers meeting the people more frequently
and disoussing on the spot the various troubles and diffioulties whioh arise. In this way
there would be a mutual understanding of the diffioulties of both sides. 

Further greater encouragement should also be given to the further study of th& 
vernaculars by forest officers. 

(ii) Unswitable oZo8ures.-Some CMes of harsh olosures were brought to the
notice of the Commission. 

The remedy reoommended is closer oontrol by Conservators. Orders thar-were
incorreot or vindictive should be reversed: and greater oare taken that rights of way 
and water are nQ..t obstruoted : and that villages are not circled by a ring of olosed area. 
All specifio oases of oomplaint must be investigated at onoe by the Divisional Forest
Officer in consultation with the Deputy Commissioner.- Where the olosure boundary 
is found to be too olose to the village it should be put further back. 

(iii) Corruplion.-Bribery is admittedly rife partioularly in scrub forests and timber 
forests near important centres suoh as Rawalpindi and Murree. 

Remedial measures to be emphasized are-

(a) Rules and concessions be simplified so as to be easily comprehended, ooupled 
yrlth, 

(b) Wide advertisement and instruction of the people and of the subordinate
stafi therein. 

(e) Stricter control of stafi: more ext.ensive touring: and perhaps an extensioD 
of disciplinary powers of Forest Officers. 

(d) The pay of Forest guards should in future be remitted by post and not by 
Range Officers. 
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(iv) Improp., a".e&t3.-This was a common cause of complaint. It was admitted ~ 

:that 081188 of true damage were on oocasions supported by evidenCe that was not· true. 
The diffioulty of obtaining evidence is always very great: and while the great majority 
-of oases go unreported even in those in whioh the culprit is known evidence is not easily 
forthcoming. 

The only remedy the Commission oan find is that panohayats be interested in the 
·tracing of offenders. If they will co·operate with the Forest guards as rilagistrates as 
well as judges, the complaint of improper or unjust arrests should disappear. 

B.-MINOR DETAILS. 

(i) Claim for dried treu.-There was a wide·spread demand by villagers for the 
·recognition of rights in dried trees. It had been pointed out to them that their rights 
·extend only to dry fallen wood as distinct from dry trees. There was a real danger that 
if rights in dry trees were granted, villagers would take advantage of this by girdling 
·trees in order to kill them. 

The Commission agreed that it was not desirable to extend any right in dry trees 
'but that, while it should be left to the discretion of the Divisional Forest Officers to make 
grants as seemed necessary: Divisional Forest Officers should be prepared to be gener· 
. ous when there was no foul play or improper motive. In other words trees which had 
·died a natural death and would, if fallen, belong to the villagers, should be given to 
.rightholders before they fall. 

(~) Prohibition of the· selZHig of gr6/m oakB.-Some villages had complained against 
the aotion of the Forest Department in selling green oak trees for fuel, as this reduced 
the amount of leaf fodder available. '. 

The faots are that the people had the right of lopping oaks only in .. reserved" 
.B and in protected forests. In these forests the sale of green oaks has now been stopped. 
In the Patriata reserve sales were still going on but here the people had no rights to 
lopping. The Forest Department complained rightly that the people themselves were 
.destroying this sort of fodder by their barbarous methods of lopping. If only they 
oould be induced to lop in accordance with the rules, the extinotion of the oak forests 

-would be oonsiderably delayed: but it seems impossible to enforce the lopping rules. 

The Commission reoommend that no promise should be given to stop the felling 
·of oaks in the reserves but that it should be stopped in forests where people had the 
right to lop. Every effort should be made to obtain the co·operation of the villagers 
in the preservation of oak trees in their own interests and those of the coming genera
tions. In particular there should be no felling in the Murree Municipal Forest in which 
;the oak was an amenity that should be preserved as long .as possible. 

(m) Improved constitution of For~8tAdviBory .Bllards.-;-The ex.isting Jrorest Advi
·sory Boards are not functioning satisfactorily. One Divisional Forest Officer finds 
it difficult to colleot a quorum for the quarterly meetings he summons: the other in six 
months' experience has never summoned his Board. Members are now either offioials 
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• ,or nominated. After. discussion thjl Commission were inclined to accept a suggestioIla 
.af the Deputy Commissionell t,hat the Board be reconstituted as follows :- ., ": 

District. Board 

Soldiers' Board 

NMninated Members. 

The DiVisional Forest Officer. 

One member nominated by the. peputy Commissioner. 

The Divisional Forest Offi,cer to 8.!3t as Chairman. 

It was also agreed .that tbere should be. two Forest Advisory Boards: one for·eacn, 
of the ~ tahsils •. 

. " . 
(tv) A gtmeraZ complaint that outside labour was employed.-The 1act. is that t~ 

people of the hills oonsider the art of • sawyer' to some extent beneath their dignity ~. 

to sorne extent beyond their ability. Until local labour is more plentiful and better 
.~ained, the Forest Department .oannot refuse to . employ out,<!iders. H the .admini&-:
.tratiYIl .a1,lthori~es can. pro~de trained men in adequate number the Forest Depar~ 
,m~ntwi11 gladly, ~mploy them_ . 

The 'Commission l'ecOrilmend that the Deputy bo~sioner· should do aUm his 
power to encourage the increase of knowledge of the art and the supply of locat men. . 

(tI) Sales of timber from Government forests.-An objection was raised that outsiders
should not be allowed to bid in auctions of Government trees. Aftel' some discussion, 
the Commission agreed with the opinion of the Forest officers that open bidding muSt 
continue but greater care must be taken in future to prevent the addition o.f illicit to· 
lioit timber. . . . 

. (vi) Permission for browMg and gMafng of

(a) goats, and 

(b) sheep. 

(a) Goats.-The facts are that the villagers do. oonnive with the Guards and browse· 
their goats in Government forests, especially scrub forests, to the benefit not of Gov
einmeni but of the Forest staff. This evii was recognised but had never been brought 
wider control; Money nevertheless is spent on the pr~tectlon, however nominal •. of 
.. ... •. ..' . . T 
the scrub forests where the goats feed. Thus two ~am quest~onB ~ose~ 

First, can thesoruli fo.rests stand ·goat. browsing witho.ut deterio.rating ? . 

Second, if so., is it advisabl~ to legaliz~ goat browsing? . 

The Divisional Forest Officer; :Ra~alpindi West Forest Division, while admitting 
that the scrub gumaras were .sufficient for tlielocal flocks, advised that the main troubl,e 
was'g~ats coming from Hazara ,during the winter. They helped to destroy the guz~ 
and pro.bably grazed illicitly to' Borne extent in Government forest. He did· not think 
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thot the consequent deterioration in Government forests was appreciable; certainly 
not 1181'10118. The danger was that if further brOWBing concessions were given the number 
of animaIs would increase, and this increase would be very difficult to check. It was 
pointed out that between 1906 and 1935, according to the cattle census, the number 
of goats in Murree tahsil had increased from 28,000 to 81,000 and further grazing facili
ties must be expected to result in a further increase in numbers. 

The Divisional Forest Officer (East) was asked to consider whether it might not be 
possible to introduce a scheme of rotational browsing for goats the features of which: 
would be permission only for local animals ; the charging of fees, strict control of numbers 
and the Bcheme to be tried as an experiment for a limited period. The Commission 
are disposed to the view that, extension of goat browsing woulli be danger01JS, but that 
the matter would be considered la_ter after the Divisional Forest Officer, Rawalpindi 
East Forest Division, had preparei ruB schem~ iIi greater detail. 

(c) Shellp.-Every village asked for facilities for sheep grazing. 

Admittedly, the present position is that as in the case of goats, sheep are now grazed 
to the benefit of the Guards. The Divisional Forest Officer (West) remarked that 
experiments carried out in 1906, show thot sheep ate mostly grass. Conifers were eaten 
only when the sheep were very hungry. The Chairman stated that the latest objectio~ 
recorded by the Forest Department against granting permission for the grazing of 
goats in Government forests was not that the sheep was a destructive animal : but that 
no addition could be made to the load to be carried by the forests. Some villages 
had met this by promising to get rid of surplus cattle if they were allowed to graze goa~ 
and sheep. He also pointed out that there was a rise in the economic value of sheeP. 
owing to the great demand for lamb·skins. 

The Commission consider that there would be no serious objection to the grazing: 
of sheep but that a soheme should be drawn up by which the number of animals kept 
should be limited per house.. The Deputy Commissioner was asked to draw up a soheme
in consultation with the two Divisional Forest Officers. 

(vii) Bequest lor gra8& ar_.-As a result of the general shortage of fodder in their
locality numerous villages had requested that special areas in Government forests be 
set aside for the produotion of grass: this to be arranged where necessary by heavy 
thinning in the Chil forest to stimulate the growth of grass. . 

The facts are that normally Chil forest, if dense, destroys grass. Chil has driven 
out broau.leaved trees and reduced the fodder resources. The proposal seems ~ 
facie practioable. 

The Commission oonsider that experimentally in selected areas this request be ac
cepted and the experiment watched. 

The co.operation of Panchayats would be an important feature. The formation 
of such closures would be at the discretion of the Forest Department. Similar closures 
would also be encouraged in the guzaras. Such a measure was the more to be welcomed 
among other reasons because it would be a step in the direction of increasing stall 
feeding. Seven years ago stall feeding was said to be impossible~: it is now being 
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introduced: and does appear to be the most satisfactory solution of many of the troubles. 
Moreover the danger of incendiarism would be reduced, if the fodder were thUII 
:increased. . 

(viii) NautOf' in protected forest&.-There was a demand that this be granted freely. 
This is permissible under the rules with the sanction of the Commissioner. 11 sanction 
"Were given freely the protected forest first and then the reserved would disappear. 

Assuming that the preservation of reserved forest is a requirement of the Province. 
:the Commission were not prepared to recommend any change in the existing rules. 

m.-Difticulties arising froDl the relations of the people with the 
Deputy CollUDi.sioner. 

(a) GUZARA MANAGEMENT. 

(i) Trees for buildings.-Villagers complain against the existing procedure. That 
at present a request usually goes up all the way through the kanungo and naib-tahsildar 
to the Deputy Commissioner: it then comes back for verification and report: and only 
·then are orders issued which again follow the same channels. These channels unless 
greased are apt to be tardy. The complaints are that this procedure involves unneces
sary delay: second, that the applicants are expected to give tips to subordinates: third, 
that some honorary Forest naib-tahsildars, who are men of affairs, are frequently absent 
while the Forest naib-tahsildar stationed at Murree is employed on numerous other Gov
ernment duties. As a result, many applications are inconveniently delayed. To 
.avoid delay, sometimes hammers are entrusted to servants: and sometimes, as the Com
mission observed themselves, marks are carelessly if not improperly given. Both 
]lrl~ctices are objectionable. 

The facts are that guzara forests are at present under the control of the Deputy 
'Commissioner. For the purPose of dealing with applioati~ns for building timber the 
.guzaras a.re divided into six parts, five of which are under honorary Forest naib-tahsil
dare and one under a paid Forest naib-tahsildar whose headquarters are Murree. 
'Villagers are entitled to S trees every three years for building purposes. Applications 
are submitted through the lambardar and patwari to the Forest naib-tahsildar who 
'ilanotions t:Qem and gets the trees marked. 

The Comnrlssion recommend that applications be submitted through P!¥lchayats 
and that the panchayat's verl:6.cation be normally oonsidered adequate on the points 

that-

(a) applicant is a rightholder. 

(b) entitled to the trees to the number to be stated, and 

(0) requires them for domestic use and not for sale. 

Such reoommendations would be carefully inspeoted from time to time: and if the 
\rust reposed in a panohayat were abused, then te80rt would have to be had again to the 

-ming cumbrous 8Y1tem. 
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(n> Tr_ for ,ale.-The complaint was that orders on applications to seD. timber 
were always delayed and not always just. 

The facta arB that application for permission to sell trees from the guzaras am made 
to the Deputy Commissioner who usually consults the Divisional Forest Officer. There 
am extensive blocks of valuable Chil forest in so~ guzaras : but the civil authorities 
have no technical ~owledge, and transfers of Deputy Commissioners arB frequent~ 

Rawalpindi being a short tenure district. Naturally the management of the guzara&: 
has not been of a high standard. Instances were brought to the notice of the Com
mission both of pennission having been refused where the interests of the forest de
manded thinning and also of illicit feIlings on a very big scale from such inadequately 
guarded forests. Similarly areas were seen where grass plots could be satisfactorily;
developed by the removal of superfluous trees. 

The separate management of the guzaras involves a re~ danger. Rightholders 
are allowed trees for their use: not for sale. But where a contractor is working a. 
Government forest near a guzara, the temptation to add to his store of licit timber by 
illicitly purchasing from a rightholder is great, particularly in the vicinity of Murree •. 
If the mixed timber is caught then the further temptation arises to bribe the Ranger
to give a sales hammer mark to the rightholder's timber. 

The remedy which the Commission is disposed to recommend is that a .. DivisionaIr 
Forest Officer Guzaras " be appointed for a term, initially of three years. He will work. 
under the orders of the Deputy Commissioner: but will act in close liaison with the Forest. 
Department. He will advise the villagers on their guzaras with a view to the securing: 
for them the maximum permanent benefit from the forest produce of the guzaras. 
Applications for trees therefrom would be considered by him in·the first instance, and the
Deputy Commissioner would have discretion to delegate powers of sanction to him. 
The cost at first would be borne by Govel'nment. If at the expiry of the initial perioll 
it is found that the appointment is greatly benetiting the village funds, it would seem: 
fair to take contribution at least towards the cost of the scheme. 

(b) PREPARATION OF OOURT OASES. 

The difficulty of the people is that offenders particularly those whose cases cannot 
be decided at once, have to go baCkwards and forwards between their homes and in 
courts in Rawalpindi. The decision of a case involving the theft of a two·anna load of 
leaves might involve an expenditure of several rupees. The facts are correctly stated. 

It was suggested that cases not entrusted to Panchayats should be dealt with by 
nBib·tahsiIdars when on tour, but the Deputy Commissioner remarked that this had. 
already been tried and had failed because witneases refused to turn up. 

The Commission recommended the following :-

(i) Better working in the Divisional Forest Offices. In particular, the ages· 
of the offenders must be noted on all chalans and the challaning of infants· 
avoided. 

(ii) Provision be made to add forest cases to the list of cases triable by pan· 
chayats. Such power to be conferred in each specific case by the Com ... 
missioner. This will involve a small amendment of the law. 
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(m) The detection of offences in the forest should at once be reported to lambu
dars by the forest guards : whether the actual offender could be named 
or not: 

(it) A revised form for report and llha.lan should be worked out for use by the 
Forest staff: 

(t) Selected tahsildlU"B might be recommended for lIummary powers for dealing 
with Forest offenceS. 

(0) FiNES AND COMPENSATION_ 

Complaints were raised that the rates of fines and compensation were so high as 
;to tempt offenders to pay a smaller sum to forest guards. It was suggested that if 
lower rates were enforced, more payments would reach Government, and bribery would 
'be reduced. 

It is beyond .the power of the Commission to suggest a stereotyped set of rates, and 
the difficulty is one which in the view of the Commission, can be adjusted by careful 
.co-operation between the District Magistrate and the subordinate magistrates with the 
<Jonservator and the Forest staff. 

(d) DIFFICULTIES ARISING FROM THE RELATIONS OF THE PEOPLE WITH ONE ANOTHER. 

Shamilat.-The whole subject of shamilat partition was discussed in ~etail. The 
.findings of the Commission are printed at pages 50 to 53 of Chapter VIll, •• Difficulties 
~eculiar to the R~wa.lpindi District." 
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APPENDlXm. 

Proceedings in the Jhelum District. 
A meet.ing was held at Jhelum on the 7th December,' 1937, attended by the principal 

:Don·officials of the distriot and approxiInately 200 zamindars uicluding Captain Sardar 
Sir Sher Muhammad Khan, C.I.E., M.B.E., ML.A. (Central), Raja Ghaza.nfar Ali Khan,' 
ML.A. (pUDjab) and l{han Bahadqr Raja Muhammad Akram Khan, ML.A. (pUDjab). 
The Commission were represented ~y the Chairman and Secretary and assisted b:J the 
Deputy Commissioner, Mr. Sundar, Singh, I.F.S.,·Diyisional Forest Officer, ,Jheluni,' 

.Lala Parma Nand, Divisional FO':8Bt Officer (DepOt) and Khan Sahib Allah Yar Khan, 
I.F.S. 

(1) ThaI in many tJillagea llhamilat ill inadequate.-The compl$t waa that. t4e: 
·boumlaries of the forest.had been fixed in some eases very close to the Mad. and m: 
. others to agricultural land : other villages again had practioally ~o chiragah at all. 'This 
in some eases was the result of partition of the shamizai : but whatever the historioal 
'reason the fact remained that many villages were now so situated that their oattle could 
,not obtain their necessary grazing without trespassing. 

It is a faot that the complaint is true of some villages. 

The solution suggested is that a cellBuS be taken in each such village of the number 
of plough units : that the area necessary for the ckiragah of ihesum of suoh units be 

,calculated: and that an area of foresb be allotted to each village equivalent to the 
amount of such area plus 25 per cent. By plough unit is meant the area that one pair 
,of bullocks oustomarily ploughs. This must differ according to the natlire of the Boil'i 
IUId the habits of the villagers. In this way there will be a belt of chirag~ round eaab 

'village. This belt will continue to be shown in the revenue records as the property.ot 
,Gov!!mment but the Forest Department will be relieved of responsibility for· its oontrol. 
'One·quarter of the whole is to be subjected to rotational closing, A !,ondition wiP bll 
e~tered in 'the imjib-ul.arll th~t Gov~t will be. at~b!lrlY to rt)Sume the.whole area 
if a village persistently abuses the closure. Those present considered this solution 
satisfactory and were of the opinion that the closure woUid be respected. 

(2) Thai a SYSWII of rolaUonar clasure !Hi adopted for'the IlirMling gralling area..,;...Tb8 
,complaint was that the present grazing grounds have been grszf!d bare' and unless 
: something is done to revive them they ~ cease ~o be ,productive. 

It is a fact that the protAlcted forest allptted for grazing has been ex~vely gr8!llr 
.ed and required regenerations. . :;.,. 

The Commission recommend that out of the ~served fo~st an additional portion 
be allotted to the forest in which.grazing rights exists, and that a correSponding portion 

. pf the present chiragah be oloSed in rotation. The olosW'8 will be complete for the full 
period assigned and the area opened to gra!lling1ViII be:open fOI! l2months •. The'objeot 

:js to extract the maximum pasture from the land.'~ tAe:~ethod.suggested,seemed to 

'pro~isethebestresults., ., ,,;: ... , ,:.,,;. ",.:j" .;;:;,1 

, (3) That gralling be permitted iJi • A ' rll88f'1Jfl8 mi payment 0/ eim'.~he allegation is 
~hAt these. reserves are nominally.·closed:. but are ill fact heaVily grazed ~o.tM profit 



of the forest guards. It was BSlJerted by one of the spokesmen but not admitted by thlt' 
Divisional Forest Officer that animals from outside the district more easily obtain 
this grazing than those belonging to the district. 

It is a fact that there is a general consensus of opinion that the forest guards and 
forest rangers make a very good thing out of grazing in reserve forests and that the
sympathy of the people bas hitherto been with the illicit grazi!lrs and not with Govern
ment. 

The suggested solution is that a scheme be worked for rotational grazing in the 
forest on payment of timi. 'The Divisional Forest Officer will work out the scheme and 
~l consider in consultation with the revenue authorities. i.e •• Deputy Commissioner' 
fdld Settlement Officer, how the timishould be levid. 

(4) That Punjab Forest ManuaZ (1934 edition), Volume 1, Chapter 5, Rule 6-1 (0)
,hould be f'esCinded or at least itt portion suspended for 3 years.-The rule runs ail fol-
lows:-

.. No person shall, without the written permission of the Forest Officer in charge. 
of the division, saw or cut up timber or burn timber for the manu.· 
facture of charcoal, bricks, lime or surki on any river used for floating 
purposes, or on any island of such river, or at any place on either bank 
of the main stream of puch river which is within a distance of three miles· 
from suoh bank at its oold season level." 

The complaint was that this rule when read with rule 25 at page 36 of the Forest
Manual, Volume I, in effect throws the burden of proving that he was an honest man,_ 
on each individual who was using timber for any domestic purpose within a belt extend-
ing in some cases to 5 miles from the bank of the river at its cold weather level. The
protest was that it was unjust to oast such a slur on the zamindars of the Jhelum rivera~ 
area.. 

The faots are that these measures were necessitated in 1912 by reason of the oon
tinuous thefts of water·borne'timber in the years preced.iJ}g that date. These thefts, 
had re'ached the high figure of 45 per cent. of the timber launched. 

Further, the rules apply not only to the Jhelum district riverain but to. all rivers 
and their tributaries within British territory detailed in rule 25 quoted at page 36 of' 
the Forest Manual. 

It appeared that 0 these rules had been used in eame oases as an instrument of 
oppressio,!. Forest subordinates having olaimed that they gave them the right t()· 

examine timber whioh had already been incorporated in buildings and to olaim it on 
behalf of Government unless a mark oould be seen. 

Obviously logs purohased legitimately from a sale depot and legitimately sawn on. 
,the spot for the oonstruotion of beams or rafters would when inoorporated in a.. 
bl.iilding not han a mark on eaoh separate piece. 

The Chairman stated that obviously rules which ('Ihtained over the whole ot the· 
riverain area of the province could not be lightly Bet aside. He suggested that the com-

o plaint of indignity was not intended in or to be inferred from the notification. He-, 
'hought it possible that the rule was being unwisely worked and promised to give this, 
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matter his consideration: but no recommendation such as was asked for could be made
without considerable further research. 

(5) That the DitJiaUm be claBBed as a Ist elass Division, and that it s/wuld be in ehaJ'ge

of Imperial S~ offi __ s.-The complaint was that as Jhelwn Forest Division is classi
fied 88 a minor division, inexperienced Divisional Officers were liable to be sent there. 

Forests are scattered and communications poor. 

In the Jhelwn area alone there will be a particularly heavy responsibility and a 
considerably increased volwne of work when effect is given .to the recommendati~1lI! of 
this Commission. For each village bordering on the protected area a scheme has.to .ba: 
worked out showing how much shamilat should be added and what grazing should be
allowed from the' A • reserve forest. Although the Commission contemplate relieving: 
Divisional Forest Officer, Jhelwn, of the charge of forest in the Attock district, this relief: 
will not compensate for such additional work: and the C'ommiBsion is of opinion that. 
special care should be taken in the postings to this district. 

(6) Thnt the Division is ulIder,slatJed.-The complaint was that the ranges and the
beats are too extensive and the Divisional Forest Officer has to work over four districts. 
with no assistant. 

The facts are that the average ranges cover 87,000 acres and the average beats. 
10,750 acres. 

The Commission agree that the staff should be increa.'led and anticipate that with, 
more careful working and greater attention the income also will increase. 

-(7) That Government tDOr'king both through the Deputy Commissiofler • as regardso 
27,000 aeres of forest and thrOll1/h the Forest Department as regards the rest oftheloresfaJ'e~ 
has been ifIChaJ'ge 01 the lores' for 70 year, and I~led 10 develop what should have proved' 
• tlaluable property.-It is a fact that Government has never laid it down as settled policy
that the Forest Department should develop the grazing or fuel resources of the rangers~ 
in this Division. The only t'xception has been the special measures taken in the last 
two yt'ars and thl'se are mainly an effort to check erosion. 

It is a fact that apparently at small cost the grazing could be considerably deve-· 
loped. 

The Commission recommend that the special attention of the J!'orest Department.: 
be drawn to this complaint and tbat a BOheme for developmt'nt be prepBRld _d work

ed through the dt'partment. 

(8) Free jire-uood.-That the zamindars be permitted to collect dry fallen wood' 
tree of cost for their domestic use in the belt which it is proposed should be give~ t()· 

them for chiragah. 

The fact is that there is a rate of twopice per head load assessed which is supposed 
to be recovered by the range officers. In practice very few recoveries are actually made
at Bny rate very little indeed reaches Government. 

The Commissi~n .~onsidered that dried fallen wood .should be given free to the
umindars : provided that it is collected for domestic use and not for sale. in all forest&.. 
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(9) That permission· be gwen to lop olwe trees.-The fact is that the profits of lopping 
--e.re at present a perquisite of the forest guards. It was alleged that fees as high as' 
Rs. S per mensem were paid for the privilege. 

The spokesmen agreed that if lopping were allowed, the zamindars would be pre
-;pared to respect rotational closures. 

The Commission consider tha.t it is impossible to stop lopping BO long as the staff 
- -is on its present scale, and so long as present standards of honesty obtain. They ra-

--commend that 8 scheme for rotational lopping be worked out by the Divisional Forest 
'~fficer. who will consult the revenue authorities in regard to the fees to be levied. 

(10) That the zamimiars be permitted to remove" shingles" from the river.'-The 
· complaint was that not more than 5 seers weight of waif wood was allowed to be removed 
-f~m the river bed. 

The fact is that under the rules, waif pieces may be removed provided they do not 
· exceed 4 feet in length or 2 feet in girth. The spokesmen stated that the !Zamindars 
would be content i! this rule were enforced. It is not necessary, therefore, to make any 
recommendation except that steps be taken to insist that subordinate staff observe the 

-existing rule. 

- (11) That the rules regarding stone quarrying are unsatisfactory.-Apparently there 
are two distinct complaints. First: in the Domeli area in which a small quarry is 
&nowed,' permitS for extraction and removal cost Rs. 4 and the removal is to be com
pleted within one month. The complaint is that this period is too short for the average 

· amount of work involved. -

~ 
~e fact is that one month is the period given on the first permit and this can be 

--e,xtended, by payment of 0-4-0, for a further month. The Forest Department have no-
· objection to making the original period one of two months and this solution will meel; 
, the difficulty. 

The Commission recommed that it be adopted. 

In other areas the complaint is that stone quarries are a fruitful source of illicit 
· 'income to the forest guards. This is a matter which will be dealt with under the general 
,head of corruption. 

(12) That the system of applying thumb marks by forest guards on blank chalans is 

finsatisfactory.-The complaint is that when a forest guard arrests an individual he not 
infrequently takes the thumbmarks on a blank piece of paper, which is filled in later 
and the number of cattle. stated to have been caught trespassing, is increased at a 

: Jater period. 

One suggestion made waS that forms should be made out in triplicate. It was stated 
-~hat there had been previous oorrespondence with the Conservator on the subject and 
-the Commission are unable to suggest any solution until that correspondence has been 
studied., Similar difficulties had been raised also u; the )Iurree'hills. Recommendations 

''Were reserved. 



(13) Thai corruption W/J8 rife both among range officer, and forest guarda.-The fact 
i8 that this complaint is common wherever there is sorub jungle. No features werE! 
brought to light whioh have not already been discussed in the memoranda of the 
Kalachitta and the Murree hills. 

The Chainnan drew the attention of the meeting to the help whioh itw88 in their 
own power to afford. They could stamp out corruption by refusing to pay: by 
'bringing to the notice of the Divisional Forest Officer demands for payment: and by 
refusing to use their own influence in high quarters on behalf of persons properly oharg

-eel with corruption by departmental officers. 

If the panchayat system can be introduced and worked successfully. in the distriot 
many of the opportunities now enjoyed by the forest guards will aut~matica.1Iy dis
appear; and if as a result of the Commission's visit, relations·betwe.en the people and 
"the department improve, 88 the Chairman hopes, this in itself will materially assist in 
·the campaign against corruption. 

(14) That thB rates of ccmpensation are u.nnecessarily high.-The fact is that the 
·actual rates in the Jhleum district are 88 follows. These compare with the rates in 
Kangra district, which are as follows :-

. A prop?,!al W88 advanoed that' rates' of compensati6n should be settled by the F~rest 
,Advisory Committee. 

The Chairman W88 inolined to think this solution impraoticable as it would be 
"tantamount to giving to the forest advisory committees the powers of a Court. He 
agreed that the advice of forest advisory oommittees should always receive respeot but, 
'he was not prepared to take out of the hands of constituted authority the assessment of 
"the punishment in suoh cases.' The Commission were however already prepared to' 
Teoommend that forest offenoes should be among those triable by panchayat: that these 
powers should be extended to all reliable panchayats. 

(15) That instead of thB present district forest advisory board IhBrs be constitu.ted range 
lorest advisory committees.-At present the distriot forest advisory board consists 01-

(i) Divisional Forest Officer-Chairman; 

(ii) The Revenue Assistant of Jheluni ; 

(iii) The Sub-Divisional Officer, Khushab ; and 

(iv) Eight non-~fficials drawn. from Attock and Shahpur as well as Jhelum nomi

nated by the Dep~fy Commissioner ooncerned. 

This body is unwieldy and the DivisionaIForest Officer finds it diffioult to maintain: 
'interest. 

The meeting was unanimoils in reooinmending the institution of range forest advillory 
·committees to consist of 2 officials and 3 non-offioials. The exact method of oonstitu
:tion proved controversial. 

The Commission accept the uiianimous opinion that the existing constitution of th~ 
'forest advisory board is not sati~fa~tory and that in Its plaCe local range forest advisory': 
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oommittees should be substituted. Further oonsideration was necessary before any 
reoommendation could be made a.~ to the exact constitution or the method of appoint- . 
ment of these range oommittees. The Commission asked the Deputy Commissioner 
to oonsult the Divisional Forest Offioer and the spokesmen of the zamindars and then. 
submit reoommendations. 

MEMORANDUM OF A MEETING OF THE PUNJAB FOREST COMMISSION. 
HELD AT SOHA W A ON DECEMBER THE 8TH, 1937. 

PRESENT: 

Mr. C. C. Garbett, C.S.I., C.M.G., C.I.E., F.R.G.S., I.C.S.-Chairman. 

Mr. A. P. F. Hamilton, M.C., I.F.S.-Secretary. 

ASSISTED BY 

The Deputy Commissioner, Jhelum. 

Mr. Sundar Singh, D. F. O. 

Mr. Parma Nand, D. F. 0., Dep6t (West). 

Among those present who number;d in all approximately 1,000 were Raja Ghazanfar
Ali, M.L.A., and K. B. Muhammad Akram, M.L.A. The villagers represented the forest 
areas of the Chakwal, Jhelum and Pind Dadan Khan tahsils. 

The Chairman explained to the oonference the difficulties disoussed at Jhelum on th&-
7th and the proposed solutions reaohed. Those present were asked if they aooepted 
the statement of diffioulties as fair and the solutions suggested as adequate. The· 
response was unanimously in favour of the deoisions reaohed. 

The following fresh points were raised :-

1. There were some villagers whose abadis were separated from their grazing grounds 
by an a.rea of olosed forest, The road through the olosed forests is restrioted and arrests 
for trespass frequent. The suggestion was that the oklsed forest and the open forest be· 
interohanged. 

The faots are that olosure is neoessary for regeneration of the forest and if only thllt 
area whioh is furthest away from the abadi is to be olosed, then rotational regeneration. 
will beoome impossible. 

The Commission therefore recommend that adequately wide path ways through, 
the forest be pennitted so that animals oan get through without trespassing. The D. F. 0 •. 
promised to make arrangements aooordingly. 

2. That as in the oase of reserved and proteoted forests, so also in the case of civil 
forest under the Deputy Commissioner arrangements should be made for the improve-. 
ment of the forest growth. 

The faot is that there are over 27,000 aores of oivil forest under the control of the
Deputy Commissioner. These are leased out from time to time, but no steps whatever
are taken to develop them nor has the Deputy Commissioner any speoial stall to advis. 
him. 
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The Commiflsion consider that the complaint is reasonable and that these "ar~u 
ehould be studied by • forest expert in order that the Deputy Commissioner may ~ 
"advised how best to develop them, and that development should follow. 

S. That houses be provided at Govern.ment ezpe1l86 for forest guards.-The complaint 
was that many guards who have not been provided with quarters at the expense of 
-Government have to find themselves billets in the houses of villagers in their beats. 
This was a source of abuse. Many forest guards did not bring their families and were 

"tempted to tamper with the women of the houses in which they were billetted. 
A demand was made that guards should live alone in the forest and not in the 
villages. 

It is a fact that many guards are compelled to live in villagers' houses for want of 
quarters, though rent is paid by Government for them. The complaint that there had 
been cases of bad behaviour on the part of some guards "was 80 strongly voiced at the 
meeting that the Commission felt it must be accepted. In the view of the Commission 
the proper remedy is not banishment of the guards to live in isolated huts outside the 
village, but the reformation of the guards. The Commission consider that Conservators' 
powers of discipline should be increased; and that the public should be encouraged to 
make complaints, where complaints are due, with greater freedom. Very responsible 
persons themselves voiced complaints before the Commission, none of whom .ever 
mentioned them to the Divisional Forest Officer, although they themselves were the 
iirst to admit the sympathy and efficiency of that officer. 

When Pa'nchayatB became general and took an interest in forest work I!.Iid when after 
the visit of the Commission relations between the publio and the department were im
proved, this evil would, it was hoped, disappear. 

The most the Commission oan recommend in the direction suggested is that when 
,Possible habitations for forest guards be provided as soon as possible that guards be en
eouraged in every possible way to live with their families: that the people be encouraged 
to voice most freely their genuine complaints to the Divisiona.I Forest Officer, that the 
powers of control of the Forest Officers and Conservators be strengthened, and examples 
mlAde of guards against whom the, accusations made can be established_ 

4. That in certain reserves there are springs, the use of which is essential in seasons 
of drought but to which access was denied. 'fhe Divisional Forest Officer admitted 
"the fact stated to be accurate. 

It is laid down in the Government of India resolution embodied in circular No. 22·F., 
dated 19th October, 1894, that rights of way and water should not be closed even in 
leserved forests. 

The Commission recommend that the attention of the local forest officers be drawn 
1.0 this statement of policy which must be followed in the Jhelum district as elsewhere. 

5. That zamindars should be allowed to cut trees in the forest which border on their 
cultivation. ~J.he complaint was that individuals had been arrested when taking wood 
to the market; and the excuse that the wood had been cut either from their own land 

-or trom the trees which were damaging their ,own land had not been accepted. 
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In the view of the Commission the forest guards were acting rightly. . If a zamindar 
desires to out down trees in Government land on the allegation that they are damaging 
his property he should first obtain a permit from the Divisional Forest Officer. This 
would be granted readily. -

The Commission are unable to accept the compla.irit as reasonable. 

6. That damage is done by the urial whioh are preserved in the forest and that 
steps should be taken to eliminate them. It appears to be a faot that unal do to 
.some extent damage orops. immediately fringing the forest. 

In the view of the Commission thle is a matter well within the competenoy of. the 
Deputy Commissioner in his exeoutive 'capacity and no speoial recommendation by 
'~em seems neoes~ary. 

7. That action should be taken to ameliorate the diffioulties of those zamindars, 
who had ohaka within the forest reserves. 

It was asoertained that there are certain islands of private property situated with
in the forests, aooess to which is diffioult without partioularl:t careful arrangements 
to prevent straying of cattle. 

It was suggested that such land should be exchanged with an area equivalent in 
value on the edge of the forest. This solution was welcomed and is recommended to 
Government. 



APPENDIX IV. 

Proceedings in Kangra district. 

J'HOCEEDINGS OF A MEETING HELD AT PALAMPUR, RANGRA DISTIUC T" . 
ON 20TH NOVEMBER, 1937. 

PRESENT: 

The Chairman; 

Capt~in Dina Nath, ~I.L.A., Member •. 

The Secretary. 

ASSISTED BY-

The Deputy Commissioner, Kangra District. 

The Divisional Forest Officer, Kangra District. 

About 1,200 people representing 111 villages were present. 

~'he representatives of Kothi Kohr and Swar deposed as follows :-

(1) Bflilding timber.-Their ilaqa differed from the rest of Kangra district as it wa&
I!ituated in remote hills and lay under snow for five or six months. As a result of .the·· 
heavy snowfall the roofs of their houses were liable to fall in every year. Under the rules 
tbey were only allowed building timber every five years, arid speoial applioations. 
were dealt with after long delay. They asked to be allowed to out trees without marking •. 
The rules are that ordinarily trees. are not granted oftener than five years, though in· 
cases of special, need the Deputy Commissioner may grant· trees at shorter intervals. 

The Commission consider that Kothi Kohr and Swar deserves special treatment on 
account of its peculiar circumstances, and recommend that the rules be amended, allow· 
ing grants of trees to be made annually. f 

(2) That KharBhu oak was a valuable tree, the wood of which was used for makiIig
ploughs. But the tree was on the special list and could only be cut after being marked 
by forest officials who paid infrequent visits to the locality. They wanted to be allowed
to cut the trees without marking. 

The facts are that Kharshu oak is a most useful tree as, in addition to its timl)er· 
value, the leaves are used for fodder. Under the rules the laI}lb~dar is authorised .to 
issue permits to bartandars whenever they apply for trees. Trees are marked in ad~anC!t' 
by the Forest Officer and the Lambardar distributes the trees in accordancl' with the· 
applications he receives. The demand for trees may exceed the number marked, in which 
!'&Be it is the duty of the lambardar to apply to the Forest Department for a supple
mentary marking. 

The Commission realises that difficulties may arise as a result of the existing.system, 
·and recommend that in cases where the supply of marked trees runs out, the lambardar 
be authorised to grant trees, if applied for .. It is suggested that he might maintain a· 
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... egister of trees granted in thiS way, and report all such fellings to the Forest Officer, who 
would inspect the register and mark the stumps. -

(3) Mandi State Flock8.-They highly valued the manure of sheep and goats for their 
cultivation. Now owing to the increase in tim, rates, the Mandi State flocks did not 

.-(lO,me their way. 
The·Chairman pointed out that the water utilised by the Hydro-Electric scheme was 

-derived from the slopes of Kothi Kohr and Swar. It was necessary to maintain as much 
·vegetab1e covering as possible on the hillsides. Goats destroyed young trees and bushes 
.and the object of the tax was to keep down the number of goats. 

(4) Sowanas.-The buffalo" sowanl\9" had never been demarcated; they asked 
.. that this might be done. 

The facts are that the Deputy Commissioner has already taken steps to meet this 
-request. 

(5) Gaddi j!ocks.-The Gaddis chief complaint was that from the time of Lyall's 
·settlement up to about 190"2 they paid tlTni twice yearly at the rate of Rs. 2 per 100 
-goats. Since then the rates had been increased at. various times and they were now 
paying Rs. 15-10-0 per 100 goats. This they paid twice in the year making a total of 
Rs. 81-4-0 paid as tim'; in Kangra district. In addition they had to pay timi in Bara 
Banghol and Lahaul. In all they paid about Rs. 32-B-0 per 100 goats as timi in British 
India. They did not know why they were being taxed nor how much the tax would be 

-increased. It was already a heavier burden than they could bear. 

The facts as stated by the Gaddis are correct, except that the first enhancement of 
-rates took place in 1910. In 1932 the Punjab Erosion Committee recommended that the 
-tax on GOOd. goats be increased by 100 per cent. on a sliding scale; the half yearly 
1"ate then was Ra. 12-8-0 per 100 goats. The proposal of the Erosion Qommittee con
-,templates a maximum enhancement up to Re. 25 per 100 goats. 

The census figures of the GOOd. floc~ shew that there has been little change in the 
-total number of sheep and goats kept since the past 40 years. Separate figures for goats 
,are available only since 1920, since when no lasting reduction has been recorded. 

The Chairman explained that a sufficiency of forest and fodder was vital for the 
,good of all. The soil only produced a certain amount of vegetation, it was therefore 
-important to limit the number of animals to what the land could stand. It was admitted 
by all that both the forest and fodder supplies were detericirating. He realised that 

-sheep and goats were a necessity and thought it possible that the present tirni rate was 
pressing heavily on the owners of flocks, but the problem had to be considered in the light 
,oHhe oapaoity of the land to bear the incidence of grazing. 

He was prepared to consider with his colleagues the desirability of grading tim, 
,rates in such a way that small flocks pay very low rates while the large _ owners 
would pay at higher rates. 

(6) Chil Trees which spring up on shamilat iands other than ban sarkar ought to 
.be the property of the zamindars. 
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The facts are that there are no special rules for Chi! tr8olB. The rules of ownership 
.apply equally to all species of trees. The Chairman pointed out that the question of 
ownership in trees on certain claBBes ofland was being considered by the Commission.· 

(7) Income from re.rin tapping.-It was thought that since za.mindars were given 
• share in the profits from sales of trees they were entitled to a similar share in the profits 
hom resin. 

The Commission stated that they were prepared to recommend the distribution 
·of net profits on resin working on the same basis as for tree sales. 

(8) Grant. of trS611 to righl-ho1.ders.-A complaint was lodged that delays ocourred 
"hen treee were applied for. It was suggested that village committees could help-. 

The Chairman expressed the hope that village panchayats would be formed as they 
-eould be instrumental in dealing with the difficulty raised. 

(9) TrS611 for OremaUon.-It was stated that rillagers could not always get trees for 
-eremation when they required them. 

The facts are that trees for cremation are granted by the lambardar on request, it 
i8 his duty to inform the rakha of the grant within 10 days. 

The Chairman remarked that it appeared that all concerned were not aware of their 
.rights and duties; the Commission were going to recommend that all lambardars and· 
guards be supplied with .. parchas .. detailing rights a.nd duties and tha.t such matters 
be explained in the schools. 

(10) Nirgal8.-Nirgals used to be cut free as a right by zamindars, now fees are 
charged. . ' 

The £aots are that nirgals may be out free by right-holders for domestic require
ments j fees can only be charged if they are out for sale. In no case have fees been 
charged where nirgals have been cut as a right. The Commission were satisfied that the· 
.right was not being infringed. 

(11) Departmental buming of chi' forest.-The complaint was that the Forest De-
partment burnt chil forest in order to destroy the dry needles j but the fire also burnt 

"Up bushes and dry fire-wood, both of which were required by the za.mindars; burning 
-was done in January just when they wanted to out the bushes. They wanted the 
burning done at some other time. 

The facts are that controlled burning of chil forests is an important fire-protection 
measure; forests are burnt on a 3 year rotation, t.8., two years elapse between 8Uccessi~e 
burnings. Burning has to be done during the winter when there is least danger of firing 
the forest j the process lasts two or three months. Burning improves the quality of the 
grass and is generally welcomed by zamindars. 

The Commission recommended that villagers should try and get bushes out before 
started and expressed the hope that burning would be burning started as late as 
possible where it was desirable to do so in the interests of the villagers. 

(12) Olosures near oulUvabion and habitations.-Som.e .. trihaia" or closures were 
tOo close to villages j this oaused grazing diffioulties. 
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The facts are that the present closure scheme was prepared under the Forest Settle
ment of Mitchell and Walters; the object was to draw up a scheme satisf.actory botll. 
from the point of view of forest protection, and of the right-holders. Some areas near 
villages were in a very bad state and had urgently required closure for regeneration or 
erosion purposes. 

The Commission agreed that closure near habitations were on principle objection-; 
able, and promised that recommendations would be made to Government, to meet the
case. 

(13) Forest standing on waste lands assessed to land revenue.-The rightholders of 
Kangra considered tha~ they were entitled to the ownership of trees on waste land 
assessed to Land Revenue. 

Under the British Government ownership of the trees was retained, but the soil 
was given to the people; rights of user in the forest were recognised. It was the inten
tion of Government in the various Settlements which had been made, to make a clear 
line between land on which the trees were owned by Government and that on which 
the trees were private property. But as a result of certain misunderstandings some
omissions had occurred. 

The matter was an important one because Government had to consider what pos
sible effects disforestation of plots handed over to private ownership might have on 
erosion. 

Government would require some sort of guarantee that the interests of the people
in the plains would not suffer as a result of the change of ownership in the trees. 

The Commission were prepared to recommend to Government that trees standing 
on land described in the Revenue Papers as .. ban sarkar milkiyat" be given to the
owner of the land without questions. With regard to shamilat assessed to land revenue~ 
:the matter was a complicated one and required further investigation. 

MEETING HELD AT BHAROJ.ION SEPTEMBER THE 22ND, 1937. 

PRESENT: 

(1)· Chairman. 

(2) Captain Dina Nath, M.L.A., Member. 

ASSISTED BY :-

(1) Mr. B. R. Tandan, I.C.S., Deputy Commissioner, Kangra. 
(2) Mr. H. S. Deans, I.F.S., Divisional Forest Officer, Kangra. 
·(3) Mr. W. E. Flewett, I.F.S., Divisional Forest Officer, Hoshiarpur. 

More than 5,000 people from 2,089 tikas attended. Of these 1,944 tikas were oC 

tahsil Hamirpur and 145 villages of Debra. Some zamindars trudged a 3 days' journey. 
of SO to :!l5 miles, e.g., those who came from Kutlehr, Raipur, Katrah and Dhamet8.-. 
It was in fact a record gathering for the distriot as well as for the Commission. Pandit 
Bhagat Ram Sharma, Pleader, Dharamsala of Debra, was among thespeakeis and.. 
counsellors of the Commission. 
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(2) The following difficulties were presented and complaints made :

(i> That GoV6T1Imelit is not entitled to Ban Sirkar on Mi!kiyat. 

Analysed the complaint oame to this. In 1867 Government had parted with th& 
ownership of all trees on land shown then and in 1868, when Lyall's settlement was' 
completed, e.e proprietary. 

In 1916 Government parted with the ownership of trees on that land also whicb 
we.e recorded in 1868 as • waste' and in the separate 'possession of one or more owners ~ 
and on which revenue we.e paid. 

Between 1868 and 1916, however, oonsiderable parcels of land had been reduced 
from shamile.t to proprietary; and entered e.e malkiyat in the Government p,pers. In 
these papers there we.e no suggestion that the proprietor had any less right and title t() 
the trees than the proprietor of and recorded as' such in Lyall's time. 

Accordingly the claim was that the people throughout this period had understood 
that the trees were their property and indeed had the support of jamaban.dis and entrie& 
at settlements in their understanding. They were conformed on this understanding 
when the land 80 acquired became subject to land reyenue as it did in some cases in the 
1891 settlement. Nevertheless, the effect of the Commission of Messrs. Walter and 
Mitohell had been that Government had taken over as property of Government trees thE!' . 
people believed to be their own : existing on this land on which revenue was levied. As 
an illustration of how the Walter·Mitchell Commission had worked in practice, an ex
tract was presented from the revenue records of the Dehra tahsil in Tika Chhabbar 
village Khairian, tahsil Dehra, district Kangra :- -

H168 • 1891-92. 1910-14. 
, 

.: 
.! 
S 

Kha.sra. 8 Area. Kind. Khasra Area. number. _ Area. Kind. 

§ number. • -
~ -

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 

161 68 kanals Bheth 3 91 kanals 5 11 kanaIs Banjar . 
13 marIas ghair- (previous 4 marlas (Previous 4 marIas Qadim •. r. 

mumkin Nos. 151 3 min). 
and 152). : 

1 52 22' kana.ls Uttar 5 123 kanals 25 40 kanals Do. " 

11 marlas Chaharam (Previous. .12 marlas. (Previous 6 marlas. 
Nos. 155, 31l'in). 
156 and 
157.). , 

~,") 

1 65 56 kanals Bheth .. .. .. .. f .. ,~ >. "_ 

17 marlas 

1 56 34 kanals Uttar .. .. 26 58 . kanals Do • 
5 marlas Som. (Previous 15 marIas 

No~ 6). 
. . 
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All these khasra numbers were assessed to land revenue in 1891-92 and out of them 
38 kanalB were cultivated .. Nevertheless, Messrs. Walter and Mitchell in 1917 at first 
declared all the trees thereon as belonging to Government. Later, 9 kanalB of land from 
khasra No. 152 were excluded but the rest was shown as ban sirkar ",!alkiyat. 

It was further claimed t?at the procedure had been irregular. 

Under Revenue Law these entries could not have been changed without adequate 
enquiry and the burden of proof that'the trees belonged to Government properly lsy 
on Government. 

. Mr. Mitchell had made enquiries from village to villsge but his procedure had been 
to call on villagers to justify their alleged right to the trees. Where the uneducated 
villager failed to do so the trees were written down as • ban siTkar.' Strictly speaking 
it was claimed this procedure was illegal. 

The relief asked was that .the word' ban siTkar ' should be eliminated wherever it 
occurred in ~onnection with malkiyat.or shamilat assessed to land revenue. 

The Commission found that this aspect of the case was ,entirely new to them 
and required detailed study. Their finding and recommendation was reserved (see 
page 72 of Report). 

(U) That if GOtJernment ill entitled to ban siTkar milkiyat and ban sirkar 

shamilat reduced to individual POsB6BBion, then aB an act of grace the 
tf'l168 should now be given to the maliks and P0886B80TB. 

It was claimed that the Government had taken an inordinately long time in 
reaobing its decisions and that in the interval the people had had every encouragement 
to believe the property was theirs. Whatever the facts de jure, de facto the people felt 
that Messrs. Walters and Mitchell had taken away what in good faith they had believed 
to be theirs. 

The Commission are of opinion that the case of' ban siTkar malkiyat ' should be con
sidered separately from that of • ban sirkar Bhamilat.' As regards' ban sirkar malkiyat,' 
they were prepared to recommend that all small plots not exceeding 4 acres trees stand. 
ing in cultivated fields, should be at once placed at the absolute disposal of the owners 
provided that by felling them there would be no danger of erosion. Should there be 
danger of erosion then such plots should be handed over to the owners on the condition 
that the area should not be broken up but so maintained as to prevent any danger of 
erosion. 

As regards larger areas they withheld their opinion pending further consideration. 
As regards ban .irkar .hamiZat they were prepared to recommend that a survey be made 
of this: and that where it was reduced to private possession there it should be treated 
88 btm sirkar malkiyat. 

Where there was ban sirkar 8hamilat dakhil bachh in possession of a wilole village 
they were inclined to recommend that the immediate' control should be vested in a 
panchayat where a panchayat could be successfully formed. If resin were to be extract
ed, however, it should be an essential condition that the extraotion would be under the 
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luperviaioD of an expen whether belonging to the Forest. Department or attached 
to the Deputy Commissioner, otherwise there would be a great danger of trees being 
rapidly destroyed. The point however required further consideration. 

(to) That G ahGTe m the proJita 0/ aU rum be gitHm to the zamtndGra. 

The facts are that if the trees are sold the zamindars receive a s~ of the profits. 
Resin extraction diminishes the value of trees : but at present the villagers while getting 
their share of the reduced price when the tree is sold, get DO share in the resin to the 
extraction of which diminishes their profits. 

The Commission having regard to the logic of_the case recommend that the net pro
fits from resin, after deduction not only of direct charges but also of overhead charges~ 
should be distributed- to the villagers pro ratA with the distributiQn of the profits on. 
the sale of trees. 

(II) That foresta ill IDhich there t061'e righla should 1101 be ezploited to !he detrill'l8nt 

o/Ihe ezercias 0/ thOBS rights. 

The Divisional Forest Officers admitted that in the past there had been instance& 
of such exploitation. 

The Commission recommend that where, as a result of exploitation, rights were res
tricted, the forest officers should do their utmost to supply the deficiency from other 
sourcee under their control. The principle has already been accepted and should if 
necessary be reaffinned that forests iIi which there are rights must not be exploited tG 
the detriment of the rightholders. 

~m) ThGI the Gbadi hGtMg eztanded ill &011'18 __ to lhe edge o/Ihe shamilol all area 

ahould be cleared I"OUM !he IIhGmilol for further eztalllliollll. 

l'hat fact is that the Deputy Commissioner can grant nautor, whether there is
undemarcated forest or not, either for new buildings or for cultivation. 

The Commission found that the existing policy was adequate, but was not sufficient
ly well-known. They recommend that the facts that the Deputy Commissioner has
authority to deal with applications for nautor be advertised by village officials so as to
remove the misunderstanding which appears to exist at present. 

(rrii) ThGI trees were 110' mads aoailGbIe to meM emerg8llCies, lUCia as CTema

hems, etc. 

It was admitted that the rules made adequate provision for emergencies but it was
claimed that as in a particular instance, which was quoted, prolonged delays not infre
quently oocurred. The suggestions was that speedy supply was given only to those whG 
greased the way of the application. 

The Commission asked the Deputy Commissioner to collect for them the facts of 
the particular instance quoted in case it might throw a special light on the subject, The 
rules being admittedly adequate no new recommendations would be made in this respect. 
But they would recommend that the attention of the officers concerned be drawn to the 
alleged failure to exercise adequate supervision over the subordinate staff. 
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(M) Where closures were close to the abadi, cattle trespass became una"oidable and 
. prosecutions consequently frequent. 

The complaint is general and under consideration for the whole area as regards ex
isting olosures., 

As regards the future, the Commission recommend that the Advisory Committee 
be consulted before closures' are made. 

(ia:) That the rule whereby a right-holder having land to which rights pertain for 
more than one tika, can ea:erc1se his rights only in that tika in which he resides, be 

• emended • . ' n was pointed out that sometimes an individual kept all his cattle in one 'fika while 
he 'hims~lf lived in another. At present he has diffioulty in getting timber for cattle 

~heds. 

It was admitted that if general permission of the nature asked were given, great 
abuses might arise. 

The Commission decided to recommend that individual applicants be permitteJ ,t.o 
apply for concession in special oases: that such applications should be considered in the 
'first instance by the Advisory Committee; and that final orders be passed by the 
'Divisional Forest Officer or Deputy Commissioner, as the case might be. 

(a:) . That the people be encouraged fa co-operate with the Fore.~t Department 

11y-

(a) reconstitution of the Advisory Oo",-mitte~s on a more popular basis 

(b) constitution and consultation of panchayals ; 

(c) raising the standard of efficiency of the forest guards. 

The facts regarding the Advisory Comlnittee have been dealt with in notes 
()n the meeting at Nurpur. The Commission agree that these Committees 
i1hould be placed on a more popular basis. They have already recommended the con

stitution of panchayats. 

As regards forest guards, the present difficulty arises mainly from the instructions 
()f Government to' recruit '70 per cent. of the men from mnitary SOUNes. This difficulty 
was explained to those present many of whom were 63:-service men. ,Nevertheless the 
general weight of the opinion was that it was more important to l:ave trained guards, 

than to provide more work for pensioners. 

(zi) Th,d the applications for timber were subject to heauy delays. 

The- Commission promised to draw attention to this complaint. If panchayats 
(lome into being and work successfully, the Commission antioipate that this difficulty 

'Will be mitigated, and perhaps entirely removed. 

(:rii) That the rights of the jagirdars conflicted with the con"enience of the people. 

The Commission stated that this application was outside their terms of reference_ 
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PROCEEDINGS OF A MEETING HELD AT DHARAMSALA ON 
NOVEMBER. 24. 1937. 

1. The Chairman. 

2. Captain Dina Nath, M. L. A. 

a. The Secretary .. 

PRESENT; 

ASSISTED, By ; 

1. The Deputy Commissioner. Kangra District. 

2. The Divisional Forest Officer, Kangra Forest Division. 

About 1,000 people representing 13! villagers were present. 
1. Ownership of trees Btanding on waste land a8Sf'-8,ed to landrevenue.-The Chairman, 

in dealing with this point, explained the views of the Commission as expressed at the 
meeting at Palampur (see page 39). 

2. That trp.88 on shamila! waste should be handed over to the ownership of the tnl
.lagers.-The contention was that the soil was owned by the people and therefore they 
ought to own also the produce thereof. A further complaint was" expre~sed that Govern
ment management of the shamila! forests was unsatisfactory and that some change was 
necessary. 

The Chairman stated that he was in sympathy with the request but that it would 
.involve a big risk to hand over the huge skamila! forest area running into several lakhs 
of acres without any guarantee that the forests would not be cut down. He and his 
"colleagues were considering what steps could be taken to improve these forests in the 
interests of the villagers and he hoped that a satisfactory solution would be evolved. 
He emphasised the importance of the formation of panckayats which would be able, 
as bodies representing the people, to associate themselves with Government" in the 
management of the skamilat waste. 

3. That hrni on gOOdi flocks was euessive.-The complaint and the facts were 
considered at the meeting at Pala.mpUr (see page 40). The" Chairman said that 
the .commission, after considering" all the facta, had decided to make the following 
recommendations regarding tirni ;-, " " 

(i) for the present flat rate charged for goats a graded rate would be substituted. 
the object of which was to maintain the level of flocks at that which the 
land can support. All Gaddis would be registered" A number would be 
fixed for which & low rate would be charged; above this number rates would 
be increased in accordance with a rising scale, the final figure being pro
hibitive. 

(ii) that further increases under the present system be stopped .pending orders 
of Government on (i). 

{iii) that young under 6 months be exempt. 

(w) that on migratory flocks a higher scal; of timi should be levied. 

<tI) that a proclamation Should be issued at once explaining why the tax on goats 
had been increased and what the present rate was as the gadais seemed 

ignorant on" .these points~ 
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4. That it is now neoessary to Bend in applioations for fallen trees.~The facts are- • 
that it is not necessary to apply, but it is best for the villagers to do so as in this way
quarrels amongst themselves are avoided. 

5. Nirgals.-That the cutting of these hill bamboos is a right but it is being inter-
fered with. 

The facts are that nirgals can be cut as of right for their own domestic and a!?licul-
tural use and this has neve~ been interfered with. They cannot, however, be cut f:r so.Ie~ 

6. That there should be no restriotion on the cutting of grass in trihais and that the· 
grasB should not be auctioMd to contractors.-In actual facts grass-cutting is only prohi
bited in those areas where there are young seedlings. The practice of auctioning grass-

• cutting areas is preferred generally by the people as it is the only satisfactory means of 
distribution. The contractor is generally one of themselves. The higher bidder
buys the areas and the right-holders buy from him in accordance with their require-· 
ments. The sum paid by the contractor to the Forest Department is paid back to the· 
villagers at the end·of the year. It appeared that the real trouble was that in one or two
instances sufficient notice of intended auctions had not been given. 

7. Lopping ruZes.-The rules allowed lopping up to half the height of the tree,. 
but forest guards often stopped them doing this. 

The fact is that the rules are difficult to put into practice. Opinions might differ· 
as to where half the height of a tree might come. It appeared that the rules were difficult. 
to understand or to enforce. 

8. Rights of Gorkha penaioners.-They stated that they possessed no land, but lived: 
on their pensions. They said they had rights for wood for fuel and cremation, but the· 
forest officials would not let them even take axes into the forests. 

The facts are that the pensioners lines are near the Municipal Forest, where they· 
have done much damage and oomplaints against them had been made to the Forest 
Department. The pensioners had no rights in the forest, the removal of dry wood as fu~l· 
was allowed to them only as a concession. 

The Chairman explained the matter to the pensioners and suggested that some agree
ment should be come to with the department through their Soldiers Board, or some com-
mittee might be formed which would be responsible that no damage may take place.-

9. Pay for rakhas.-The complaint was that the system whereby rakhas, whose 
duty it was to prevent damage in the forest and arrest offenders, had to remunerate
themselves by taking payment in kind from those very people they might any day have 
to arrest, was incongruous. Government ought to pay these rakhas for doing their work,_ 

even if it was not more than Rs. 2 per month. 

The Chairman agreed, that the system was bad and promised that he and his col
leagues would consider the complaint and make what recommendations they could. 

10. Taa: on Bowanadhars buffaloes.-The complaint was that the tax of Rs. 2 per 
buffalo paid by sowanadhars should hot go to Government but to the zamindars on 

whose land the buffaloes grazed. -

The facts are that this tax is taken by the District Board. These sowanadhars avail 
of the amenities, such as schools, roads, dispensaries, etc., provided by the District. 
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Board, who were therefore entitled to levy some contributions from the sowanadhars. 
The Chainnan remarked that the subject was not one which the Commission were em
powered to deal with. 

11. caUze taz.-That the Cattle Tax imposed at the last settlement on cattle 
owned by zamindars should be levied only on animals kept for trade purposes. 

The Chairman pointed out that this matter concerned settlement and was not within 
the scope of the Commission. 

12. Wasfll land management.-Rai Sahib Mati Lal Ka.istha recommended the 
placing of all barren lands under panchayat management for improvement such as, 
tree·planting, re-grassing, etc. He said much might be done in this way. 

The Chairman said he was entirely, in agreement with the proposal. 

13. Revenue Staff.-It was suggested that all local staff should be recruited from 
bill people, as men from the plain did not understand hill people and were unable to stand 
the arduous work. 

14. Fines too high.-The complaint was that fines for petty forest offences were 
excessive. 

The Chairman replied that fines were meant to be deterrent. If too small; the 
people merely looked upon them as the price paid for forest l'roduce. 

He, however, suggested that, although the amount of the fine must be at the discre
tion of the Divisional Forest Officer, the power should be so wielded as to be in accord 
with the merits of each case. 

PROCEEDINGS OF A MEETING HELD AT NURPUR ON THE 25TH . 
NOVEMBER, 1937. 

PRESENT: 

The Chairman. 

Captain Dina Nath, M. L. A., Member. 

Secretary. 
ASSISTED BY : 

The Deputy Commissioner, Kangra. 
The Divisional Forest Officer, Kangra. 

Representatives of the following villages were present :-
Re. Bhalakh. 
Dhadho. 
Nurpur. 
Kothiwandan. 
Gharoli. 
Nana. 
Budhwal. 
Gandhran. 
Fatehpur. 
Indora. 
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Ladori. 
Diana. 
Khanni. 
Talara. 
Larath. 
Banoli. 
Suliali. 
Jamgar. 
Thehr. 



(1) The lopping rules.-The complaint was made that the lopping rules were too 
Itrict : in particular the rule prohibiting lopping of branches more than the thickness 
of a finger was too harsh and was in fact impracticable. Zamindars lopped the trees 
in their own fields more freely and the trees were not adversely aff,ected. 

The facts are tha.t the rules permit the lopping of trees up to half the height provided 
that no branch thicker than 'a, man's finger may be cut and that no tree of girth less than 
one hath at breast height may be lopped. In actual practice these rules are rarely ob
served by the villagers and the Forest Department 1).as found it exceedingly difficult to 
enforce them. 

The Chairman explained the necessity for lopping rules pointing out that excessive 
lopping accelerated the death of trees and had already resulteft in the destrllction of much 
forest in Kangra district.· He asked the representatives of the zamindars if they could 
put forward some suggestions fo~ the amendment of the rules which would serve both 
the needs of.the villagers and the interests of forest conservancy. In the discussion which 
took place it was made evident that the problem was a difficult one. The villagers stated 
that already the forest was scarcely large enough to satisfy thllir requirements in 
lopping. It wa-q also pointed out that of the numerous species of trees habitually lopped 
by the people, several did not normally reach the minimum girth limit of one hath. 
Opinion was unanimous that rules of some sort were necessary if the trees were to be pre
ilerved from early destruction and the Commission finally decided to make the following 
recommendations :-

Lopping rotation -That forests subject to rights of lopping should be divided into 
two equa!" parts each of which would he opened, and closed in alternative years to 

lopping. 

Side branches up to 3 inches diameter may be cut.-No tree under one hath in girth 
l1t breast height to be lopped, but that it would be left to the Forest Advisory Committee 
to decide what species of trees normally fail to reach this girth limit and which should 
'be exempt from this rule before. 

The main stem and top shoot of trees may not be cut. 

That these rules be given a trial for four years after which period local opinion 

would again be consulted. 

(2) Thorn hedges (Kharbandi).-The rule requiring rightholders to obtain permit 
from the lambardar before they could cut thorns for making hedges round their fields 
was unnecessary and gave trouble without doing any good. The zamindars did not cut 
more than they required for their actual needs. 

The facts are that under the rules a zamindar is required to obtain a permit from 
the lambardar before he can cut thorns for hedging. Lambardars invariably grant 

permit~ to the extent applied for. 

The Commission consider the request reasonable and recommend that the rules be 
110 amended as to allow the cutting of thorns for the purpose of making hedges with
cut a permit from the lambardar: but that if the cutting of bushes resulted in clearance 
of the ground followed by erosion it would be necessary for Government to close such 

areas. 
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(8) Plantmg oj trees by 8aminilars "' "ban Birkar".-Zaniindars claimed that if 
~hey planted trees in 'ban sirw shamilat' these trees were their own property arid 
should be entered as such m the revenue records. 

The facts are that rules providing for this already exist but they have not been put. 
into effect. 

The Chairman drew the attention of the locru aBioel'S to this omission and promised 
:the villagers that aotion would be taken. 

(4) CattlB TaJ:.-The ci>mplaintwas that the cattle tax was unfair &.nd should be 
abolished. 

The facts are that the cattle tax had been imposed at the last settlement, the object 
being to effect reduction in the number of sheep and goats kept by zamindars for pur· 
poses of trade. The tax had been remitted, in respect of 1,405 tikas which-own no 
forest land or which had ~o foredt right~ in the forests of any other tikkas. As a result 
-of this tax there had already been a oonsiderable reduction in the number of sheep and 
gQJits. 'l'he tax is credited to the District Board. 

'fhe Chairman explained that it was beyond the power!! of the Commission to make 
reoommendations with regard to this tax. It was a matter for the next settlement. 
He was, however, prepared to bring to the notice of Government the discontent which 

:the tax oocasioned in the distriot. 

(5) Tirni collBcted from Gaddis and Gujjars.--It was claimed that the village~' 
were entitled to the timi in both cases 8.!1 the animals were gra:iJed in the forests in which • 
the villagers themselves had greater rights. 

The Chairman pointed out that the Gaddis held their rights to pasture direot from 
-Government under settlement rules. The matter nuglit be brought up at the next 
eettlement. 

With regard to the gujjars, the facts are that non.rightholding gujjars pay tax of 
R~. 2 per buffalo to the district board. 

The Chairman remarked that-the gujjars made use of the amenities provided out 
,of the district board funds. It ~as therefore quite justifiabl" that they should con
tribute something to the diqtrict board. This was also a matter which could be deoided 

-3t the next settlement. 

(6) Share oj income from resin tappiltg.-The villagers claim that since th~y received 
a share from the sale of Chi! trees they were entitled to a similar share from ,the p~ofits 
of resin tapping. 

The Ch.m-man explained that this question had come up at 'previous meetings. 
-The Commission were prep .. red to recommend to Government that the request of the 

zamindars should be granted. 

(7) Clos/lres (trihais).-The complaint was that in several cases closures 
bordered' on habitations -and that in some cases watering piaces were enolosed or the 
paths to them stopped. The special Cases of Silakha forest WM cited. The olosure was 

-in the centre of three villages and the path to the usual watering place had been stopped 

.3S I/o result of the closure. - -
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The facts are that some closures had been selected near villages as being in urgent. 
need of regeneration either on account of erosion or lack of trees. 

With regard to the Silakha forests a way through the closed area Watl allowed under 
the rotational closure rules, but the villagers disliked Using it as it had not been fenced 
in and the cattle were liable to stray in the closure on either side. 

The Commission recommend that when fresh closures are to be arranged for they 
should be selected so as not to cause inconvenience to the neighbouring villages and that. 
villagers, or preferably village committees, should be consulted. 

Regarding Silakha forest, the Commission requested the Divisional Forest Officer· 
• to make a personal investigation on the spot. 

(8) Compensation and pound fee.-It was a hardship that offenders should be obliged! 
to pay both compensation and pound fees on cattle caught grazing illicitly. They 
should only have to pay either one or the other. 

The facts are that only about 20 per cent. of the cattle for which compensations
have been paid have also been impounded. It was sometimes necessary to impound! 
oattle pending investigation of the forest offence. 

The Commission were not prepared to make any recommendation. 

(9) Transport of wood by zamindars across the Tiller Beas.-Zamindars of Indora and! 
Re stated that they own land on both sides of .the river Beas. They frequently had to 

• oonvey wood obtained from their own land and required for their own use across the
Beas river. ·They were often stopped by Forest Guards and told that they must re
gister property marks and obtain rafting permits. Such timber, they pointed out,. 
was not intended for purposes of trade but merely for agricultural or domestic use, and it. 
was most troublesome to have to obtain permits to convey this timber acro~s the river. 

It is a fact that rules 3 and 7 of the River Rules notified under section 41 of th&o 
Indian Forest Act of 1927 require the taking out of permits and the registering of pro
perty marks before timber can be conveyed by river. 

The Commission consider that it was not the intention of the rules to regulate the
oonveyance of zamindars' private timber from one side of the river to another as in the
oircumstances explained, and recommend that rules 3 and 7 of the above-mentioned. 
River Rules be amended so as to exempt the transport of timber by zamindars for their 

domestic or agricultural use across a river. 

(10) Taz on gujjars' buffalou.-The complaint was made that some land-owning 
gujjars were compelled to pay tax on their buffaloes. The legality of this tax in such. 

Clases was questioned. 

The facts are-

(a) Gujjars who ara zamindars owning a whole khata number, are exempt frOth 

this tax since they are rightholders. 

(b) Buffaloes not used for trade purposes are also exempt. 
If these two conditions are not fulfilled, buffaloes are .Ii,able for taxation. 
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'rhe COlOlllJSsion were not satisfied that the tax was being levied in accordance with 
these rule~ in ~Il cat'8B and recommend that the Deputy Commissioner should investi
gatA-. 

(11) Timi on GOOdi flocks.-Two demands were made :-

(i) Timi should not be charged on Gaddi flocks whioh merely graze in zamindars 
fields and do not enter forest land. 

(ii) New gaddis should not be allowed to graze in Government forests. 

With regard to (i), timi is not charged 'on flooks which remain on zamindars' fields. 
A recent case had oocurred, however, in whioh timi had been so levied. There was no 
authority for it and the matter was under investigation. 

With regard to (ii), the Commission were recommending regitltration of aU gaddis 
and their flocks, with a view to regulate their grazing on the basis of the fodder oapaoity 
of t.he land. 

(12) Wooel for crematiolJ,-A request wail made that trees required for cremation 
might be marked well in advance so that the supplies would always be available. 

The Commission drew the attention of the looal offioers to this matter. 

(13) Ban sirkar shamilal and ban sirkar milkiy;,.-There were two grievanoes : 

The. first was a general one that it seemed unjust that Government should retain 
rights on the trees when the soil was owned by the people. 

The seoond, that trees standing on 'ban sirkar milkiyat' in partioular ought to 

belong to the people. 

The Chairman explained to the meeting in considerable detail the-opinion of the 
Commission on this matter and the recommendations whioh they were prepared to make 
to Government (see minutes of the Dharamsala meetings, page 47). 

Fewest Advisory Committess.-It was considered that the Forest Advisory Commit
tees should be popularised and that members should be elected and not nOininated. 

The facts are that there is a District (excluding Kulu and Hamirpur Tahsil) Forest. 
Advisory Committee and four Tahsil Forest Advisory Committees. 

TM Districl Committes is constituted as fonows :;-

Officiols-
Chairman-The Divisional Forest Officer. 

Member-The Revenue Assistant. -

Non-officials.-Three members eleoted by non-offioial members of the Distriot;. 

Board_ 
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The TahBiI Committee are constituted as follow!! :-

OJ1icials-
The Divisional Forest Officer. 

The Tahsildar. 

The Forest Range 9fficer. 

N on,of/ici«ls--

(2 nominated by the Deputy Commissioner with Commissioner's approval • 
• 2 nominated by the District Board. 

5 i 1 nominated by the Deputy Commissioner in consultation with the DivisionaL 
L Forest Officer and with the Commissioner's approval. 

Tbe Oommission recommended that no change is necessary in the constitution of . 
the District Advisory Committee,· but that for the Tahsil Advisory Committees all 
non-official members should be elected as follows :-

4 members by the District Board. 

1 member by the District Soldiers' Board. 
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APPENDIX V. 

Proceedings. in Kulu Sub-Division. 

PROCEEDINGS OF A MEETING HELD AT MANALI ON THE STU 

NOVEr-mER, 1937. 

The Chairman. 

The Secretary. 

PRESENT: 

The Divisional Forest Officer, Kulu. 

The Assistant Commissioner, Kulu. 

The following villages were represented: 

Manali 

Naeogi 

Shalin 

Bashisht 

Prini 

Jagat 8ukh 

Gojra. 

About 300 people attended. Gupat Ram of Jagat Sukh spoke on behalf of the
villagers. 

Closurea.-Some closures were too close to the villages. They thus provoked 
contravention of the rules: from which resulted penalties such as fines: and so
resentment. 

The facts are that these closures are made for the purpose of regenerating the 
forests. Their position had been selected by the Settlement Officer and the Forest 
Officer after consultation with the people. When parts of the forest nearest- the
villages had suffered most· it was esseI,ltial that they be selected first for regenera
tion. Some of these closures had been in existence for 15 or more years and were
now approaching the time when they could be opened to grazing again. Rights 
o~ way and water were not affected by these closures. 

The Commission were not prepared to recommend that any change shoUlci be 
made with regard to existing closures; but they would recommend that in the future 
when fresh closures had to be selected, the villagers would be consulted: and where 
possibla closures would .not be near habitations. 

Grass·cuttilng.-The complaint was that in the early days of the forest settlement, 
a]:>out the time of Mr. Lyall, there were extensive grassy slopes known as .. phats ". 
In these the villagers cut grass and fired the slopes in spring in order to improve th& 
quality of the grass. Now trees have sprung up over these grass lands and the amount 
of grass available has been reduced, while firing was restricted by the department. . 
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It is a fact that some grass lands have been reduced in value as such owing f;() 

the spontaneous growth of trees. Firing, too, -was allowed only between certain 
dates. 

The Commission found no immediate solution for the difficulty caused by spon
taneous growth: but drew the attention of the Divisional Forest Officer to the com
plaint regarding the restriction on firing: and added that great care should be taken 
to advertise dates on which firing would be allowed as much in advance as possible: 
and also to permit extensions when weather conditions permitted and firing was de
layed. 

. T-wni.-The inhabitants of Kulu wore woollen clothes all the year round. They 
~ade the clothes themselves and required sufficient sheep to supply the wool. One 
'Way .and another it cost them one rupee a year to keep a sheep; this cost included 
the following .. tirni" payments:-

In Kulu 

In Lahul 
In Mandi 

Th,ree annas was more than they could afford. 

2 pice. 

1 ~ice. 
9 pice. 

The facts are that large !locks of sheep and goats are not kept everywhere in 
the Kulu valley; but chiefly by villagers of Jagatsukh and Manali Kothis. 

It was explained that the alteration of fees charged in Mandi or other States 
'Was beyond the jurisdiction of the Punjab Government. .. Tirni .. had been assessed 
at settlement: and this Commission could not take up the revision of the Settlement 
figures. Government did appreciate the importance of the wool trade and were 
considering what steps could be taken to improve the breed of local sheep. 

Trees stanaingin regeneration. areas.-In some cases trees granted to right. 
holders are marked in areas under regeneration. In such cases, if in the proceas of 
felling, the grantee damages a young tree he is liable to fine. This liability was the 
subjeot of complaint. 

It is a fact that trees are sometimes so marked. But it seems not to be known 
that the Forest Department profess willingness to exohange any tree so marked, 
if the lPlamindar concerned feels he cannot safely fell it. 

The Commission consider that the possibility of exchange should be noted on the 
lambardars' sanads: and made clear to Range Officers. If this provision is worked 
with reasonable sympathy. the complaint may be expeoted to disappear. 

. Trees for burning the dead.-The complaint was that oases had occurred where 
rightholders have been fined by the Forest Department for cutting trees alleged 
to be unnecessarily large. This was a hardship and villagers ought to be allowed to 
cut as large a tree as might be necessary for the purpose. 

The facts are that no permit is required for the cutting of trees for cremation pur· 
poses provided that the trees do not exoeed 8'-6" in girth. A rightholder who fells 
&. tree under these rules is required to inform the rakha or other forest official of his 
having done so within ten days. 
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Th" Coinmission found that the rules were adequate; but were not generally 
;known. When published in accordance with their recommendation at page 14 of 
Report; they trusted that this complaint also would disappear. 

Government exploitation of undemarcated fore8ts.-T~e villagers of Shalin protested 
-against the exploitation of trees in the undemarcated forests near their ~e,lest their 
:future timber requirements be jeopardized. 

The facts are a8 follows ;-

The Conservator of Forests inspected this forest about two years ago. He found 
,tltat thinning was urgently necessary. The Divisional Forest O!ficer had examined the 
,records for the past 10 years and satisfied himself that the requirements of the: villages 
-would in no way be jeopardized if the thinnings in these forests were worked depart
,mentally. 

The procedure is that before exploiting undemarcated forests the Divisional Forest 
,Officer must obtain the approval of the Assistant Commissioner, Rulu, and of the Chief 
·Conservator of, Forests. He has also to give an assurance that there will be no failure 
to supply the present and future requirements of the rig):J.tholders. 

The Commission found that this aasurance met the case. In no .circumstances, 
Ihowever, must a Divisional Forest Officer fail to meet the reaaonable demand of zamin-' 
.dars on such a forest which has been exploited even by thinning. 

Felling reflL8e.-After-the exploitation of Government forests was over a quantity 
,of felling refuse was left behind. Much of this was now being sold.by the Forest De
'Partment, but the villagers requested that they might be allowed to take the whole of 
1;his free as had been the custom in th!) paat. 

The facts are tltat slabs and pieces other titan "slash" unsuitable for export to the 
,plains are sometimes sold in the local sale depot; and Government is clearly entitled to 
,the full value of felled trees. "Slash" is always taken free by the vill8.gers. 

The Commission consider that the difficulty will be met adequately, if slabs be given' 
dree in all cases where for any special cause, such as closures, there is a genuine shortage 
.of timber. 

Timber distribuUon.-There was a general complaint against the date of· timber, 
.distribution: and the frequency with which extensions, which cost .{ annas each, had 
to be obtained. It was observed that timber distribution'was held'so 'late in the year 
·that in the first place marking of the trees could often not be completed in time for 
working before snowfall: secondly, in suchcases, further delay ensued because when 

,epring came the villagers had to be busy in th.eir fields. In fact there is substance in tht> ; 
,complaint. 

The Commission recommend, after consulting all concemed-

(i) that Timber Distribution should be held in August and completed,.ifpossi- . 
bIe, by the middle of September : 

{iij tltat marking shQuld begin immediately.startmg with the high level forests_ 
in a.c'cordance with preselit 'practice: . 
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(iii) that in the cases where trees could not be marked so as to be worked beforlr
snowfall, an extension of S months without fees woqld be allowed. 

This rec?mmendation satisfied every one. 

Dry s!a'llciing !rees.-The villagers had a right to fell the dry standing trees of all' 
species except deodar, walnut, ash and box, but they were sometimes prevented from' 
doing so by the forest guards. 

The facts are that rightholders are entitled to cut dry trees with the exception: 
of the four species mentioned above in all forests with the exception of reserves and 

.first class protected forests. It appeared that there was some confusion in the minds-
• of the villagers as to the exact definition of their rights. 

The Commission found that this was one of the many difficulties due to ignorance., 
They believe it will disappear when the facts regarding rights are published to lambar
dars, schoohnasters and forest guards (vide page 14 of Report). 

Trees for building !imber.-Trees were not marked iQ places from 'which the right
holders wanted them and they were sometimes given crooked and useless trees. 

The facts are that while rightholders naturally desire to have their trees mllJ"ked; 
as close as possible to their village and would also prefer to select the trees themselves: 
it is inconsistent to complain against closures being made in the vicinity of villages' 
and also to press this demand. Further the Forest Department must be the judge of' 
what trees can in the interests of silvicuIt.ure safely be spared. 

The Commission found that the people professed themselves satisfied by the ex-
planation of the difficulties given by the, Chairman: and that no further action was

required. 

Sliding.-It was the common practice of villagers to extract their building timber
from the upper forests by dragging or sliding it, down the hill sides. This was the easiest:, 
and quickest method. Now the Forest Department has stopped this. 

'fhe facts are that the dragging of timber by t~e rightholders has not been stopped.
But sometimes deep gulleys are formed as a result of dragging and these may extend, 
and form lines of erosin. If it appeared .that any particular sliding line was likely to 
develop into a guUey ravine, sliding was stopped there and the villagers asked to use

another place nearby. 

The Commission found that sliding had not been stopped by the Forest Department,. 
and th~t the regulations the Department imposed were necessary. They considered" 

th~ complaint w~s not sound. 

Timber requirements of fruit-groll:ers.-The fruit-growers requested that timber re-
(luired for the .construction of fruit boxes be supplied to them in the form of stand~g: 
tr@es paid for at market rates. Their requirements varied iri accordance with changes· 
(If weathrr and market conditions and they founeJ it more convenient to meet their re

.quiremeJ!ll'. liS necessary,fr(ltn trees markl'd for them in the forest ; sawn timber in the--

Forest))epartment depl>ls ,,"lUI liable h' be inadequate or of .unsuitable sizes. , 



The facts are: first, that no one has a right to timber at concession rates whell 
that timber is required for commercial purposes: next, that experience has proved 
it most dangerous to give access to fellers in the woods. There is a danger lest the 
pprmit for a specified number of trees result in the destruction of a much greater 
number. One such case was a qurrent scandal. Thirdly, if such concession were given. 
to one, it would have to be given to all; but there was not sufficient staff for the pur
pose. Finally sale dep6ts at frequent intervals had been established to meet exactly' 
such cases as this. 

The Commission recommend that the present system be maintained in principle
'with the addition in detail that fruit growers be encouraged to give as long notice as 
possible of their requirements. The Forest Department shoul4i guarantee to fill orders. 
of which S months' notice has been given. In this particular the Forest Department. 
should look on itself as a firm whose business it is to attract custom by prompt and 
satisfactory supply. Credit should also be allowed on a reasonable business footing •. 

The fruit growers nppeared satisfied. 

NAu'foR. 

Complaints were made that-

(i) whereas it was difficult for an ordinary zamindar to obtain even 2 biswas. 
of nautor; 

(ii) nautor had been granted freely and in large parcels to bigger men; 

(iii) in particular to. .. foreigners to Kulu .. and that 

(iv) to these grants of nautor attached a right of Bartan. 

The facts are that throughout the Kulu Sub-Division there is no shamilat hi the
sense of which the word is used in the plains, but there are wide expanses of forest and 
of waste land over which the villagers were given rights when the territory passed into
the hands of the British Government. It is usual for the people to claim that they had 
certain rights under the earlier regime of the Rajas. But where any such rights did 
exist they were accompanied by onerous duties of military se~cl! and begar. The. 
rights granted by the British Government were the s~bject of long and complicated. 
correspondence bu. were eventually summed up in the notification No. 507, published. 
in 1896. There is also a reference to nautor in the wajib-ul-arz of each of th~ 
Waziris, - vide Appendix XVII. In a nut-shell, nautor is prohibited except v.:ith. 
permission of the Sirkar. 

It was, of course, for Government, viz. the Sirkar, to formulate precise instructions' 
to its officers defining the difficulties under which and the persons by whom nautor should: 
be granted. 

Nautor is required sometimes in an emergency, e.g., when Hood or storm or other: 
natural disaster destroys the za.mindar's water-mill or the land on which his dwelling
was situated. Sometimes it has been granted to Europeans. One fairly recent instance. 
was quoted,viz., an area of 103 bighas, equivalent to 20'60 acres, in Bara Gran and 
it' was believed this had been given by the Sub-Divisional Officer outright. This eaSEl> 
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was investigated. It was found that the orders were not thlil orders of the Sub
Divisional Officer but the orders of Government; and that the orders had been 
-passed only after considerable enquiry had been made. 

Nevertheless in the vast majority of cases the Assistant Commissioner, Kulu. 
'has assumed that he is the Sirkar for purposes of this entry in the wajib-ul-arz and 
'has claimed authority not' only to grant permission to break up land but both to 
·create a property in full proprietary rights in that land and that such property should 
ihave attached to it full rights of Bartan. 

The Commission- consider that they should make separate recommendations-one .. 
.as regards past grants a.r1Ii another as regards the policy to be followed iIi future. 

As regards past grants, any grants whioh SUbsisted at the time of the last settle
'ment 1910 -13 should be considered as having h!1d the approval of Government 
which accepted the settlement.: and 'no further enquiry is required. 

Subsequent grants raise two problems. Although the Assistant Commissioner 
:appears to have usurped the powers of Government, in so much as no Assistant Com
missioner has authority permanently to dispose of Crown estate, 'yet the Assistant Com
missioner on the spot, particularly in areas such as Kulu to which communications are 
-difficult, is the local representative of Government in a very full sense. And, where 
ne has, as agent, made a contract on which both parties have acted even to the extent 
-of formal entries being made in the revenue records: and when further such Assistant 
-Commissioners are subject to the supervision of the Deputy Commissioner and Commis-
-sioner, each of whom is expected to tour and inspect the revenue work, it seems 
probable that the recipients of their generosity would have a fairly strong case in a civil' 
'Court, if Government were now to challenge rights once so accorded. 

The Commission, therefore, do not recommend that there should be any cancella
tion of the original grants made in the past but they do recommend that the rights of 
Bartan attached to such grants made aft!!r last settlement should be reconsidered. Every 
new grant destroys pro tanto the value. of rights of existing rightholders: and 
'the Commission are evidenced to the vie'Y that no grant made by the Sub-Divisional 
Officer since settlement should be admitted to carry with it rights of Bartan unless 
"the recipient can prove that the other rightholders agreed to admit him as a co-sharer. 

As regards the future, the Commission recommend most strongly that the authority 
'Of the Sub-Divisional Officer to make grants of nautor to be defined by Government 
:and limited. His authority should be parallel to the authority of other officers elsewhere 
in the Punjab, e.g., in the .colonies. The Commisllion would suggest for .the con-
1Iideration of Government that in order to.meet emergent cases the Sub-Divisional Offi
-cer be given authority to grant a 2-years' lease without reference to higher authori
ties. These grants should normally be restricted to an area equivalent in size and value 
to the area destroyed. Permanent grants should require reference to further higher 
authority not less senior than that of the Commissioner, the genera). policy to be fol
lowed being the same as that laid down for the management of Government waste in 
-other districts, e.g., in Dera Ghazi Khan. 
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2. Right of Barta7l.-Paral1e1 with, but somewhat different from, this problem 
of nautor is the right of user in the forest attached to separate parcels of land. The
complaint is that vendees of fractions of a holding have assumed that to that fraction. 
has been attached the full rights of user which belonged to the vendor. This assump
tion is based on clause 4 of the general record of rights for aU classes of protected 
forests drawn up by Mr. Anderson and finally accepiedj this clause runs as follows :-

.. The rights of user of rightholders are appendant to cultivated lJUld, assessed' 
to revenue, including cultivated and recorded at the last assessment of 
the revenue as waste belonging to private persons upon which though 
liable to assessment, no revenue was charged in the internal distributioIL 
(bachh), and also land brought under cultivation since last assessment; 
of the revenue with the pennission of the Assistant Commissioner; and 
they are acquired and alienated only with such land." 

:1'he impossibility of accepting the settler's interpretation is clear if an extreme 
case is envisaged. If, for instance, the owner of a hundred acres of land seeing the
improvements in communications and in the amenities of the valleys were to sell his. 

- estate in a hundred separate building plots of one acre, he would under this interpre
tation create thereby 99 new rights in the forest. In the past when population wa& 
scant and the forest abundant it was easy to grant to new comers such rights. At. 
present, as an act of grace, multiplication of rights has never been questioned in 
families which have increased naturally. Thus at timber distribution a number of 
brothers who have begun to live separately are each given the same share in forest. 
produce as was enjoyed by their father. But- partly by such natural increase and' 
partly because the process of regeneration of trees is much slower than the process of 
destruction the situation now is that the forest is literally. unable to' produce sufficient
timber to meet all the demands of the rightholders on it and some definition of policy 
in this particular is ·required. In the view of the Commission there can be no doubt 
but that clause 4 of the general record of rights for protected forests must be con
strued strictly in respect of the holding to which it then referred subject to the increase
by natural descent. They would not attempt to go back beyond the last settlement but: 
they reoommend definitely, first, that where a holding has been broken up only' 
because of a number of sons have succeeded a parent, there the rights of Balw7I should 
be given to each sub-divided holding. Second, that where an estate has been sold there
no rights of user should be granted unless there is a definite condition transferring' 
the whole right of user held by the vendor. Such right is indivisible: and the· 
vendor cannot transfer more than one such right for each complete holding, as' 
defined at last settlement. 

In this recommendation the Commission have the support of a judgment of the 
Chief Justice in case Crown versus Bhagoo, Siroo, Ghungar, etc., No. 565, dated the· 
12th May, 1916, (vide appendix XIV). It is to be observed that the strict 
application of this decision may cause some discontent among the class of small shop.· 
keepers who have purchased minute areas of land to which land revenue is attached 
in the bazars of such places as Sultanpur itself and have in th~ past claimed a full 
share in the forest produce as zamindars accordingly. But the Commission are unable
to find any adequate justification for according them rights and concession rights mere
ly because they pay a few annas of revenue. 
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Further there arJl land owners, some settlers, some of the country who have big 
-estates which have been accumulated partly by inheritance, partly by purchase, partly 
by nautor. In such cases the Commission consider that the presumption on the part 
~f Government should be that at present one right of Bartan attaches to the whole 
,estate. But it would be competent to the owner to prove that he has in the pas' 
purchased a complete holding to which a complete right is attached. Should he de-
sire to sell that complete holding, he could sell with it a separate right. The onus 
-o,f proving that a right of Barta7/, attached to any such parcel of land would lie on the 
land-owner. 

PROCEEDINGS OI<' THE MEETING HELD AT KATRAIN ON 10'lH 
NOVEMBER, 1l}37. 

The Chairman. 

'The Secretary. 

PRESEN'r: 

The Divisional Forest Officer, Kulu. 

'The Assistant Commissioner, Kulu. 

About 700 villagers from the following Kothis we~e present :

Baragarh, 

Hurang, 

Mandalgarh, 

Raison, 

J3arsai, and 

Naggar. 

A lengthy memorandum was placed before the Commission by the Kulu Zamindars· 
..Association. This' is printed in full at Appendix XVI. The various points raised 
'1I.re referred to in brief, numbered as in the memorandum. 

(1) Deci.~on as to whether a tree is green or dry for the purpose of ruls 13, section .u 
- rules for protected forests in Kulu.-The complaint was that subordinates of the 
Fore.~t Department misused their discretionary powers in this connection, alleging 
that dry trees lawfully felled byzamindars were in reality green. It was suggested 
that discretionary powers should not be left with the Forest Department: and that 
where jt was considered necessary to launch a prosecution, the Forest Advisory Com
mittee should be consulted and asked to inspect the site. 

The'facts are that the association failed to quote a single instance either of the 
proper prosecution or of refusal to permit felling within the rights which exist. Under 
these rights there is no restriction on the felling of dry trees except of the four reserved 
'Species in all second class and undemarcated forests. Further the conditions in the 
Kulu valley make it impossible to consult the advisory committee in remote areas 
"Where the question whether a tree is completely or only partially dry might arise. 
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This view was explained with the statement that the Commission could not make 
.the reoommendation suggested. 

(2) Auct~ng 01 fallen trees.-Objection was taken to the practice of auctioning 
.(Ir of inviting applications for fallen trees by the Forest Department on the grounds 
.that rightholders were entitled to. fallen trees free, under rule 13 of the Kulu Forest 
Rules for protected forests; at any rate, if any auctions were held they should be pub

.lished. 

The facts ara. as follows :-

With the exception of the four reserved epecie~, 1liZ., deodar, box, walnut and ash 
·trees which fall in the forest can be removed by the rightholdere without fee or per
omit in accordance with rule 13. But trees or timber which fall into a river and which 
.are carned by the water away from the place where they had originally stood oomE? 
under a,nother set of rules and are classified as • waif '. Rightholders are entitled to 

·remove any pieoe of .. waif" wood which can be carried by one man, but anything 
larger is at the disposal of Government and zamindars have no right to it. The 

.example whioh the Association had referred to in their complaint against the auction
ing of fallen trees was a genuine case of .. waif" wood. A number of alder 'trees had 
.been carried down by a flood and were stranded near Katrain. Rightholders usually 
.apply for such trees if they want them: but in this case, after waiting for five months, 
no applioations were received and so the Forest Department sold the trees to a local 

czwnindar. The Forest Department prefer not to hold publio auctions of .. waif" wood 
.because the oontractors and non-rightholders out-bid zamindars. The Forest De
partment preferred to utilize • waif' wood for the purpose of making grants to zamin

.dars either free or at nominal rates. 

The Commission agreed that public auctions were undesirable, and that the 
:present practice of reserving • waif' wood for the use of rightholders should be con
.tinued. 

(3) Rules regardi.ng nal£tor.-This complaint has been fuily dealt with in the ra
.oord of proceedings of the meeting. held at Manali. 

(!) :Timber distribution.-This matter wiLs discussed and recommendations made 
-in the meeting at Manali, but three fresh pointe were raised by the A~sooiation. 

(i) The subordinate forest officials should not be allowed to be present at Timber 
'Distribution because they influenoed the presiding officer to reject the applications 
.of those with whom they were not on good terms. 

It is obvious that the subordinates forest official's local knowledge is essential to 
Ithe distributing officer. 

(ti) That rightholders who wanted trees and were unavoidahly absent were re 
iused trees on these grounds. 

The suggestion was found inexact. When a rightholder oaimot be present in 
llBrson, his representative is acoepted: and his application oonsidered. Further when 
..emergency is passed applications are in fact entertained after the date fixed for the 
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distribution. The representatives of the Association agreed that this met their views :: 
and it is only necessary to record that the rule should in the future be worked in the' 
same spirit as that in which it is being worked at present. 

(iii) That the registers kept by the' forest guards for the purpose of recording: 
trees marked at timber distribution, was not kept up to date. 

The facts are that no evidence could be produced to corroborate this statement. 
The Divisional Forest Officer assured the Commission that the records W)3re carefully' 
kept. 

The Commission were, therefore, unable to credit this complaint. 

(5) The system of marking trees.-This matter was discussed in the meeting hel~ 
at Manali. 

(6) Administration of undemarcated forests in Kulu.-This matter was discussed; 
at the meeting held at Manali. 

(7) R'ight to quarry sand and earth.-It was claimed that in accordance with the' 
.. wajib-ul-arz " and with Anderson's Settlement rightholders were entitled to quarry' 
sand and earth for building and other purposes other than for sales: but recently 
certain zamindara had been fined for removing half a kiIIa of clay. 

The facts 'are that the zamindars of Kulu have always enjoyed this right but the' 
pew ,Mineral Rules had imposed restrictions on it. 

The Sub-Divisional Officer, Kulu, stated that the ,matter had already come to
his notice and that he had addressed Government through the proper channels with the' 
recommendation that the Act should be considered as without effect in the Sub-Divi
sion. 

The Commission suggested that a list of persons who had been fined should be pre
pared: so that on the receipt of the orders of Government any injustice that may have
been done maybe redressed. 

(8) Administration of first and second class demarcated forests.-This matter was< 
,disqussed at t~e meeting held at Manali. 

(9) [(othi Funtl,-The Association raised the following points :-

(i) that it was unsatisfa.ctory that the administration of the Kothi Fund should: 
be entirely in the hands of the Divisional Forest Officer and the Sub· 
Divi~ional Officer, Kulu. They considered that the Fund should be
spent only for purposes directly beneficial to the rightholders ; 

(ii) that the accounts for the past ten years should be examined and that in,. 

the future the accounts should be audited by members of the Forest Ad·· 
visory Committee at least once a year; 

(iii) that the whole income from the sales of trees and compensation froID.I 
the undemarcated forests should be credited to the ~othi Fund. 



The facts are :-

(i) That the Kothi Fund is administered jointly by the Divisional Forest Officer
and the Sub·Divisional Officer, Kulu. Applications from villagers for
the employment of grants were carefully considered and while on tour 
these officers frequently discussed with the villagers plans of improvement 
and no works were undertaken without consulting the villagers concern. 
ed. Such plans were often discussed at the meetings of the Forest Advi· 
sory Committee. The balance at the credit of the Kothi Fund at. 
present was about Rs. 13,000. It was difficult to find projects to absor~· 
the whole of"the income and advisability of investing part of the fund;. 
and utilising part for reduction of land revenue was being considered. 

'(ii) The Fund is audited annually and in complete detail by the Accountant·
General, Punjab. 

(iiti) Deodar is a • roy~' tree: and income from it a perquisite of the state._ 
Other income is paid to the Kothi Fund except-

(a) the proceeds of felling in Srd class forests worked purely for silvicul· 
tural purposes: and 

(b) where illicit felling has occurred on a large scale: and the village has. 
not co·operated in stopping it. In such cases compensation is treat· 
ed as fine and credited to Government. 

(i) The Commission agreed that the people should be associated with the officers; 
.in expending the Kothi Fund. They are recommending a revised constitution for the
Forest Advisory Boards: and if that recommendation is accepted then the newly con· 
stituted Forest Advisory Committee would be the body to represent the people in the· 
administration of the fund. ·The Association accepted this view. 

(ii) That the suggestion regarding audit which had been made in ignorance of' 
existing procedure, was unnecessary. 

(iii) That the appropriation of other sources of revenue from the undemarcated. 
forests for the Kothi Fund was unjustified: provided that where the Forest Depart· 
ment worked Srd class forests they were debarred from pleading insufficiency of timber
:when faced with a legitimate demand from a rightholder. The As~iation accepted 
thid view. 

(10) Forest Advisory CommiUee.-It was submitted that the value of the Forest Ad· 
visory Committee was limited in that its members were all either official or nominated' 
members. They desired that the Committee should be constituted onl¥ of members' 
elected by direct vote of the public. 

The facts are that the-present constitution of the Forest Advisory Committtle is as< 

follows :-

OFFICIALS (3). 

The Divisional Forest Officer 

The Sub·Divisional Officer 

The Tahsildar ; . 
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Chairman. 

A member. 

Secretar, 



NON-OFFICIALS (5). 

Nominated by the Deputy Commissioner with the approval 
of the Commissioner . • • 2 

Nominated by the Deputy Commissioner in consultation 
with the Divisional Forest Officer and approved by 
the Commissioner 1 

Nominated by the District Bou.rd •• 2 

The Commission were prepared to recommend the principle of the inclusion of an 
:-elected element in the Forest Advisory Committee. Exactly how best this could 
"be achieved required consultation with the District authorities. 

(11) The 8ummary trials.-It was stated that summary procedure for Forest offences 
,'led to injustice. 

The facts are that summary trials are usually welcomed since they obviate the coat 
·-of frequent appearances by the accused and witnesses at the courts. In the Murree 
hills a request had been made that all cases should be tried summarily. 

The Commission did not think that it would be in the interests of the people to 
recommend the substitution of ordinary trials for summary trials: and the reasons ad

-vanced seemed acceptable to the Association. 

(12) The 'milk shortage.-A note was submitted by Lieutenant-Colonel C. R. 
· Johnson alleging that as 11, result of the scarcity of fodder in the neighbourhood of 
· Manali there was a real shortage of milk which reacted unfavourably upon the health 
· of the population, particularly that of the children. He .stated that the chief cause 
of the shortage of fodder was the almost complete encirclement of the locality by 

-deodar forest in which grass, did not grow: while, in addition, traders' caravans 
· absorbed a good deal of fodder. 

At Manali grass costs Rs. 2 per maund. 

The facts are that in the immediate vicinity of Manali there is a scarcity of open 
.grazing ground flr hay-growing land and winter grazing is restricted by heavy snowfalL 
As a result, fodder is not as abundant as it is in other parts of the valley. On the 

· other hand within two or thre~ miles of Manali, grass is available in plenty and Manali 
'Villagers could supplement their supplies from this llource if they desired to do so. 

:-Summer grazing is adequate and deforestation of the plantations would not mitigate 
· the diffi.culti~ of winter grazing because they also are under deep snow at this season. 
Enquiries showed that the prioe of ~ass at Manali was generally nearer Re. 1 per maund : 

;than the Rs. 2 quoted. 

The Commission were prepared to acoept tentatively the statement that fodder was 
, scarce at ManaIi, but there were obvious difficulties in the way of inoreasing the supply. 
They could not, therefore, make definite recommendations until further investigations 

,:had been made. They consider that the local offioers should do everything praG
... ticable in their power to increase the milk supply. 
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-{IS) Buffalo grtUing.-The complaints are:-

(i) The Forest Department have in the interests of forest protection reduced 
the number of buffaloes allowed to be grazed from Kulu to a minimum. 
without considering the milk and butter requirements of the zaminda.rfi. 

(ii) That the Forest Department have permitted Gujjars to graze in the protected 
forests where zamindars have rights in spite of the protests of the 
rightholders. The Association requested that no permits should be 
issued to Gujjars without consulting the rightholders. 

'1'he facts are :-

(i) The rightholders are allowed. under Settlement Rules, to graze two buffa
loes in undemarcated forests and in addition may keep as many buf
faloes lIB they like on their own lands. There has never been any inter
ference with thebe rules • 

. (ii) The Gujjar problem is a recurring difficulty. Gujjars are for the most part 
. migrants without any right in the valley. The Forest Department are 
bound to limit the number of these heavy animals brought into the 
valley in order to secure the protection of the forest particularly on the 
more acute slopes. They have admitted as many as they think the 
forest can carry without danger of erosion: the specific instance quoted 
by the Association is a number of 25 buffaloes whose location is changed 
from time to time, whose numbers are strictly supervised, and whose 
services are required in areas where the amenities they provide could other
wise not be procurable. After discussion the Association agreed that 
no exception could be taken to the policy as enunciated: viz., that grazing 
must be restricted in the interests of erosion: and that the present 
regulations in pursuance of that policy were not open to serious objection. 

(14) Sale of trees Btanding on privale lands.-The complaint was that there had 
'been inordinate delay on the part of the authorities in dealing with applications sub
',mitted by zamindars for the sale of trees standing on their private holdings. 

The facts are : that the rules provide for immediate disposal of trees on land re-
· corded at settlement as cultivated. The difficulty &.rises regarding trees on " banjar ". 
Here the point at issue is not so much the trees as the verification of the claim that they 
are in private land and not in forest. A case had. recently occurred in Seraj, where 
trees belonging to Government worth thousands of rupees had been Bold by zamindars 

· lIB their own property. In consequence of this, local authorities had to be exceedingly 
careful in checking each and every case when numerous applications were received for 

· trees in different and distant localities delays were inevitable. It was to be remembered 
that theee sales involved the loss of rights to trees at zamindari rates from Government 

: forests for a period of not leas than 20 and possibly SO years. Instances were plenti
ful of that withdrawal of applications when this fact was brought home to arightholder. 

The Commission decided to recommend that the attention of the local authorities 
be drawn to the complaint and that steps should be taken to expedite the settlement 

. of applications. They suggested that this WIIB a matter in which the Forest Advisory 
• Committee could help. 
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(15) Timber for te1llples.-Complained that in certain cases deodar trees required for 
temple repairs had been charged for: whereas they should have been given free. 

The facts are that some temples have a right to free timber, others have not. 
Timber is always given free if the right exists: the zamindars themselves protested,~ 
against any extension of th~ right. . 

The Commission recommended that iIi future timber should be given to temples· 
in accordance with the terms of wajib-ul-arz. 

(16) Fees for righthalders' trees in the 1(ulu Valley.-The complaints are:-

(i) That the rates for trees granted to rightholders in the Kulu VaHey are higher 
than those in other parts of the Sub-Division; and should be reduced to· 
the same level. 

(ii) That the rate forrai and tash trees should be reduced to that sanctioned 
. for Anderson's Settlement. 

(iii) That in the past, if a zamindar converted his trees with the saw, the fees 
were refunded to him as a reward at the following timber distribution .. 
This concession had been wit.hdrawn, and it should be restored. 

'I'he facts are :-

(oi) In 1913 at the time of settlement revIsion the rates for rightholders' 
trees were revised by the Punjab Government and those for the Kulu' 
Valley proper were enhanced, as it was considered that there had been a 
lavish and wasteful use of building timber which could best be checked 
by a slight increase in the rates. The rates for Rupi, Waziri and Seraj 

were not enhanced as the people in those parts were poorer. 

(ii) Under Anderson's settlement the rate fixed for rai and tosh trees over' 
6 feet in girth was 4 annss. The sanctioned rates at present in force' 

are:-

I class trees 8 annas. 

II .. .. 6 .. 
III .. .. 4 

IV .. .. 1 anna 

The demand for trees of the I and IV classes was highest, particularly' 
the latter class and there was a shortage of this class in many forests. 

(iii) The refund of fees when conversion was done with the saw was introduced 
with the object of encouraging the use of this implement as conversion. 
with the axe was most wasteful. In 1915 the concession was cancelled 
with respect to the main vaHey kothis only as it was considered that its ' 
object had been achieved, and that there had been some abuse since big
land-owners who had always employed' sawyers were able to get all their

timber free. 
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'J.'he recommendations of the Commission are:-

(i) that there is no justification for the suggested abolition. of the concession 
in rates granted to the zamindars in the poorer areas of Rupi and Seraj ; 

(ii) that in view of that fact that certain sources of income of the poorer classes 
have contracted, as mentioned in the introductory note on the Kulu 
Sub-Division, the zamindari rates for rai and tosh trees should be reduced 
to the following scales:-

I class trees 4 annas. 
II 3 

III 2 .. 
IV 1 anna. 

(iii) that the-concession allowing refund of fees in the event of conversion of 
timber with the saw be restored with respect to the following ldnds of 
trees :-

Rai, tosh, kail and chilo 

The Commission realises that one effect of recommendations (ii) and (iii) 
will be to reduce the income of the Kothi Fund; but as there is a large 
balance at the credit of the Fund it is not con~idered that this need cause 
concern. 

(17) Building materialB required when houseB have been burnt.-There was un
-necessary delay in dealing with applications for trees when houses had been burnt. 

Only one case of delay was cited: and that of a whole village which had been 
-burnt: the complete restoration of which had taken three years. The Divisional Forest 
-Officer had himself visited the spot and given out over 100 trees immediately to meet 
the emergent requirements. The exact estimation of requirements had not been easy. 
'The Divisional Forest Officer stated it was his general policy to treat applications of 
;this nature promptly and with adequate generosity. 

In the circumstances explained and accepting this statement of policy as correct, 
.he Commi!lSion did not find it necessary to make any further recommendation. 

PROCEEDINGS OF A MEETING HELD AT KULU ON THE 12TH 
NOVEMBER, 1937. 

The Chairman •. 

<Captain Dina. Nath, Member. 

The Secretary. 

PRESENT: 

'The Divisional Forest Officer, Kulil. 

'The Sub-Divisional Officer, Kulu. 
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There were about 1,000 villagers present tepresenting the following kothis :_ 

Charpasa 

Tarapur 

Sari 

Mangarh. 

'fhe maj ority of the points raised by the villagers had been discussed at previouS' 
meetings, and the Chairman explained the lines along which discllssion had taken place 
and the recommendations which had been made. 

The following new points were raised :-
(1) Lopping trees overhanging trultivation.-Cultivation was often bordered by

Government forest and crops were liable to be damaged by overhanging trees. Zamin-
dars were not allowed to lop such trees: they considered they should be allowed to do so
~ithout restraint. 

The faots are that in such cases it 1S necessary to verify that there has been no
encroachment. When this verification has been made permission to lop is freely givenr 

The Commission recommend that trees on adjoining Government land should not 
normally be allowed to exist to the detriment of arable land: and that where neces
sary not only should lopping be allowed but the trees removed as well. 

(2) Grants of trees to rightholders.-The difficulty of providing adequately sized: 
trees in the proximity of the villagers' hou~es was reiterated. 

The Commission recommended that a campaign of propaganda to secure the closure
of village areas in order to produce regenerated alders should be undertaken: and that 
negis who secured such applications should .be rewarded. There had been already 2-
examples of such closures: and the results were most promising. 

N.B.-It was enoouraging that one such application WR9 received the following 
day. 

(3) Marking tI'ees for domestic and agricultural use on land being the property of 
righlholders.-The villagers complained that the rules requiring the marking of treeS' 
standing on their own lands by ths negi were an unneoessary hardship and should be 
c·mcelled. 

The faots are as follows :--

Under the rules in notifioation No. 287 of June 1st, 1896-

(i) :qeodar trees standing on land recorded as under cultiv~tion at the last land 
revenue re-assessment, and 

(ii) 20 species of "aluable trees inoluding deodar standing on land not recorded 
8S under cultivation at the last re-assessment can be cut by the right; 
holders for their own domest.io and. agricultuf61 uses 8fter the negi has 
inspeoted them, verified that they are the property of the applio!\nt and 
m8rked them. 
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The raison d'etreof -these rules was that in order to avoid disputes it waS found'; 
necessary to place the responsibility. of establishing the ownel'Ship of the t,rees on thEJ
negi. Where banjar was concerned it was generally necessary to have the land measured. 
by the patwari. 

The Chairman inquired from the negis present what their opinion was; they thought 
that the rules were necessary. The Commission recommended that no change should' 
be made in the rules. But in the special case of L. Keshab Ram of Bajaura estate, 
the Commission thought that Government· would be prepared to waive the operation, 
of the rules provided he had his estate properly demarcated with boundary pillars. 

(4) Lopping,-The villagers asked for

(i) the right to lop kail : 

(ii) increased facilities to lop for l'harcoal. 

They used to get, they said, malformed and broken tree3 free for charcoal, but now' 
they had to pay. 

The facts are that--

(i) ~he lopping of kail had been prohibited by Government as it had been found
that this practice increased the spl'ead of the kail fungus tl'ametes pint 
which rendered trees valueless; 

(ii) the lopping of rai and tosh for charooal is allowed as a right in Class II and_ 
III forests. 

(iii) Trees are given free for charcoal at every Timber Distribution. On this
occasion it is the duty of the negi to inform the officer presiding the num·_ 
ber of trees required for charcDal for the year. Examination of the re-· 
gisters showed that trees were bemg given freely. 

The Chairman explained the reason why Government had prohibited the lopping: 
of kail, and the Commission were satisfied that the existing arrangements for the supply
of charcoal were satisfactory. 

(5) A memorandum was received from the residents of Sulillnpur (Kulu) bazar. 
The following points were raised :- -

(i) They had been allowed to purchase standing trees at market rates from -the-; 
forest but now the Forest Department have issued orders that all demands 
for timber other than at zamindari rates should be met from local sales. 

dep6ts. , 
The Chairman explained the policy of the Forest Department in this matter and. 

said that the recommendation of the Commission in the case of the Kulu shop.keepers. 
will be similar to that made for the fruit sellers of the valley. (See page 59.) 

(ii) That the residents of Kulu town who were also land·owners were refused the
grant of trees at the zamindari rates on the grounds that the land revenue they paid 
is too smaIl. . This point had already been raised by the Kulu Zamindars' Association 
at Manali and the opinion of the Commission was explainl!d to the petitioners (vide pages-

62 and 63). 
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(iii) Utilization of trees by ou:ners of land in more than one [(otM.-The complaint 
-was that if a rightholder was granted trees in one Kothi, the rules did not permit 
<him to carry the converted timber and use it in another kothi in which he also held 
rights. 

The facts are that the rules lay down that trees /:,rranted to rightholders for build
,ing purposes must be utiliz~d only in that kothi in which they are marked. 

The Commission recognized that although this rule might cause inconvenience in 
--certain cases there were sufficient reasons for its general application. They recommend, 
however, that 'applications for relaxation of the rule in particular cases should be treat-

• ..ed on their merits at the discretion of the Divisional Forest Officer. 

PROCEEDINGS OF A MEETING OF THE PUNJAB FOREST COMMISSION 
HELD AT BHUIN ON THE 14TH NOVEMBER,1937. 

PP.E!!E~T : 

The Chairman. 

-Captain Dina Nath, M.L.A., lII",.uber. 

'The Secretary. 

'The Divisional Forest Officer, ·Kulu. 

'The Sub-Divisional Officer, Kulu • 

.About 300 zamindars were present from the following kothis :

Khokan. 

Bajaura. 

Kot Khandi. 

Harkandi. 

Kanawat. 

Chung. 

The following ,points which were raised by the zamindars had already been dis
~ussed at previous meetings. The Chairman explained the views expressed previous
ly and the recommendations which had been made ~ 

(1) Higher rates for trees in Kulu valley than in Rupi and Seraj. (See page 68.) 

(2) Restrictions on the dragging of the rightholders' trees from the forest. (See 
page 58.) 

(8) Zamindars were not granted trees sufficiently liberally 'and not from the 
places from which they desired them. (See page 58.) 

(4) Government exploitation in 8rd class forests. (See page 57.) 

(5) Management of Kothi Fund expenditure. (See page' 64.) 

(6) Permission to lop Government trees overhanging cultivation. (See page 

7~.) 

;(7) Rights in dead and fallen timber and trees. (See pages 58 and 68.) 
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2. The following new points were disouased :-

(1) The tenants living on the estate whioh f~mierly bel~nged to Colon~1 Renniok. 
of Bajaura, complained that oontrary to past practice they were not now 
being allowed trees at zamindari rates. 

Th8 facts are that in 1918 Colonel Rennick having exploited his private forest 
by sale of trees in Kothi K,okan ~der rn!es 8 to 7 of the Government notification 
No. 294, dated the 10th May, 1909, forfeited under rule 9 of t~e same notification on 
behalf of himself and his heirs-all rights to obtain trees from Government forests in, Kothi 
Kokan. The fact of forfeiture had been acknowledged by him in a State ~ocument. 

The Chairman expounded Colonel Rennick's statement and said that if trees had 
been granted to the tenants in the past they had been granted under misapprehen
sion. 

The Commission were satisfied that the applicants had no rightR in trees a~d they 
could not themselves recommend that such rights be granted to the detriment of exist
ing rightholders. 

(2) Closur6B.-The complaint was that there had been an increase in the numbel'" 
of forest closures. 

The facts are that the proportion of forest which might be closed under Anderson's
settlement had not been exceeded. 

On assurance that this number would not be exceeded, the zamindars stated that' 
they were satisfied. 

(3) Right to collect litter (suhr) from the ftYrest.-A complaint was raised that thi& 
right was being interfered with. 

The facts are that when invited to adduce a specific instance not one could be re
membered. 

The Commission were. satisfied that the complaint had no dubstance. 

(4) Grazing ponies in undwmarcated forest of ChulIg.-The complaint Wall that per
mission had been refused for the grazing of ponies used for trade purposes in the unde
marcated forests of Kothi Chung: the complainant, being ,a righthoI4er._ 

The facts are that before permission could be given by the Foresto~cia.ls it was
necessary for the apl'licant to obtain the consent of the rest of the rightholiiers. This
had not been done. 

The Commission explained to the complainant the procedure. 

(5) Nautor in Kothi Chung.-The complaint Wag that grants of nautor in Kothi' 
Chung had been stopped by Government_ 

The facts are that nautor grants have not been stopped by Government, but that, 
the proprietary body had expressed themselves unwilling to have their chiragab re
duced by further breaking up of land: and therefore the specific applica~ions that had, 
occasioned the complaint had been rejected. 
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(6) Demarcation.-It was stated that the boundary pillars of Kailiban protected 
forest had been extended by something like three miles in a downhill direction. 

The facts are that there is no record of any alteration in the original forest settle
ment boundary and the oomplainant was unable to produce any olear evidence iD. cor
roboration. 

The CluiJrman remarked that he would .be prepared to accept such complaints on 
condition that satisfaotory evidenoe was forthcoming. It was obviou'i that memories 
were long and that this oomplaint has been handed down as a tradition from an earlier 
generation. . 

. (7) Forest .closures adjacent w cuUivation.-The complaint was that wherever 
~ultivation adjoined closures, oattle'were liable to stray within the boundary when the 
.owners would be fined for committing a forest offenoe which, in fact, was quite uninten
tional. 

The facts are that it is not always easy to decide in such cases whether the offence 
,has been done on purpose or not. 

T~ Commission reoommend that in such oases the benefit of the doubt should be 
given to the zamindar. 

MEMORANDUM OF THE MEETING OF THE PUNJAB FOREST COM· 

MISSION HELD AT OOT ON THE 16TH NOVEMBER, 1937. 

PRESENT: 

1. Mr. C.C. Garbett. C.S.I., C.l\{.G., C.I.R., F.R.G.S., I.C.S., Chairman. 

:2. 9aptain Dina Nath, M.L.A., Member • 

.Assisted by:-

Mr. K. L. Aggarwal, I.F.S., Divisional Forest Officer, Seraj (Kulu). 

Mr. G. R. Henniker Gotley, D.S.O., I.F.S •• Divisional Forest Offioer Kulll. 

Mr. H. J. B. Taylo>r, l.e.S., Sub-Divisional Officer, Kulll. 

:2. Negis from the following Kothis were present:

Outer Sera;. 
Sirigw-h. 

Jalon. 

Bramgarh. 

Himri. 
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1.,.." S_j. 

Gopalpur. 

Sbangarb 

Chaihni. 

Karagarb. 

Fatehpur 

Banogi. 

Bunp. 

Shikari. 

Tilokpur. 

Manglaur. 

Nohanda. 

Pa1ach. 

Sharchi. 

The meeting was atteRded by about 500 persons in all. 

S. The diffioulties raised and requests made were as follows :_ 

That (i) Governmem actio" had reduced eM arsIJ of ohiragah. It was claimed that 
in most Kothis ohiragah was no longer adequate for the support of the cattle, 
partly because population had increased, but more particularly: because of 
eauses within the control of the Forest Department. Suoh were the spontaneous 
grOwth of trees destructive of grass: the alleged short period during which firing is 
permitted: a.nd the restrictions on firing recently introduced by the Forest Department. 

The facts are that the complaint-is true in some looalities but is not universal New 
forest is in some places destroying grass: and the young trees have not been burned 

down. 

The Commission recommend that investigation be made by Government into the 
faots of any village whioh oares to lodge an applioation to this effeot. Admittedly the 
oiroumstances of individual villages were bound to differ. Where the ohirag~h was found 
insuffioient it should be inoreased, if necessary, by the clearsnoa of young trees. 'fhis 
Oan be done by burning when the growth is very young. 

(ii) An excessive area is closed. It was olaimed that in consequence of the closures. 
the people were deprived of their neC6llSary rights. 

The fact is that the total area under closures is '7 or 1 per cent. of the whole forest 

area. 

The Commission reject the complaint as untrue. 

(iii) Areas seleoted for olosure were unnecessarily olose to the villages. 
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This point has been raised elsewhere and the Commissison reCQlllmend that ~hen, 
closures are arranged in future special care be taken to make them .as little. burdensome-
in th;~ respect as possibl~. . .," . '. 

(iv) The rates paid for timber be reduced. I .' " • '--; 

The argument was that the income of the area has been reduced by: the .. (lessation. 
of opium cultivation and that the consequent remission of land revenue, estimated to 
be Rs. 5,000, does not really cover their loss. Rates had been raised·t6ih.~ir present 
pitch at a time when opium added greatly to their income. . . 

The remission of Government revenue is in itself an indication that th~ income of 
the people has been reduced Iond the Commission recommend that the rates 'at present 
oharged for timber be reduced appro~imately by 50 per cent. in the case of .. timber the· 
proceeds of which go to the Kothi Fund. 

(v) The period within which timber awarded at timber distribution is available
for felling is too short. 

The facts are identical with those detailed at the meeting of Manah on the 8th. 
November. 1937. 

The recommepdations already formulated by the Commission were explained to· 
those present in the meeting and accepted by them as adequate to meet their difficul
ties. (See page 57.) 

(v1i) In order to facilitate the supply of milk, the fees charged on permits for buffa-' 
loes be remitted. 

, The faets are tha.t each zam,indar., may graze two buffaloes provided. he ob
tains a permit for which Re. 1 per animal is charged. Th,e zamindars stated they 
realized the danger there would, be to the hill side if the ~umber of buffaloes . were
not restricted, and they do not .ask 'that· the mllnb~~ be extended or that facilities 'be· 
given to traders in r'ilk and ghee,· The concession was aske~ for buffaloes r~qw:red. 
or domestio purposes. 

The Commission decided to recommend that the concession asked for be granted 
on the definite understanding that there should be no increase in numbers. 

(vii) }t'uel IVas not available for cremation promptly or sufficiently. 

,When,asked to provide an instanoe not a single instance of any failure of provision 
or of any punishment being awarded for cutting of any trees for this purpose was pro
duced. 

The facts have been disoussed in the minutes of the meeting at Katrain (pages-
56 and 57). The poli~y of Government was explained to the meeting. The
people have a right to cut trees for this purpose: all that is demanded of them is that 
reasonable care be exeroised not to waste wood. 

The complaint. however. seemed traditional, ~o frequently was it advanoed; though. 
nowhere substantiated. 

The Commission not finding any defect in the· policy.~or;any instance of the·policy 
not having been followed are unable to a()oept the complaint as correct. 
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(oill) The boundari9B of the for9Bts have b99n extended against the interests of 
the zamindars. 

Although this belief appears to be widely held, not a single zamindar WaB able to 
-quote any notification or state any year or village in which any such extension had taken 
place. There had b99n none such within the memory or knowledge of any of the Forest 
-Officers present or the Sub-Divisional Officer. Though no one could refer to any solid 
fact, there s99med to 'be a general impression that on some oocasion Government land 
-enolosed some forest somewhere which the zamindars had looked· on aB their own. It 
ill impossible that some old men of the villages remember the time previoUi! to the settle
ment when rights were still vague and possibly grazing WaB permitted in areas which 
became protected under the settlement. Anderson had reported in 1882: but ordert" 
-were not passed till 1897. Misunderstandings may conceivably have arisen in thi~ 

,period. 

The Commission decided to recommend that if ~ny zamindar chose to apply for 
the verification of the boundaries of any IJartieu1ar forest that boundary shoUld be 
-checked on the understanding that if any irregUladty was, found, Government woUld 
pay the whole cost of the demarcation and refund any compensation which might be 
found due to the village; on the othar hand the applicant would be liable to pay for 
the cost of the demarcation if his application proved entirely incorrect. 

(ix) Recently payment had been exaoted for quarrying stones: whereas the 

zamindars were entitled to do 80. 

• The facts of this complaint have already been detailed in the memorandum of the 

meeting held at Katrain. 

The Commission can make no recommendation as the orders of Government are 
awaited on the Sub-Divisional Officer's recommendation. 

(x) Lopping be permitted unrestricted. 

The suggestion was that to meet the shortage of fodder the zamindar ShOUld be 
allowed to lop freely, and that the special restrictions on lopping be removed. 

Both these points were raised at KUlu on the 14th November (I>ide page 71) and 
the 'facts are the same at both places. 

The Commission find it impossible to recommend that either of these requests be 

accepted.' 

4. At the conclusion of the meeting the Chairman addressed the negis He point
-ed out tha:t a large number of the representations made were obviously due to mis
'understanding of the facts or ignorance of rules. The negis were in a position to correct
both these difficUlti9B. It was their duty to check wild rumours and also to spread 
the knowledge of rules of the department, copies of which were supplied to them and 
the patwaris. It was being proposed that steps be taken to have the rUles of Govern
ment and the rights of the people taught in the schools and mad; known more widely: 
~ut Government must depend on negis to do their share in spreading enlightenment. 
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APPENDIX VI. 
Educational pamphlet. 

THE CARE OF THE FOREST. 

Every boy should know what an important part the forests play not only in the lif& 
of his own family and his own village but oUhe distriot and of the Punjab. The well. 
beiug of eaoh boy is bound up in the well·being of these bigger areas. Even the young~ 
.. t knows that if trees are out down then perhaps there may be enough earth to grow 
crops, but if the soil is left bare very quickly the rains will come and w'ash it away~ 
If crops are grown then whioh is the most valuable portion of the eoil? the upper part 
or the lower part? It is the upper part and the reason is this. When a piece of wood 
ot any plant material is completely burnt there remains a white or grey ash. This 
consiets of mineral matter obtained from the soil. This mineral matter is necessary 
for plant growth. In the abeenoe of these mineral Bubstances plants will not grow at 
all and if_ they are deficient in amount the yield of the orop will be poor. 

In the ordinary COllrse of events in nature,leaves and other parts of plants fall on 
the ground and decay. The constituents that disappear· when plants are butilt 
similarly disappear mto the air though much more elowly. The ash remains behind. 
When plants are eaten by animals the mineral matter is returned to the soil 
in the droppings of the animals or in their bodies when they die. In either 
OdSe mineral matter which is brought up by the'roots of plants is returned on the surface; 
The uSclful oonstituents of the soil consequently tend to accumulate in the upper layers. 

Erosion, which usually affeots the upper layers of the soil rather than the lower, 
is injurious beoause in addition to reducing the depth of the soil, which in the hills is 
never very great, removes the most valuable portion of the soil. Au experiment was 
maJe in growing wheat in pots filled with soil taken from an eroded portion of a field 
and similar pots filled with soil froni the same field but from a part of it that had not 
suffered from erosion. The pots filled with soil from the eroded part of the field 
gave a crop of wheat that weighed 5' 51bs. The pots filled with soil from the non·eroded 
part ~f ths field gave 12 ·llbs. In-this instance erosion had been responsible for a decrease 
ill the crop to less than half its former amount. 

Grass and treee suffer in exactly the same way as do agricultural crops from the 
harmful effects of erosion. The figures for cattle inclUding sheep and goats for the 
K.!.ngra, Jhelum and Rawalpindi districts are instructive :-

Year.- Kangra. Jhelum. Rawalpindi. 

890·91 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

.. .. .. 1,815,246 686,926 885,744 
894·95 .. .. . , 1,257,082 686,922 983,118 
898·99 .. ., 1,'153,628 799,404 1,108,865 
903·04 .. .. 1,758,922 648,155 586,177 
913·14 .. .. 1,608,805 64,7,282 582,025 
928 .. .. 1.~9,885 " 

., 
928 .. .. 1,3'70,869 61f~94 554,622 
930 .. .. .. 1,362,981 55S291 526,676 
935 " .. .. 1,344,417 680687 611,6~S. 
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It will be seen that apart from minor fluctuations which are often due to cattle 
disease, the number of cattle in Kangra increased up to the year 1913-14 since when there 
has been a decrease. In both Jhelum and Rawalpindi the numbers increased up to the 
year 1898-99 since when there has been a decrease. In all these districts the zamindars 
are now complaining of shortage of grazing. From 1898 to 1913 the zamindars in Kangra 
kept 17 to 181akhs of animals but now they have only 13~ lakhs and yet they complain 
of shortage of grazing. The reason why Kangra, Jhelum and Rawalpindi districts 
-oannot now support as many animals as they did in the past is that owing t~ the loss 

(
~f the t0l! soil of_ the grazin~.~_~unds by erosion, the grass crop is nOt as abunda~ 
as it was formerly. If ~he rate of loss of soil continues as at present it is safe to predict 
that the numbers.of animals these districts will support will continue to decrease. 

Soil erosion is caused by' rain beating down upon the soil on sloping ground. It 

('an be prevented or reduced to a negligible amount by vegetation-trees, shrubs and 
grass. The remedy, therefore, is to protect the vegetation during the rainy season 
when soil erosion mainly takes place and especially on steep ground where erosion . is 
worst. As far as possible cattle should only be allowed to graze on flat or gently sloping 
ground during the rainY,season. Steep ground should be protected during the rains. 
The grass crop will be improved if it is allowed to grow and as soon as the rains are over 
it can be cut and stored for use. When the grass has been cut and the groUnd has become 
dry cattle can be admitted to graze any grass that may remain. Cattle should not be 
allowed to wander about over land which has been grazed until nothing is left. They 
obtain no food worth mentioning and loosen the soil so that when the first showers of 
the monsoon fall there is plenty of soil ready to be washed away and no vegetation to 
hold it up. A badly overgrazed area when protected from grazing takes several years 
of protection before it produces a full orop of grass. It follows, therefore, that 'Yhen 
-oattle are allowed' to wander about in search of an occasional bite of food on an area that 
has been already grazed bare they are reducing the cpop which would otherwise come 
up in the following rainy season. 

A badly overgrazed area in Rawalpindi district was fenced and protected from 
grazing. In the first year the orop of grass was very poor but it steadily increased 
until in the fourth year 11~ maunds per acre was harvested. Similarly in Kangra a piece 
of almost usel~s grazing ground of 20 acres was fenced. In the first year the grass 
-crop was not worth outting. In the second year about 50 head-loads were cut. In th.e 
third year the yield was 800 head-loads. The fourth years' crop has not yet been gather
ed but it is expected to be oonsiderably greater than in the third year. These experi
ments show that continuous heavy grazing not .only ruins the soil but very greatly re
duces the yield of grass. 

In the case of forest trees' it is far more difficult to obtain figures to show the de
terioration due to erosion. In the early years of the Forest Department'figures for rate 
of growth of phuiat on the dry rocky hills of the R,awalpindi district were collected 
and they showed that phulai reaohed a diameter of 6 inches in 36 years. Recently rate 
of growth figures for the same !prest show that in 86 years a diameter of only 8' 6 inches 
can be expected. This decrease is believed to pe entirely due to soil erosion caused by 
heavy grazing. If overgrazing continues it is' obvious that in a few decades phulai . 

will not gro~:at all on these hills. 
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APPENDIX VII. 

Copy of a cutting from the Civil and Military Gazette of December 
14th, 1937. 

FORESTRY PROBLEMS--CONFERENCE'S RESOLUTIONS. 

New Delhi (By Mail): 

The Forest Conference, which was convened primarily to discuss administrative 
yroblems connected with the re-organisation of tM forest services, concluded its delibera
tions on Friday. 

The following resolutions were adopted ;

I. This Conference is of the opinion ;-

(i) That ordinarily there should be only one superior servioe in each Province, 
direct recruits to which should receive their training at Dehra Dun. 

(ii) That, for the-aforesaid training, provisi.on should be made with effeot from 
April lat, 1938, at the Forest Researoh Institute, Dehra Dun. .The 
instruotion should be of the highest standard necessary for Indian require 
ments. For this purpose, only the most highly qualified staff should 
be employed. 

II. The Conference is of opinion that, consiooring the highly specialised qualifi
-cations required for the India List posts, which the Government of India propose, 
-subject to the approval of the Secretary of State, to reduce practically to the minimum 
necessary to fill research am~ educational appointments at Dehra Dun, allocation of these 
posts to Provinces by designation or numbers is not practicable. Realising the benefits 

1;0 India and to themselves of these posts being filled by men of the highest quali
:fications, Provinces will be prepared to lend, so far as possible, the best available officer, 
for the pUrpose, and the Governmex"tt of India will pay for his services during the period 
:that they employ them according to the ordinary deputation rules. 

III. The Conference is in general agreement with the principles of Forest policy 
-stated in the Government of India Resolution and recommends to Provincial Govern
ments that, in any amendment of the Indian Forest Act or their Forest Manuals that 
-they may undertake, these principles should be maintained. 

The Conference also recommends that_ no proposal for large-scale disforestation 
'should be approved by a Provincial Government except after the fullest consideration 
by the Council of Ministers. Where any such proposal is likely to affect another 
Province or any State, no decision should be taken except after consultation amongst 
-the Governments concerned. 

IV. The Conference is of the opinion that the advice of the Inspector-General of 
Forests will continue to be of value to Provincial Governments and that he shoUld, 
therefore, be allowed to visit Provinces with their consent. He should also be permitted 
·to correspond direct with Provincial Heads of Forest Departments on technical questions 
-so as to keep in touch with developments in each Province. 

In addition better utilization of forest products was also considered and a useful 
-interchange of views took place. 
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APPENDIX VDL 

Detailed Itatement Ihowing revenue and expenditure of CampbeUpur Sub.Divilion (excluding divilional 
overhead chargel) fro~ 1929.30. 

RIlVDtTB. I EXP1IKDl'I'UB •• 

Year. 
, Surplol 

Grasa Compen. Camel B.I •• Other or 
Military Miscel. E8tab •. deBcit. Firewood. and grass. sation Corps laneoua. Tota.I. a.nd expendi. lishment. Total. - grazing. fees. fees. B.I. b. tore. 

Ra. Ra. Ra. Rs. Ra. Ra. Ra. Ra. Rs. Ra. Ra. Rs. 

1929·30 .. 15,326 4,188 1,864 9,453 464 4,283 35,578 3,044 2,305 20,397 25,746 +9,832 

1930·31 .. 16,103 3,776 1,839 5,723 34 1,155 28,630 3,955 2,265 22,206 28,426 +204 

1931·32 .. 11,331 3,914 1,660 4.526 474 1,322 23,227 3,811 2,685 19,637 26,133 -2,906 

, 
1932.33 .. 15,166 4,095 1,664 3,424 116 676 25,141 4,080 2,566 14,938 21,584 +3,557 

1933.34 .. 10,184 3,731 1,660 4,070 146 931 20,722 3,495 2,755 13,463 19,713 +1,009 

J934·35 .. 11,844 3,515 1,908 3,793 248 715 22,023 3,322 2,751 13,384 19,457 +2,566 

1935.36 .. 11,037 4,034 1,660 4,671 134 1,167 22,703 3,379 2,391 14,383 20,153 +2,550 

1936·37 .. 14,513 5,194 1,660 5,614 716 1,688 29,385 4,588 1,900 15,538 22,026 +7,359 



APPENDix IX. 

Statement of revenue and expenditure of Kangra, Jhelum, 
Rawalpindi West and Rawalpindi East Forest Divisions. 

Year. Rerenue. Expenditure. Surplus. Deficit. 

~ 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
KANGBA. 

1931·32 .. 1,~I,646 1,38,874 2,770 .. 
1932·33 .. 1,10,531 1,24,285 .. 13,754 

1933·34 .. 1,41,336 1,47,249 .. 5,913 

1934·35 .. 1,39,151 1,37.279 1,872 .. 
1935·36 . , 1,34,542 1,34,444 98 .. 
1936·37 .. 1,50,150 1,57,225 .. 7,075 

JHELUlII. 

1931·32 34,338 35,7:0 1,382 

1932·33 36,982 31,798 5,184 

1933·34 38,127 28,603 9,524 

1934·35 41,223 28,578 12,645 

1935·36 42,392 29,065 13,327 

1936·37 40,656 42,875 2,219 

RAWALPINDI WEST. 

1931·32 1,17,605 1,24,505 6,90!) 

1932·33 1,11,070 1,10,051 1,019 

1933·34 96,966 1,01,907 4,941 

1934·35 1,00,453 1,10,522 10,069 

1935·36 89,187 97,139 7,952 

1936·37 92,409 89,165 3,244 

RAWALPDfDI EAST. 

1931·32 2,14,251 1,54,358 59,893' 

1932·33 1,15,523 1,00,340 15,183 

1933·34 1,35,107 1,11,108 23,999 

1934·35 98,450 83,978 14,472 

1936·36 90,120 79,864 10,256 

1936·37 89,581 77,411 12,170 
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District. 

..Thelum .. 
"Sbabpur .. 
Mianwali .. 
Attock .. 

Total 

Name of Range. 

.Thelum .. 

.chakwal .. 
Pind Dadan Khan 

.salt Range .. 

APPENDIX X. 
Jhelum Forest DiViaioD. 

(1) AREA STATEMENT. 

CLASS 011 FOBBST. 

, 

Reservlld Unclaimed 
acres. acres. 

.. 179,415 60,850 

.. 99,242 .. 

.. 941 . . 

.. 8,655 171 

.. 288,253 61,021 

(2) RANGE ORGANIZATION. 

Area, acres. Number of heats. 

.. 82,841 10 

.. 71,989 7 , 

.. 93,389 8 

.. 101,389 8 

87 

Total 
acres. 

240,266 

99,242 

941 

8,826 

349,274 

Average 
area of heats, 

acres • 

8,284 

10,284 

11,673 

12,673 
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APPENDIX XL 

leangra District (excluding ICulu Sub "division). 

STATEMENT SHOWING THE AREAS OF DIFFERENT OLASSES OJ' FOREST 
UNDER THE FOREST DEPARTMENT AND OTHER DETAIIB. 

( 

I Demarcated 
Forest Divisioo. Reserved Proteoted Forest. Forest. 

. ----
Acres. ACre9. 

angra .. .. 16,482 146,878 

qshiarpur .. 1,992 40,770 

Total .. 18,474 187,648 

Total area of district, including cultivation 
Total uncultivated area 
Oultivated &rea 

Undemar· 
eated 

Protected 
Forest. 

Acres. 

400,185 

., 

400,185 

Area of Government forest olosed under working plans 

89 

Unclaased 
Total. Forest. 

Acres. Acres. 

113,«1 676,986 

88,485 131,247 

201,926 808,233 

A~rea, 
1,629,386 
),146,242 

483,1« 
17,059 

~. 
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APPENDIX XII. 

Note on the legal position of Forest and Waste Land in Kangra 
District (excluding Kulu). 

A. B6Berved ForestB.-In which all rights were abandone(l by the people, not only 
"lor land and money concessions but also on the condition that no compulsory closure 
would be made in the adjacent forests. 

B. Dellturcated Protected ForestB.-Subject to notifbation under Chapter IV, Indian 
Forest Act, ·i.e:, closures for regeneration purposes can be made, but only in aress de· 
.limited undez: the closure scheme; subject to a limit at anyone time, ss laid down by 
Settlement. Righte are clearly defined. No appropriation of land permitted. 

C. Undemarcated .Protected ForeSls.-Subject to notification undEll" Chapter IV, 
Indian Forest Act,-tJide notification No. 992 of 11th January, 1919, page 76, Punjab 
Forest Manual, Volume I; Under section aO(b) of the Act any protected forest can be 
closed, but under clause 15 of the General Provisions of Record of Rights, closures can 
be enforced if the exercise of rights endangers the existence of the forest and if suffi
cient grazing ground has been left out. Areas have been included in the "Delimited" 
closure scheme, and although additional areas could legally b~ closed, provided the 
above two conditions are satisfied, it is generally understood that no further closures 
will be made without the consent of the people. Rights are defined in this class of 
forests. Nautor is permitted with the approval of the Deputy Commissjoner and 
Divisional Forest Officer. 

D. Unclassed ForestB.-In these Government has abandoned the right to make 
any closure. Chapter XII of the Indian Forest Act applies and Goverm;nent owns 
and has control over tree growth, -vUk notification No. 61 of 26th January, 1897, page 
96, Punjab Forest Manual, Volume 1. Nautor can be made without permission as long 
as there is no damage to the trees. 

E. Ban Muafi.-A small claSs of forest, the absolute property of the villagers ; 
under the control of the Deputy Commissioner. There are certain restrictions laid,down 
.in the Record of Rights , page 67 of the Forest Settlement. 

OWllership.-Class A (Reserves) are the absolute property 01 Government, includlng 
-the soil. In Classes B, C and D the villagers own the soil, but all vegetation bGlongs 
to Government, including grass, to which the zamindars retain special right6. In un
classed forest (D), spontaneous growth and trees planted by Governn:.u:.t arE; the pro
perty of Government, but trees planted by rightholders are the PI"?peny of those who' 
plant them. 

Bight of USIW.-In all forests in which rights of user are recorded, the rights are 
·controlled by certain notified rules. 
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APPENDIX xm. 
Trualatioa of Wajib.ul.arz conditioas of village Khairla.. fr~~ 

Settlemeat Khewat 1868 by Mr. G. B. Lyall, Settlemeat " 
Officer. Tahsil Debra of Kangra District. 

Seotion 
No. 

23 

Subject of conditions. 

SecUon /ourth.-Bights 0/ Ihe Govemmtmt and 
~ • .,. /oreats.-ID. the previous reign the 
trees in Banjar Ghair Maqbuza (unpossessed) and 
forests were considered as Government property. 
ID. the last sett1emen~, the English Government 
handed over ths ownership of land to the Khewat
dars but kept the ownership of (1) trees, (2) graz
ing arrangement of sheep and goats in its own 
hand. 'Due to this fact the practice in this dis
trict after the settlement was that the Govern
ment realized Timi tax of grazing sheep and goats. 
and that all the trees of spontaneous growth in 

'Banjar Ghair Maq buza and forests were considered 
as Government property but the zamindars had 
the right of usage (Bartan). Therefore in order to 
protect the forests and the growth of trees aB well 
as the rights of zamindars. rules and regulatiOnil 
were framed by the Government which are followed 
and are unalterable until some other procedure is 
adopted. ' 

Special Memorandum.-Open barren land which is 
not under the fence of several landholders or is not 
owned individually and in which according to 
custom the right of usage and grazing grass and 
cutting'woodis enjoyed by all the proprietore of 
the village is considered as Banjar Ghair Maqbuza 
(unpossessed barren land). At the time of assess
ment of present Khewats so far as possible Banjars ' 
Maqbuza and Ghair Maqbuza have ,been dis
tinguished ; all Banjar Maqbuza was assessed and 
all Banjar Ghair Maqbuza was not assessed, all 
the barren shamUat of ths village or Tika was in
cluded in Banjar Ghair Maqbuza. 

Section Si:J:reenth.-Begarding KharetarB.-Khare
tars are of two kinds (1) assessed Khareta.rs and 
(2) unassessed Ban Kharetars. Assessed Khare
tars are owned by the aBsessee. He can sell the 
land or cut the trees at will. Such Kha.retars are 
entered in the new revenue papers in the respective 
khewats of land owners. As to Ban Kharetars ths 
possessor is the owner of the grass only and the 
land is Shamilat. This area can be cultivated by 
possessor just like other Banjar Ghair Maqbuza 
but other khewatdars have no right to cultivate or 
alienate it without the consent of its possessor. If 
at any time partition takes place of the whole 
Banjar such Ban Khareta.r shall be given to its 
possessor. Such Ban Kharetars being taken as 
Ghair Maqbuza have been included in the Shamilat 
Khewat but in the remarks column ths name of the 
owner has been entered. 
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Landowners' 
verification. 

Trees and the grazing 
arrangement: of sheep 
and goats in Banjar 
Ghair Maqbuza has 
always been the pro
perty of Government. 
hence we accept the 
present procedure and 
the prooedure that 
may be folJowed in 
future. ' 

This condition is correct 
according to the general 
custom and is accept
ed by us. , 



Section 
No:" 

88 

84 

Subject cf conditions; 

Section Jifth.-Regarding trees in cultivated areas.
In the previous reign the trees of various kinds in 
cultivated airea were considered as Government 
property. In the last settlement the Govern
ment gave up its' rights of all trees excepting 
Chi! trees in the cultivated areas. Now even the 
Chi! trees in the cultivated areas have beeh given 
to the zamindars,-vide Government letter No. 847, 
dated 6th June, 1867. The general custom of the 
ownership of the trees of various kinds in the cul
tivated areas is that the owner of the land is also 
the owner of the trees on it ; therefore no detail of 
the trees in the- cultivated areas has been given in 
this settlement. Of course at the time of sale parti
tion of mortgage where the owner of the land did 
not remain the owner of the trees on it, a note to 
this effect was given in the remarks column. The 
trees in the cultivated area of Shamllat Deh or Tik
ka are the property of Shamilat Deh or Tika. In 
those villages or Tikas in which cultivated Shami
lat land such as Rut or Bahand Banjar is situated 
and in which Chi! trees are numerous, the following 
procedure will be adopted in future; that lIuch 
trees will not be cut without the permission of 
Lambardar in Shamilat Deh and Mukaddam in 
Shamilat Tika and one rate ofsale of various kinds 
of tre-es will be fixed. The man who cuts the trees 
shall pay" the price through the Lambardar or 
Mukaddam to the Shamilat Deh or Tika and 
that sum will be distributed to the khewatdars 
of village or Tika along with the other income 
of Shamilat. But the Lambardar or Mukaddam is 
not authorized to sell the trees of Shamilat to a 
trader or con;tractor. 

, 
SpeciaZ Memorqndum.-Those small tracts of Banjar 
such as Bir Banna, which have been measured 
along with the cultivated field, are included -in the 
cultivated ar~a, excepting those only that land 
shall be considered to be cultivated which has been 
entered as su~h" in the new revenue papprs_ 

Section sixth.-hegarding tI'eea on the assessed Banjar 
Maqbuza.-All the trees of various kinds on such 
land are given ito owners of the land,-vide GOVPrll
ment letter 1.jl"0.847, dated 6th June, 1867. Such 
trees will be excluded from Ban Sarltar. Only that 
Banjar Maqbuza shall be considered as assessable 
which has been assessed and entered in the 
new revenue papers in the khewat of one or 
two khewatdars as a separate area; or sUl'h tract of 
land that has not been assessed but is included in 
the \hewat of the owner on account of purchasing 
it from the zamindars of village or Tika. I 
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Landowners' 
verification. 

,,, e the owners have 
listened to this con
dition. It is in accord
ance with the custom 
going on. We accept 
this. . 

We the owners have 
listened to this con
dition. The procedure 
of the rights I of trees 
mentioned in this
section is conect and 
we accept it. 



Section. 
No. 

Subject of couditions. 

Special Memorandum.-Such tracts of land are not 
assessable that were measured in the names of one 
or two khewatdars as Kharetars, Rakh or Bheth, 
but at the time of assessment being considered 88 

Ban Sarkar were included from assessment and were 
included in the Shamilat Khewat as Ban Kharetar. 
And self.grown trees of such Ban Kharetars, etc., 
will be considered as Government property just 
like the trees of Banjar Ghair Maqbuza or Sawana 
Gujran. 
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APPENDIX XIV.-

In tbe High Court of Judicature at Labore. 

REVISION SIDE. CRIMINAL. 

No. 565 OF 1916. 

Case reported by the Sessions Judge, Hoshiarpur-Kangrapistrict, with his No. 586 
Clf 1916. 

(Seotion No. 438 of the Criminal Procedure Code.) 

THE CROWN, versus BOHGOO, AND SIROO, GHUNGAR, PARAHYA, 
GORKHA AND HARDIAL-Accuserl. . 

Oharge.-Under section 31 (1) and 32 (II), Act VII of 1878. 

The facts of this oase are as follows :-

The Forest Department have prosecuted the six accused, Gaddis, landowners, 
in village Kareri for grazing sheep and goats in the undemarcated protected forests 
lands in Kareri under section 31/32 ~i. the Forest Act. 

The accused petitioners admit grazing their sheep and goats and claimed to do so 
-on acoount of having acquired proprie~ary rights in Kareri. 

The Magistrate held that as the accused became landowners long after the com· 
mencement of the current Settlement they have acquired no right to graze sheep and 
.goats in the forest village area. ' 

The accused, on conviction by Mr. E. J. Stephens exercising the powers of a Magis, 
trate of the first class in the Kangra District, were sentenced, by order dated 23rd De
cember, 1915, under section 31/32, Act 7 of 1878 to one month's rigorous imprisonment 
.each. 

The accused were let out on bail on 16th January, 1916, direotly the files were re
.ceived. 

The proceedings are forwarded for revision on the following grounds :-

-The aocused having purc~ased revenue paying cultivated-land with a share in the 
iShallvilat are entitled to -the rights of the landowners from whom they acquired the land, 
irrespective of the purchase being before or after the commencement of the current 
Settlement. The rights are held as "an incident of their proprietorship in the soil" 
{paragraph 26 of Kangra Forest Settlement Report, 1887). 

Also according to the order, dated 16th March, 1912, of the Chief Court in Revision 
{lase No. 1711 of 1911 the proviso in paragraph 5 (2) of notification No. 416, dated 
14th August, 1897, allows proprietors to graze sheep and goats as long as all their cattle 
(including sheep and, goats) do not exceed in number the 30 per cent •. limit fixed. 
"There is no evidence that the limit has been so exceeded or that the sheep and- goats 
",ere used purely for trading purposes. Consequently no offence has been proved. 
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Even if accused be held guilty, the punisiunent is much too severe, the case being 
admitted by the District Magistrate to be a test one, and the Tahsildar, after en
quiry on the spot having reported prior to the prosecution being ordered that the
accused are entitled to the grazing rights claimed. 

For these reasons I recommend that either the convictions and sentences be set 
aside, or that the case be remanded for further enquiry as to the area of cultivated land 
and the number of cattle, sheep q,nd goats possessed by the vendors at the last assess
ment of the revenue. 

ORDER OF THE CHIEF COURT. 

Present.-=-Mr. Sohan Lal for accused. 

Government Advocate for Crown. 

I AM not at all disposed to interfere in this case. No doubt the order in Criminal; 
Revision 1711 of 1911 by Kesington J. has some bearing on the present matter, but th&
facts are not quite the same and further I find some difficulty in following the reasoning 
of the Sessions Judge there, which was adopted wholesale by this Court without 
d,.iscussion. 

Here the case stands thus: At previous Settlement of Kangra District certain graz
ing rights were allowed to the then proprietors of lands in Mauza Kareri or Karari. 

After that these accused acquired small plots of land from their owners and now 
claim grazing rights as if they had been owners at Settleme~t and so had got the rights. 
then. This is where they make a mistake. Perhaps if one of them had enUrely bought 
out an owner of Settlement times, he might be held to have acquired all that owner's 
grazing rights-no one would object to this. But does he gain a malik's grazing rights 
by buying from an owner an infinitesimal plot of ground of his. Put in this way the 
claim is reduced to an absurdity, for an owner might sell separate (minute) plots of' 
land to 1,000 outsiders. The accused have been let o~t on bail, having still one week 
of their sentences to put in. I allow revision only to this extent that they need not ba
re·arrested, sentences are reduced to the periods already undergone. But the convic-
tions are sound and must stand. 

I would like to add a few words. The limit of number of sheep and goats to be grazed 
iIi by the notification of 1897 is the number owned and gra.zed by the individual pro-· 
prietor at SettIementplus SO per cent. Nor cnn it be said that any of the accused owned 
and grazed as proprietors any animals at all at Settlement. No one of them had ac
quired the rights as such of his vendor. 

(Sd.) D. C. JOHNSTONE, 

Dated 12·5-1916. Chief Justice. 
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APPENDIX XV. 

Copy of a Petition dated 25th November. 1937. received from 
certain resident Gujars of Tahsil Nurpur. Kangra District. 

We the undersigned petitioners, who are Gujj~ of Mauzas Bhadwar, Banoli 
Bhoguasa, Danni, Gahin Lagor, !{hanni, Kulahan and Dadwan in the Nurpur Tahsil'. 
of Kangra District, most respectfully beg ,to submit as under :-

1. That the petitioners, though Gujjars by caste, are permanent residents in their
respective Mauzas and are either owners of land or occupancy tenants, and as such
rightholders in the common lands and forests of those villages. 

2. That the petitioners own and possess houses in these villages and pay chowki-
dara and other cesses, and are not nomadic in any sanae of the word. 

3. That the petitioners like other zamindar residents of these villages, keep 
cattle for their own agricultural and domestic purposes and do not indulge in either
cattle trade or the sale of milk Ilnd ghee as a profession. 

4. That in spite of the above status of the petitioners, as distinct from those
nomadic Gujjars who are neither rightholders nor possess grazing rights in the common 
or forest lands of the Tahsil, the petitioners have been assessed to a cattle tax at the-· 
rate of Rs. 2 per buffalo since 1931-32, and proceedings for the recovery of the above 
tax for a period of five years, from 1931-32 to 1935-36, are in progress, and a demand. 
for the amount is likely to be made at an early date. 

4-A. That the levy of the above tax, in the case of the petitioners, is. quite
illegal and wholly unjustifiable and even opposed to the existing Forest Rules on the
SUbject. 

5. That the petitioners from the very start have been protesting against the levy 
of the above tax, and have several times, through written and oral representationa •. 
conveyed that protest to the authQrities concerned. 

6. That the petitioners' case having failed to receive a just and sympathetic con
sideration for a long time, they were compelled to resort to the issue of notices to the
Secretary of State through the Collector of the District. 

7. That the petitioners' representations and notices have not been able to ob
tain redress, is for in the m~tter, although according to the best legal advice the

petitioners have got a strong case. 

S. That in spite of the legal advice referred to above, the petitioners prefer to ap
proach your good-self for the redress of their grievances once again, as they wish to avoidp. 
a8 far a8 possible, to undergo the trials and tribulations of an expenaive and tardy liti

gation . 

9. That the petitioners pray that their cases may kindly be reconsidered in view 
of their rights, so as to exempt them from the levy of the cattle tax which, in this 

case, is wholly Wljust and illegal. ' 

10. That it is also prayed that pending reconsideration of the above matter, the

realisation of the tax may kindly be suspended. 
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APPENDIX XVI. 

Cop, of a Memorandum received from the Kulu Zamindars' 
Association at Katrain on November 10. 1937. 

To start with the Kulu Zamindars' Assooiation desires to make it definitely olear
that the Association does not mean any refleotion on any partioular offioer or em-· 
ployee of the Forest Department. The Association's complaint relates to the Forest 
Department and the forests !'8 a whole. 

It is also desirable to point out that the Association is not a body of irresponsible· 
and hot-headed agitators but consists of responsible and loyal citizens of the Kul\l' 
Sub-Division, most of whom have rendered servioes to His Majesty's Government in 
India whenever called upon to do so or voluntarily whenever the occasion for such
services has arisen. 

There is a deep discontent, dissatisfaction and .resentment in the minds of the, 
maases in the Kulu Division against the Forest Department and its administration~ 
The Kulu people are docile, peace loving and loyal and averse to any form of agitation 
agSinst the Government. The public and its leaders are not vocal and vociferous. They' 
feel the pinch every moment but would not express it. The casual observer, therefore,. 
thinks that everything is all right because he does not see anything above the surface~ 
The Association, therefore, is doing a great service to Forest Department and the, 
Government by bringing to their notioe the under-currents of deep discontentment and 
dissatisfaction and the factors which have produced and which tend . to produce this
discontentment and dissatisfaction. 

The tale of the grievanoes and difficulties of the rightholders of the Kulu Valley 
is a distressing and long one. The Association would, therefore, put down the pointe. 
briefly and the deputation of the Association whish appears before the Commission. 
would explain the points in all detail and give concrete facts and figures. 

COMMENTS ON MR. ANDERSON'S SETTLEMENT REPORT. 

A perusal of Mr. Anderson's settlement report and the cOlp.ments qn the draft;: 
notes of Mr. Anderson leave no room to the suggestion that the Settlement Offioer him-· 
self while conceding the demands of the Forest Department felt the hardship which 
he was imposing on the rightholders. His Honour the then Lieutenant Governor 
himself while writing the note felt the pinch of the restrictions which were unnecessari
ly imposed on the rights of the rightholders. With regard to the Forest Department's
objections regarding the draft note that the forest point of view has not found full favour 
at the hands of Mr; Anderson, His Honour wrote .. that the Forest Department was
ill-advised in imposing Mr. Anderson's scheme if the lIamindars are willing to accept 
it, but my belief is that if the whole matter was re·opened and gone into de fIOVO on 
stricter principles than Mr. Anderson followed, the result would be that the forest con·· 
servancy would get less and not'more, hence my advioeto the Forest Department is
to accept what Mr. Anderson's settlement would give them if they can get it" (vid~ 
1st note, paragraphs 5 & 6, pages 78 & 79). 
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His Honour in his second note of January, 1894, struck a warning note in para. 
·graph 38 II it will be seen from a great deal that I have said my object is to get the 
system to work in such.a way as to make it as little unpopular as possible. Particular 
1lare should be taken to avoid anything in the way of harshness and rigidity of system 
'where not absolutely neces~ary." 

Total disregard of the warning of His Honour the then Lieutenant-Governor.-A re
view of forty years' administration of the forest clearly indicate that the warning 

·'Of His Honour the then Lieutenant-Governor has been honoured more in the breach 
·than in its observance. The apprehension of His Honour has been fully justified. 
-The policy of ihe Forest Department has been nothing short of a greedy person "Who 
takes pride in squeezing the rights of other persons to the best of his ability, in season 

.and out of season. The Association has got a firm belief that if the rights conceded 
by Mr. Anderson are given to the zamindars (rightholders) then there will be no cause 
for the public to complain against the policy of the Forest Department. It is the en

·croachment upon those rights which is responsible for discontentment. At the same 
time if the forest officers take sympathetic view of the difficulties of the rightholders, 
half of the trouble would end. This Association will now briefly enumerate how far 

·the rights conceded by :Mr. Anderson have been curtailed. 

Curtailing of the rights of the rightholders as recorded in the report of Mr. Anderson, 

Forest Setaement Officer.-What little the Government gave by one hand to the 
rightholders, the Forest Departmont have in due course taken it by the other. The 
lights of the rightholders recorded in Mr. Anderson's settlement report have beEUI 
curtailed to a great extent. The avowed policy of the Forest Department haa been 
to put obstacles and limitations in the free exercise of the zamindars"rights, with the 
I'esult that the zamindars h~ve begun to feel that Mr. Anderson gave them nothing. 

1. In rule 13 it is provided that all dry trees except de~dar, ash, walnut and box 
standing in the undemarcated and second class demarcated forests can be removed by 
the rightholders without permits of the Forest Department, but the every-day ex
perience shows that this right has practically been nullified by the Forest Department. 

The question whether it is dry or g"een is left entirely u:ithin the discretion of the Forest 

-Officials. In case of removal of d,'y trees Forest DelJart'lllent have int'ariably exacted CO'IIl

pensation under the pretext that the tree is 9reen and not a dry one.-The zamindars are 
thus solely left to the whims, caprice and mercy of the forest authorities. Every-day 
observance shows that whenever a discretion has been given to the forest authori
ties, it has invariably been exercised not in favour of the rightholders as contemplated 
by the author of the rule, but in favour of the Forest Department. 

Time lias come, therefore, that nothing should be left to the discretion of the forest 
. authorities. 

1. Remedies suggested.-It is submitted that in case of dispute relating to such 
matter the benefit of doubt should go to the zamindars and no prosecution should be 
launched without the sanction 01 the Forest Advisory Committee. The Forest Ad
visory Committee should be consulted and asked to inspect the tree before the pro~ecu
tion is launched. The quantum of compensation in case the zamindar is willing to pay 
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-should be fixed by tlu! members of this committee and the matter should not be left 
in the honds of the Range Officer who invariably charges excessive compensation and 
is not commeneura.te with the damage caused to the Forest Department. 

2. Fallen treu.-According to rule 13 all fallen timber except deodar, box, wal. 
'lIut, and 88h can be removed by the rightholders without any permit, but the practice 
-of the Forest Department has been to auction such trees. Ordinarily the cause for the 
falling down of trees is the heavy rainfall, floods and high winds. This practice of 

..auctioning is not warranted by law. The second defect is that instead of having a 
public auction, forest officials especially have a private one. Persons in the good books 
of the :Range Officers manipulate to get the fallen trees on lower price, on submitting 

-an application. Last year in Upper Kulu Range, near Katrain Bihal, all such timber 
W88 given by the Range Officer, Upper Kulu, to one Kunjbihari Lal at a nominal price 

..,f Re. 10 without the knowledge of other rightholders. This said applicant is a non
.yightholder. At a public auction it would have fetched more than Rs. 10. 

Remedies Bugge8ted.-Such fallen trees should not be auctioned and if at all they 
are to be auctioned then it should be done by a public auction. The system of invit
ing applications should be done away with. The non-rightholders should not be al
lowed to bid and the proceeds thereof (sic). 

3. Rules regarding th£ nautOTs-The rules regarding the nautors in the unde
marcated forests were incorporated with Ii. view that zamindars who have got smaller 
holdings may acquire land by nautor to keep their body and soul together but the prac
tic~ hitherto followed clearly indicates that the nautor in Bihals specially in Patlikoohl 
-and in Manali are not given to the zamindars but to - the non·rightholders who have 
no claims whatso,ever to get nautor land. The discretion vested in the Sub-Division'l.l 
o{)fficer is also an arbitrary one. 

Remedies 8uggeBfed.-The Association submits that rules be framed to the effect 
that no non-rightholder should be given nautor land in the undemarcated forest. In 
Tule 25 a proviso should be added that non-rightholders should not be given nautors. 
A' second proviso should also be added to the effect that in the granting of nautors 
Sub-Divisional Officer should give the Forest Advisory Committee an opportunity to 
-express its opinion on the grant or rejection of the nautor. The third proviso should 
also be added to the effect that if the Sub-Divisional Officer does not accept the advice 
-of the Forest Advisory Committee, the decision should be made appealable. 

4. Timber distribll1ion.-The idea of timber distribution by the Divisional Forest 
-Officer and the Sub-Divisional Officer alternately was that the zamindarsshotild get at 
-<lne time suitable number of trees for the domestic purposes and the subordinate 
--staff including. the Range Officer should not stand in the way of the zamindars, the re-
quired number of trees, (sic) but the Association regrets to bring it to the notice of the 
-{lommission that the Divisional Forest Officer and the Sub-Divisional Officer do not per· 
ilonally attend to this matter. They leave the matter entiJ'ely in the hands of the Range 
'Officer and the subordinate staff of the Forest Officer Department. The consequences 
are that more or less sometimes those persons who are on the good books of the said 
forest officials manage to get trees at timber distribution. 
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Remedies suggesled.-(i) The Association recommends tha~ at timber distribu
tion no subordinate staff should be present except members of the Forest Advisory
Committee. This will have the effect of mitigating the hardship caused by the pre-· 
valent system. In this. connection Mr. Anderson in his report says that in Inner 
Saraj people were not given trees simply on the false reports that no trees are available 
and this practice of making' a. false pretext of this type is still prevalent. It is also ob-: 
served that at timber distribution rightholders are very rudely dealt with and very 
often they are abused by the Range Officer. This will also check the Range Officers in 
dealing with the zamindars in such harsh an"- rude' manners. 

(ii) It is a well known thing .that when some rightholder is unavoidably. absenb 
at the timber distribution and cannot be present at that time and if he applies for
timber thereafter he is told to wait till the next timber distribution. This practice
should be stopped and application should be duly entertained and the Divisional Forest 
Officer should in this connection call for the report of the member of the Forest. 
Advisory Committee of that area instead of calling for the report of the Forest Guard. 
This meaSure will enable the z.amindars to get trees for their bona fide needs. 

5. Marking of tM timber given at timber diBtribution.-The limitation for the re
moval of the trees granted at timber distribution is generally fixed for one year fromr 
the date of the timber distribution but the trees are not marked by the forest authori
ties for about 9 months with the result that invariably a margin of only two or three· 
months is left to the zamindars; the zamindars cannot remove the trees within such a. 
short space of time on account of the pressure of other domestio and agricultural work. 

Remedies sugg88ted.-(i) The Association recommends that the limitation of tin&
year should run from the date of the marking of trees. 

• (ii) In any case the rule regarding the lapse of permits should be relaxed and per~ 
mits should be renewed on payment of annas 2 per permit. In no case the permit should 
be cancelled. 

(iii) Register kept by the Forest Guard about the trees given at timber distribu
tion is incomplete; they do not enter all the trees marked at timber distribution. 
The statement of Forest Guard in the case Crown versus Rahim Bux clearly shows thaI; 
they are not bound to enter. all the trees markeci by the Forester. This register should 
be kept up to date. Very often people have been challaned for the removal of trees· 
and defence in such cases is that the trees removed were given in timber distribu

tion. 

Whenever Forest Guard is summoned with the register in case of challans, the 
Forest Guard claims privilege under section 124 of the Indian Evidence Act. This 
practice of claiming privilege should be put an end to. Rules be framed that Forest 
Guard should not claim privilege with regard to the production of such register and' 
permit books relating to the grant of the trees. This will help the rightholders to sub
Btantiate their plea that the t~ees given have been marked by the forest authorities. 

6. System of marking trees.~The system of marking trees is very unsatisfac
tory, only those persons get suitable trees who man&ge to purchase the sympathy of 
the Forester and the Forest Guard in whose hands this marking of the treell is left; this 
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system is highly objectionable And is a factor responsible for corruption among the 
lubordinate It aft' to a great extent. In the opinion of the Association a zamindlll 
objecting to a tree marked by the Forester should have a right to change the tree. 

AtlmMIiBtralion oj the undemarcated Jore8~ in Kulu.-A perusal of the paragraphs. 
99-102 of Mr. Lyall's settlement report read with paragraph 41 of His Honour the
Lieutenant-Governor's first note, dated 2nd September, 1893, page 86, clearly indicate 
that though in the Revenue papers Government is entered as the proprietor of this area,. 
but zamindars in Kulu have very extensive rights over this area. In fact the position. 
of the Government is that of a trustee .and it is only the naked ownership of these areas
which is vested in the Government. 

The classification of the forests in two reserved, viz.,' (i) first class, (ii) second class. 
demarcated forests was meAnt witli a view to allot certain areas to the Government. 
from where the Government could remove the trees for commercial purposes, but unde
marcated forests were solely left for the main and exclusive purposes of the za.mindars. 
Government has not right to remove the trees for commercial purposes from this area. 
and the Forest ConserVancy in these areas was meant with a view to preserving them 
for fIlamindars and seoondly to avert the possibility of the people being thrown on tt> 
the dema~cated forests. These forests are to be managed In the interests of the za.min
dars. 

The Association wants to bring it to the notice of the Commission that forest. 
authoriti!ls are acting contrary to the aforesaid provisions. ~he Forest Department. 
have very often sold the trees to traders for a commeroial purpose or have themselveS' 
removed the trees for commercial purposes, as was done quite recently in K~thi Maha.
raja by Belling trees·to Messrs. Spedding & Co., also some time back in Manali; 
this practice is unwarranted by law. 

Rule 13 lays down that in the case of dry trees except four kinds standing in first 
class demarcated forests can be removed by the rightholders. In the same ruie it is 
provided that the Forest Officer should mark the dry trees of the said four kinds st> 
that they may be available to the zamindars but this rule is practically a dead letter. 
The Forest Officers have hitherto never marked dry trees in su~h forests with the result. 
that the zamindars have been deprived' of these trees. A Negi of the Kothi does not 
like to take the risk though he is vested with the powers too. 

According to Mr. Anderson's settlement report no restriotion was placed with re
gard to the removal of the stones for building and other purposes and digging of the 
earth for clay. Recently forest authorities have exacted oompensation from one 
Dharamdas of villp.ge Dhungri, Kothi Manali, and he was made to pay Rs. 1.2·0 com-

,pensation for removing',half a kilta of clay. 

The Forest Department have recently added a new rule which numbers 26 accord· 
, ing to this rule no new quarries can be opened without the permit of the Sub-Divisional 
Officer or the Divisional Forest.Officer. It is submitted that this·ru,leso.far as~. 
d'emarcated forest is concerned is uncalled for and has no legal basis~' Under the 

. tenns of the Bazub-ul-arf/l fIlamindars have a free right to quarries.situated in the unde

. marcated forests. In the report of Mr. Anderson, Forest Settlement Officer,thers Wer& 
, no such restrictions; this rule, therefore, requires deletion. The' Association also wadts 
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, to invite the attention of the Commission to the> opinion of His Honour the then Lieute
nant -Governor embodied in paragraph 88 of his second note at page 108 of t,he Settle
ment Report. Recently certain zamindars of village Gadherni, Kothi Manali, whose 
houses have been'burnt are being prevented from quarrying slates. 

Ad,,~inistration of 1st qnd 2nd class demarcal.ed forests.-In, these two forests the 
rights of, the people have been recorded by the Forest Settlement Officer. In most 
()f these forests zamindars have a right to trees for building purposes. 

. Recent years' experience has shown th~t the 1!'Qrest Depart~ent hl!od and are carry
mg wholesale exploitation work in these forests with the result that the Forest Depart-

• ment are not able to meet the demand of the rightholders whose rights 'have been re-
~orded in those forests. • 

For example rightholders of Manali phati have a right to trees for building and 
Tepairing purposes in Bhajrundi and ,Manal Gahr where extensive exploitations are 
.being carried and were carried on. 

It is submitted tJ1at whenever exploitation work is to be carried in such forests the 
:Forest Department should leave s~ffic~ent 'number of tre~~ for' years to come till new 
:trees are available.' 

Administration of Ko!hi-Fund."'--The management of this fund is far from satisfac
tory. Its disposal is entirely left within the ,discretion of the Divisional Forest Officer 
8.Ild the Sub-Divisional Officer, Kulu. In spite of the avowed policy that this fund is 
-spent merely for the benefit of the rightholders, but recent years' experience shows that 
-this fund has been often misapplied and sometimes applied for those purposes by which 
rightholders are not directly benefited. The fund is spent for objects which suit to 
;the convenience of the Exec"utive Officers. The Association recommends that this fund 
.~hould be spen~ only f.or those. purposes which would directly benefit the rightholders 
.and is ,also at the same time productive or protective. 

It is submitted that the accounts of the last ten years of' the Kothi-Fund may 
:kindly be examined whereby the irrregularities of the Divisional Forest Officer and Sub
Divisional 'Officer would be manifestly clear. Provisions be made for auditing such 
.accounts by the members of the Forest Advisory Committee at least once a year_ 

Source. of Kothi-Fu~."":The Kothi-Fund consists of income' derived from the price 
-of the trees levied from rightholders Md from the nautor nazrana and revenue !rom 

nautor land. 

(a) It is recommended that whenever trees 'are given to non-rightholders from 
.unde~arcated forests the proceeds should be deposited in the Kothi-Fund. .' 

, ", {b} The mom;y derived fromthe,fin~s and oompensations with. rega:rd to those 
·'Offences relating to undemlU'Cated forests sh~mld also be o.redlted.in the Kothi-Fund.' 

R~~-'1'IUl,king 'p~wer of, local Go;'~rn~nt,.-The, local Government on the report 
~'of }'lr.ADd~o~~F~r~~t SettleD,lent Officer, and the repor-l; of. the <1onference framed 

.·~~~op~.~~e,'lIJi~e~s~c,tion .81 ~ft~~ Indian rorI!S~.~9~,iD.·~ove~ber; 1~9G.·for Kul\l • 
.After that those rules are beirig revised by the local Government from time to time 011 



...the recommendation of the Divi~ional Forest Officer without. consulting the public who 
.are affected ~y these rules. This practice is open to. three objec~ions :-

(a) In the first place local Govemment have no power to frame rules under 
section 51 which is now section 55. In Kulu there are two main kinds of 
forests, firstly those forests which had been declared as reserve forests 
under chapter 2 of the Forest Act. With regard to the scopeo£ an 
enquiry Forest Settlement Officers and the local Government are vested 
with certain powers by sections 10, 14, and 15. to curtail the existing 
rights if they are of the opinion that they are so extensive as to 
annihilate the proprietary right of the Government or the objects with 
which these forests have been declared as reserve fQrests. Secondly, 
there are those forests which had been declared as protected forests such 
as 1st and 2nd class demarc/l.ted forests and undemarcated forests. With 
regard to these forest3 the scope of the. enquiry is very different. The 
Forest Settlement Officer is bound to record the rights existing at the 
time of the making of the records. The Forest Settlement Officer and the 
local Government have no power ~o cut down the rights even' if they are 
of the 'opinion that the exiSt.ing rights are so extensive that they would 
annihilate the proprietary rights of the' Govemment~ In the original 
report of Mr. Anderson,-vide paragraph 6, page 22,.we find the enumera
tion of the rights which existed 'in undemarcated forests. The 
GovemmeQ-t on. tht report of the Govemment Advocate,-vide pages 
121 and 122, paragraphs 9, and 10 did not frame certain rules purposely 
which we now find as embodied in· rules 17, 26 and,27 •. 

-(b) The powers conferred by section 51 of ;the Forest Act with regard to the 
, . framing of rules is also limited to the regulation of rights, but loeal 

Govemment have no right to frame such rules which will have the effect 
of curtailing the existing rights of the people as, remarked by His 
Honour the then Lieutenant-Governor «?f the Punjab in his first note 
of September, 189S,'in 'paragraph 16, page 81, of the se,ttlement report. 
It is submitted that the nett effect of these three aforesaid rules·has been 
to curtail the existing rights of the zamindars and as such they are u.ltra 
clres and' reqnire deletion. The Associatiqn, therefore, recommends that 
these rules may kindly be deleted at o~ce. ' 

(c) The Association wants to bring to the notice of the: Forest Commission 
'that hitherto the practice had been, to make 'l'ules without consulting 
'the pUblic;, The 'public had never- been allowed ~o hll:vea say 0tJ.. these 
matters. No doubt the local Government.has to'rev~!J the ruJes to meet 
emergencies. The Association submits that in future the . local Govern~ 
ment should consult the.p~b1ic'befotetl~e ,rules are ~~~.' • 

Forest Advisory Committ6e.-The 'Forest Advisory Committee, which meets twice 
, : 6 year with the -Sub~Divisioniu Officet or! Divisioniu Forest .Officer" as "President can 
'. ~prove a useful institution if its dec!sionsare res.pected b~theForeat..Depa~tment, 

'; .J :'.' 
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One difficulty in the constitution of the present Forest Advisory Committee is~ 
that it is composed of iiominated members who are'invariably Negis imd Lllmbardars
and who do not aIld cannot represent the difficulties and grievances of the suffering 
public boldly ~ frankly and, faithfully ,as. they' are directly under the thumb of the' 
Divisiona,l Forest 'Officer and the ,Sub~Divisi\,n,al Offi~er. '., 

Moreover, it is an open secret that the demands ,of these Negis are met by the Forest 
Department invariably everi by going outoHheir way. ,These people are less inclined 
to plead the cause of ths public; eten' the decisions of Forest Advisory Committee as 
constituted at present are not acted upon by the forest officials but are mercilessly 
llouted or are at least complacently ignored. Proceedings of the ,Forest Advisory 
Committee are a sufficient proof of this fact and the Association would give facts and 
figures. 

The Assbciation, therefore, respectfully submits that ill future the Forest Advisory' 
Committee shoUld be constituted of only'th~se'members'who have been elected by 
a direct vot8 'of the public; 'that the' Negis and Lambardars !lhould not be eligible for' 
election. Th~ 'forest officials~hould be directed to respect the'decisions of such a Com-' 
mittee. The scope of power of this Committee should also be defined. The Associa
tion humbly submits that i? certain matterS the decisions of the Committee should, 
not only be respected hut should be made binding on the Forest Department. 

General topics.-The Association wants to. invite the attt'ntion of the Commis
sion to other matters which are equally of vital importance :-:-

1. Tr~es for cremation purposes ''Should 'be given witho~t ~y restrictions. Re-
cently people were'fined for cuttirig trees for cremlitiob. in Kothi Kais and Manali. 

2. Righth'olders'whOsehouse80 have, been burnt ,should be given tret's liberally 
':andpromptly;' Recently lhe' residents 'of'the Gadherni village of Kothi Manali and one' 
Mandasof Bai!1i.ishat KothiJagatsukh whose houses have neen burnt were given trees, 

after considerable la}iseof time. 

3. \vh~ne~e/ahY p~rson 'gives e~iderice'e:gainst the Forest Department cha.l.lans 
, lie is mar~{ea 'dov&:n: ,'and harassed in ~verY'w8.y." , 

, ..',. , , . '- . .:, ~ ':. . . ,'. ~" " 

4. The procec;l.ure of the summary trialS of the forest offences is open to ob-
jection. This sy~te~ ,iru!tead of 'b~QefitiDgth~ ~ccused has 8J.wayS proved a source' 
of t~ouble' t~ th~ accused. In ~ase ,whe.t'EJ the' qu'esti~n of right is involved ordinary 
trial instead of summary should be held.' ' ' " ' 

5. '. 'The shOoting licenses which ve, issued for shooting game' are limited and most, 
0(' these licem(lS a.re issued to: Government ',officials and visitors, with the result that, 

very few Jieense8, are ~ssiled:,!o Ilhe rightholdera ill Kulu. 

'in i'titur6 'tli~hUrbber of the licens~s ~hotiId beincreilsed and it should be made a, 
definite rui~ th~i fuore tHan 20 per bent. of the lice~es should be . issued to the Govern-, 
ment officia1~aiid 's6 pe~ cent'. of the iicooses mllst'be issueil to the rightholders. 

A separat~ nlJtRq~r of lic~nses, ,ijould ;be fixec;l. for non-rig~t~oldeIS.and visitors. 

Btq]albe'" g~."":"The -sitbjeot.ofJ the bu&lee& gra&ing is 6 vexing ODIl'_and ,the
Forest Dep8ir'tlhent navi!"onvtirious'pocasions approached thiS subjectpurely from ~he-
10rest point of view. According to the forest point of view the grazing of the buffaloes· 
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i8 more harmful to the regeneration of the plan~. while they h!'-ve eq.ually ignored 
,another vital point that the buffaloes grazing 'jn Kulu, the Forest Department have 
been imposing limitation on the num\>er of, the buf1aloes that could be, allowed to gr8.2le 
in Kulu. This number: they havl;I been grad)lallY lowering ,down to a minimum point. 

'The present day number o~ the buffaloes allowed to grllOl~ is only sufficient to meet 
;the requirements of the, forest people. ,This, f!.itmber the:v have fixed with respect to 
,their own wants. ' 

, In recent yearS many cases ofT:'B: have' cropped up in Kulu which have got a 
.. direct bearing with the scarcity of the supply of milk ,and butter. . 

The Forest Department issue permits to • bun-gujjars' who are allowed to gr8.2le 
'in demarcated as willi as unilemareated forests of Kulu. In the undemarcated forests 
Government have no right to grant pemnits as it. is only the, naked owne,rship which vests 
in the Government and in the demaroated .forests the rights of the; zamindars of 
Kulu are recorded and ~ most of the forests the certain hamlets have full rights which 
,in<;:lude the rights of pasturage. Even in such forests the GovernrtJ.ent have no right 
,to grant buffalo gr8.2ling. In .Tamu-dug second class forests the reSident of Phati Gojra 
,of Kothi Jagatsukh have full rights but in spite of this fact this year bun-gujjars were 
~llowed to graze in spite of the opposition of the'rightholders. 

The Association recommends that in future no permit should be issued without 
.consulting the zamipdars and forest officials should not get milk and ' butter from these 
bun-gujjars at nominal prices.: Rightholders applying for permits for keeping buffa
loes should be given, permi~, ,:,...,,-

1. An application accompanied with!,-n extract of Jumabandi should be presented 
before the Sub-Divisional Offic~r;Kulu • 

. ' ',' : . 

2. The Sub-Divisional Officer should call for the report of the Tahsildar or the 
'Naib-Tahsildar within a month and the latter should be empowered ,to intimate the 
Forest Authorities to be present at the spot.; , , ' . ' 

S. If the Forest Authorities ,fai\ ,to. depute their representative, the Tahsildar 

:should proceed e3: parte. 

4. The Sub·Divisional officer should be empowered to dispose of the application 
.after receiving report of thi{~a.hSildar.' The Forest Department maybe'allowed to 
file objections before the Sub-Divisional 'Officer but they should not be entitled to get 

.an adjournment for dispos81 of' the application. 

o. A perusal of His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor's report in Mr. Anders,on's 
·forest settlement report clearly shows that the notification No. 287 of 1926 was 
; issued only with the view that some sort or check should be placed an the right of the 
!private owners so that they' should not'subsequently make demands on Government 
~ forests and the position of tlie Go'veriliite'nt ; with regard to the trees on private lands 
was merely that of a trustee1 ' ~his nopificlI.tion was never issued witht,he intention 

.. that private owners have no right to sell the trees_ It is. therefore, su~g!*lted that suoh 
',applioations should be the general rule and rejection an exception. The Sub-Divisional 
.officer should not be left with the arbitrary power of their disposal. The Commission 
;may kindly lay down the"grdlinds fcirreJection which should be o1osely adhered to. 



Admi1~tstration of trees standing on pr~vate lands.-(a) The areas standing in the' 
name of pl'iv.ate persons, on which the trees of twenty kinds mentioned in rule 5 are 
mostly situated in the midSt of Uildemarcated forests. The Shajra which locates the' 
situation of such area is most unsatisfactory for it does not show the distance of such, 
area from the cultivated area. Whenever a dispute arises as to the relative situation' 
of the plot, the civil and the forest authorities never agree and it cannot be denied that 
no definite conclusion can be arrived at by the examination and the measurement of' 
the spot. The result is t~at the Forest Department sometimes try to locate private' 
owners such area on which no trees are standing. 

(b) The procedure for obtaining the sanction for the sale of trees is very unsatis.· 
• factory. It takes ordinarily two or three years for the final disposal of the applicationr 
The application passes through so many hands before it is finally disposed of. Thlt" 
applicant has to knock at the doors of Forest Guards, Foresters, Range Officers, Pat-· 
waris and Kanungos and other executive bodies. 

(c) l'he private owner of the trees has to face a good deal of difficulties before he
actually succeeds in getting the trees marked even for his bona jide domestic needsr 
The Negi of the circle does not attend promptly to the demands of the public as the
Patwari is not available for the measurement of the trees on which the trees are stand-· 
ing. 

Rem,edy.-(a) The.re is a well known saying that justice belated is justice denied •. 
The rules regarding the obtaining of sanction for the sale of trees should be remodelled: 
in a way that the application should not ordinarily take more than three months for its· 
disposal. Whenever it is brought to the notice of higher authorities they should at
once call for an explanation from the officer responsible for the delay. It is, therefore,. 
suggested that the following rules be added after rule 7. 

A FEW POINTS ON HOW THE GOVERNMENT IN THE FOREST DE
PARTMENT PRESS HEAVILY ON THE KULU ZAMINDARS, 

MANALI NEIGHBOURHOOD. 

One of the chief sources of difficulty in this neighbourhood is that the villagers
are unable to procure cow's milk. In fact milk is an absolute luxury. This weighs very 
heavily on small children. whose mothers through any reason fail to be able tQ feed
their children from the breast. One frequently sees emaciated children of two to· 
three years who owing to there being no milk, available are being fed on the ordinary 
adults diet. 

Now one of the chief reasons why milk is not procurable is due to the lack of' 
grass for cattle. During - the rains grass exists and is procurable from the rice fields,. 
otherwise grass is negligible quantity, and to buy costs Rs. 2 per Government maund. 

The deodar forests in this neighbourhood of 6,OO() feet elevation encircle the' 
valley on both sides of the river. 

One. has to mention that grass will not grow under deodar trees. The deod~ 
forests converge on the arable land which possibly they did not do some fifty years ag~ 
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In addition the Government have acquired in this area large tracts of arable land avail
able for forest experimental purposes; this should have been acquired on the slopes. 
of the hills, the natural grounds for deodar experimental work. This research area is 
also all deodar • 

. It has been suggested that there are far too mli.ny cattle in the neighbourhood. This 
mai possibly be so. But cattle have to be kept for fertilizing the soil, this earth is very 
poor, and without the litter no good crops can possibly be expected. 

Again Manali is one of the jumping off places for Lahoul and Tibet with a result 
that large number of ponies and transport are continually passing through. No grass 
arrangements for these animals is ever· made; so this again accounts for a further 
shortage of grass. The only remedy one can.suggest is that the forest be receded or 
the forest research area be curtailed. 

A further difficulty in this neighbourhood arises in the fact of there being a great 
number of consumptives; this again is due to the restriction imposed by Government 
in the Forest Department in allowing trees for only one house per family irrespective. 
of actual area of each house. The result is that people are herded together. 

In former times a certain proportion of trees used to be allowed to zamindars for 
building purposes. 

Now owing to the Government's exploitation of the forests the same number of 
trees will by DO means give the same cubi(' contents of timber to which the Kulu zamin
dsr is by right entitled to. 
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APPENDIX XVU •. 
Translation of Wajib .. ul .. Arz of Kotbi Chung, Waziri Rupi, as 

regards breaking up of Waste Land for 1911 .. 12. 
Appendiz B-Forest8, Government Waste Land a"uz Nautor.~In our kothi none 

.(If the waste land except that which has been recorded as the property 'of the owners b~~' 
longs to us. Such waste is of two kinds, firstly those forests which have been demar
cated by Mr. Anderson and which belong to Government and secondiy undemarcated 
waste which belongs to the jagirdar; but the trees standing ~n such waste belong to 
.Qoverment and not to the jagirdar. Our rights in the demarcated and undemarcated 
waste are detailed by Mr. Anderson in his forest settlement and the rights as to grass 
-cutting are given in the list of such grass lands and their area is stated approximately 
in the same. This list is attached to the Records of Rights (Misl Haqiyat) of the present 
eattlement. The IlI"Idemarcated waste belonging to the jagirdar is broken up under 
leases granted after application. The procedure is as follows :-

The application is made to the Jagirdar who orders 15 days notice to be issued for 
.objections if any. In case of objections they are fully enquired into and regard is had 
to amount of the area ava.ilable for general grazing and then the patla is granted by 
the jagirdar under the rules made by the Forest Settlement Officer, Mr. Anderson. On 
receipt of the patta the grantee is recorded as the inferior" proprietor of the said land 
after mutation in his favour has been sanctioned. No revenue assessed on the said 
land is taken from the grantee for the first two years. In the third year half 'and in the 
fourth year the full revenue is realized. The jagirdar if he considers that the grantee 
has undergone heavy expenses in breaking up the waste can relax these ~~nditions in 
My way and should note the faet in the palta: The cesses are not levied on such lands 
:till the term of the settlement expires. If the grantee of the patta does not break up 
the waste land within one year or does not take possession in any other way, the patta 

'nautor will be cancelled and thus become void. The jagirdar is empowered to grant 
pat/a to some other rightholder who has a preferential right of the same land. Every 
·one can break up the waste recorded in his name as his property at the settlement 
.and no permission is required fOf doing so. Till the term of the settlement has ex
pired no revenue is assessed on such lands; Any Khewatdar if he wishes to make a 
water-mill or build house will have to apply to the jagirdar for a patta. The reve
nue assessed on such mills is realized by the jagirdar at the rate mentioned in section' 
6 of this document. The revenue asesssed on another waste land described above goes 
also to the jagirdar. Nothing is realized for abadi sites; Small waste areas near the 
abadi of village, places used at local fairs (sauh), cremation grounds, cemeteries, gahr 

and nigahrs, sites near the road, camping groundS of travellers and waste land where 
any clM or tribe has any special right are not allowed to be broken up. No one has 
any right to break up land in the undemarcated waste without obtaining a patta. The 
revenue assessed on such waste land is levied by tp.e jagirdar according to the rates 
fixed at settlement. If in any Case several applications from individuals or villages 
or phatis or kothis are received for one particular plot, pre;ference will' be given to him 
or those who have a right of grazing in that waste. 

UncZaimed Lands.-Unclaimed, unoccupied, abandoned or ghairabad land be
longs to thejagirdar. The revenue oflands belonging to absconded proprietors is remit
ted by the jagirdars and the arrangement as to ,the cultivation of such lands is made 
by the jagirdar through the Negis, etc. ' 
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Translation of Wajib .. u1 .. arz of KotbfNaggar, Tahsil Kulu, as ngardso 
breaking up of Waste Land for 1911 .. 12. 

Appendia; B-Forests, Government Waste Land and Nautor.-(i) In our kothi waste 
land other than that owned by owners, whether there SJ:e trees on it or not, belongs 
to Government, and its settlement was made by Mr. Anderson, Forest Settlement 
Officer. Such lands and trees are under the supervision of the Forest Department.~ 
The details of rights of rightholders on such lands are given in the Forest Settlement 
papers of Mr. Anderson. Rights of cutting grass are recorded in the lists of phats and 
ghasni8 the areas of which are recorded approximately, and these lists are appended. 
iJa the record of rights of the present settlement. Land is broken up for cultivation 
in undemarcated forests, i.e., Government waste o.fter obtaining nautor patta from' 
Government, the procedure of which is as follows:-

When any application for obtaining a nautor patta is presented, a 15 days' notice. 
is issued to the rightholders. If anyone objects, his objections are enquired into, and, 
enquiry is also made about damage to grazing, etc., and when a nautor is granted, the 
land is alienated in the name of the applicant in his ownership. No revenue of the' 
nautor land is recovered for two years. In the 3rd year half and in the 4th year full. 
revenue is realized from him according to the incidence. If a greater expense is incurred.. 
in breaking up the nautor the revenue of unirrigated land is remitted for 4 years and 
that of irrigated is remitted for 5 years. No cesses on nautor land are charged till 
settlement. If the person to whom a nautor is granted does not break up the land. 
within a year or does not take possession of it in any way, the patta is cancelled. If, 
any person builds a water-mill or an abadi in a Government waste after acquiring a
nautor, in such a case nothing is realized. No one is granted a nautor for small plots 
of waste lying close to the YiIlage abadi, without the consent of the villagers. In the' 
same way no nautor is granted for the places used at local fairs, places where the dead 
are burned, cemeteries, gahrB bnd nighars, sites near the road, camping grounds of 
travellers or any other waste in which any clan or tribe has any right. No person is 
empowered to break up Government waste without obtaining a nautor for it. It 
several applications for a single plot of waste land are presented, the person in whose' 
grazing ground the site is has a prior claim. In the same manner if several phatis or' 
kothis apply for such a waste, the phati or kothi in whose grazing ground the waste is· 
has a prior claim. 

(ii) Until the new assessment is proposed the revenue collected from the nauto,... 
is, after deducting the common expenses of the phati (if any), divided among the land 
owners according to their holding. At the time of the new assessment it is brought 
under assessment and is recognised as a Government revenue; and the owner of the 
t~autor is considered a revenue payer like others. Nautor fund of one phati has no con
nection with the nautor fund of the other phati. 

(iii) Unclaimed Land.-If any proprietor dies heirless, the Government is thl!" 
owner of his land. Government is empowered to auction it or to give it to anyone. 
If any proprietor is absent or absconds or gives up the land on account of poverty, 
:firstly his collaterals oultivate it and pay the revenue. In default of any collateral 
any owner in the village takes it, if there is none, the negi gives it to anyone for culti
vation. If no one cultivates it and it remains fallow the land-owners of the. phaA 
pay its revenue according to their holding. 
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APPENDIX XVIII. 

Certain orders regarding procedure in grants of nautor in 
Kulu Sub-Division. 

AB the nautor Instructions have now assumed Borne semblance of finality II. new· 
tile should be started as follows :-

1. (a) Nautor instructions for Kulu and Seraj ; 

(b) Nautor instructions for Lahoul. 

2. Translation of Wajib·ul-arz for 1911-12 of-

(a) Kulu; 

(b) Seraj ; 

(c) Rupi; 

(d) Lahoul; 

in so far as they relate to tlQutor. 

3. Rates at which patwaris ara to be paid for preparing Mutor maps. 

4. Lists of naulor8 granted after 1st January, 1937, showing applicant, area._ 
and purposes of nautor to be placed on file quarterly when issued under instruction 11._ 

S. Copy of form in which Tahsildars are to present reports on nautors. 

Unless some glaring defects come to light these instructions should not be altered' 
for at least 5 years. 

They have no legal sanction. They are merely executive instructions issued with. 
concurrence of both Divisional Forest Officer and the Deputy Commissioner supple-
menting and explaining the Assistant Commissioner's right to grant nau/or as stated
in the Wajib-ul-arz. 

Successive Divisional" Forest Officers and Assistant Commissioners have different. 
ideas as to the extent of their powers to influence the grant of nautor. The present 
instructions have been evolved after many years' experience and should certainly not 
be amended lightly. 

One fruitful cause of correspondence and even embittered dispute has been the-
sending of nautor file to the Forest Department for opinion before Assistant Com
missioner's sanction has been given finally. It should be remembered in this connec-
tion that the present instructions have bsen agreed to by both Divisional Forest Offi-
oar and the Conservator of Forests and this should be pointed out in event of any 
further reference by Forest Department to this point. 

In cases of encroachment even in the undemarcated forest, nautor should never
ordinarily be granted to the encroacher. -He must be evicted whether he:haa built ai. 
bouse or not and prosecuted under the Forest Act if necessary. 

H. J. B. TAYLOR, 

25-i-1937. - Assistant Commissioner, Kulu. 
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Revised instructions regarding th~ grant of nautor in the Kulu 
Tahsil and the Seraj Sub-Tahsil of the Kulll- Sub-Division. 

1. Nauwr is ordinarily to be granted to rightholders of the kothi in which the 
1and to be broken up is situated. Nautor may also be granted to non-rightholders 
for houses, shops, mills, etc., p!ovided, in each case, that no existing rights are adversely 

.affected. Nautor pattas to non-rightholders require the sanction of the Deputy Com
missioner, Kangra. 

2. Grants to rightholders for cultivation will be made on payment of a nazrana 

··of ORe rupee per bigka and for all other purposes on payment of a nazrana of one rupee 
per biswa. Grants to non-rightholders will be made only on payment of the full market 

'value of the land. The na!ra'l.a or price realized will be credited to the Kothi Fund, 
-except in Wazhi Rupi where the money will be paid to the Rai. 

S. Applications will in the. first instance be presented to the Assistant Commis
·tiioner, except in Wa ... iri Rupi where they will be presented to the Rai_ But noapplica
tion for nautor in any bikal or in any of the undermentioned kothis anll phatis will be 

-entertained without the written permission of the Assistant Commissioner for its sub
mission and will not be granted without the sanctio~ of the Deputy Commissioner, 

::Kangra :-

Kothi Manali. 

Kothi Jagatsul{h. 

Kothi Barsai. 

Kothi N aggar. 

Kothi Raisan. 

Kothi Bajaura. 

Kothi Harkandhi. 

Kothi Chung. 

Kothi Banogi. 

Kothi Bunga. Phati Dhaungi. 

Kothi Chaihni. 

Kothi Shikari. 

Kothi Tilokpur. 

Kothi Kharagarn. Phati Rishala. 

Kothi Jalori. Phati Kheni. 

Kothi Baramgarh. Phati Sarahan 
(only plateau near R. H.). 

Also the number of kothis and phatis which are to be e,xcluded under this para
·graph might be e~tended so as to protect land adjacent to Public Works Department 
Toads and rest-houses. 

4. Applications will be dealt with by the tahsils as soon as they are received. 
Notice is to be given to the rightholders that the application is pending and that 15 
days will be allowed for objections from the date of service of notice. The Field 
Kanungo, on his next visit to the kothi, will inspect the site and record the rightholders' 

-statements and check the fatima shajra ; in this report he will note whether there are any 
~eserved trees standing on the land and the proximity of any road or path. Except; 
-when no objections are raised or unless it is clear that the application should be refused 
the spot is to be inspected by the Tahsildar or Naib-Tahsildar before the tahsil report is 
-written. The papers will then be returned to the Assistant Commissioner. Unless 
>summarily rejected the files, except in cases where there are no reserved trees standing on 
~he land, will then be sent to the Divisional Officer for his opinion; if this is fllovourable 
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the value of the trees on the land will be noted. If the site adjoins a Public Worb 
Department road the Sub·Divisionai Officer, Publio Works Department, will also be· 
consulted. 

5. In Waziri Rupi the Rai will follow the procedure laid down in the Wajib·ul-arz· 
as to the time to be allowed for objections and the recording of the statements of the· 
rightholders on the spot. When any of the reserved trees are standing on the land 
reference will be made to the Divisional Department or by the people who have been. 
accustomed to exercise rights in the waste, the mllotter shall, unles~ the application is
forthwith rejected, be. referred to the Assistant Commissioner for decision. 

6. The deed of Mutor shall contain such of the provisions of these rules as affect. 
the right of possession granted. 

7. After the grant is sanctioned the file will be sent through the tahsil to the pat
wan for a mutation to be entered up. In Waziri Rupi the Field Kanungo will check 
the correotions of the fatima shajra before the mutation is entered up. 

8. Grantees on being given possession must at once mark out the land accurately 
by burjis or low walls according to the demarcation of the patwari. 

9. If a rightholder lodges an objection within one month of thtl date from which. 
possession is taken and the objection is upheld the lease may be cancelled without. 
the grantee being entitled to compensation. 

10. If land granted is not taken up within one yea.r it will be resumed unless an. 
extension of time is specially obtained. 

11. At the end of each quarter the Assistant Commissioner and the Rai of Rupio 
will forward a statement, for each Forest Division separately, showing the particulars. 
of the grants of nautor sanctioned in the preceding three months, to the Divisionai 
Forest Officer for the informa.tion of the Forest Staff. 
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APPENDIX XIX.. 

Statementshowiitg the estimated and actual expenditure 
on the Commission. 

Estimated. 

1. '. Pay of officers (Non·roted) 
:2. Travelling Allowance (Non-tloted) 
.8. Pay of establishment 
4. Travelling Allowance (Voted) 
.5. Contingencies 
-'I. Rounding 

Actual. 

1. Pay of officers (NonofJ:lted) •• 
:2. Travelling Allowance (NonotlOted) 
.8. Pay of establishment 
-4. _ 'fravell'mg Allowance (Voted) 
-5. Contingencies 

119 

'1'otal 

'r 

'foloal 

Rs. 
11,950 
3,000 

600 
3,830 

780 
40 

20,200 

11,900 
1,310 

600 
2,730 

780 

17,320 



APPENDIX XX. 

Eltimated cost of the recommendatioDS made in the report 
of the Forelt Enquiry Commission. 

I.-creation of a minor Forest Division in place of the existing Bub-division in Attock 
district, with headquarters at Campbellpur. 

(Vide recommendation No.1) 

(Summary of reoommendations III (b» 

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE. 

A.-EsTABLISHMENT. 

(1) Headquarter_ 

Pay of Divisional Forest Officer (I. F. S.) 
Overseas pay of Divisional Officer 

Pay of 4 olerks-

1 III grade 
11 IV grade 

Pay of 4 peons 
Travelling allowance of Divisional Forest Offioer 
Travelling allowance of camp staff 

Total Headquarters 

(2) Range-

Pay of 2 Forest RangeI'S' 
Pay of 2 Range peons 
Travelling Allowance of 2 Forest Rangers and 2 Range 

. peons 'f 

.' I," 

Total Range 

Total A.-Establishment 

, ,1. __ 

B.-OFFICE EQUIPMENT AND RENT AND TENTS. 

(1) Headquarters 
(2) Two Range quarters 
(8) Contingencies 

Total office equipment, etc. 

Total estimate of Division 

121. 
c. 

Ra. 

12,000 

1,200 
2,300 

700 
2,000 

500 

3,000 
300 

9,600 

2,200 
800 

1,500 

Rs. 

18,700 

12,9()0 

81,600 

95,600 



PRESE~T EXPENDITURE. 

Pay of Sub· Divisional Officer 
Travelling Allowanoe of Sub· Divisional Officer 
Pay of one clerk 
Pay and travelling allowanoe of peon 

Total 

INCREASED COST TO GOVERNMENT. 

Case (1) Considering establishment only Rs. 18,700-
Rs.7,900 .. .. 

Case (2) Including offioe equipment 

II.-Appointment of a Guzaras Forest Officer to act as 
Assistant to th6 Deputy Commissioner. Rawalpiindt 
distriot (vide recommendation No. 2.~ summary of 
recommendations 111 (c»-

Pay of one Provincial Servioe Officer 
Travelling allowQJloe of above. 
Pay and t~avelling allo~~n~e.of..peon 

. ..' .... T(l~al, 
III.-Appoint~t· oj a Forest OffiCer t~ frame proposal, for 

th6 management of village forests in Kangra distric& 
(l1ide r600mmendation No.4, summary of reoom-. 
mendations V (a»-

As for II 

Total increased oost to Government 
Estimated minimum profit to Government in oash re

sulting from adoption of proposals 

Es.timated net profit 

]22 

260 F0-500-27·9·38-SGPP Labore. 

Ra. 

6,500 
750 
400 
250 

10,800 

6,500 
750 
250 

Rs. 

7,900 

13,000 

7,500 

7,500 

28,000 

50,000 

22,000 


